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CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM 
I! li Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study is 
1! to find the extent to which high school seniors are interested 
I I in civic affairs and to study that interest in its relation to 
'I It other factors. 
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{civic education) is a responsibility of our schools. This 
belief is set forth in resolutions and recommendations of pro-
1
1 
fessional organizations as well as in addresses and publica-
" 
tions of educators and interested laymen. Additional evidence 
of recognition of the responsibility is found in the creation 
of a Citizenship Commission by the National Education Associa-
tion, the establishment of a committee on citizenship by the 
National Council for the Social Studies, the newer emphasis on 
"democratic human relations", the development of citizenship 
education projects in Detroit, Miami, Kansas State College, 
St. Pauli s School, Dartmouth College, and Teachers College, 
Columbia. The reader will also have noted in 1947 a new title 
"Education for Citizenship" in the Review of Educational Re~ 
search.l 
lnEducation for Citizenship." Review of Educational 
Research 17 (No. 4); October 1947. 
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That practice lags behind pronouncements is attested by 
the findings of the Regents• Inquiry,l by the discrepancies 
noted by investigators between the objectives and practices of 
the social studies,2 by an unpublished survey (this investiga-
tor's) of recent professional literature, and by the almost 
complete lack of research 1n civic education.3 
Outstanding among the shortages revealed is that of edu-
cational activity focused on the development of civic interest. 
A too common lack of interest in america1 s affairs is suggested 
by such realities as the inability of 45 per cent of the Demo-
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ill 
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il 
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cratic voters in 1944 to identify the Democrat then running for 
1
· 
II the Vice Presidency of the United ~tates, the failure of resi-
dents of Cincinnati in 1947 to be even slightly informed 
about the United Nations, a similar finding when a farm maga-
zine polled american farmers for knowledge about the Marshall 
Plan, the small fractional turnout of voters in recent elec-
tions, and numerous other illustrations of civic apathy. If 
the schools are to educate for citizenship, here is an area for 
concern. 
lNote two volumes of the Regents• Inquiry into the Charac-
ter and Costs of Education in the State of New York: Howard E. 
Wilson. Education for Citizenship. New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1938; and Francis T. Spaulding. High School aqd 
Life. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938. 
2Harry Marks. "Social Education in Review." Social Edu-
cation 11: 211-213; May 1947. 
3see Chapter II of this study. 
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Acquisition of information - political, social, economic -11 
ll 
is a generally recognized type of goal for schools, but it does il 
not follow as the night the day that interest will incidentally IJ 
develop. 
While they are still in school, high school 
boys and girls do a considerable amount of reading 
in history and current events, chiefly in response 
to formal school assignments. As soon as they have 
left school they cease this type of reading almost 
entirely.l 
A continuing interest in problems of public 
concern is much more important than the ability to 
recall the facts on issues that were in the head-
lines years ago.2 
This view of interests as school objectives, 
which gradually evolved during the Eight Jear Study, 
rests upon three basic assumptions, all matters of 
common observation. The first is that people who 
have desirable interests in the major areas of life 
activities are obviously happier and better off than 
those who do not •••• Second, interests are the 
mainspring of the educational process. They practi-
cally determine what can be effectively learned. 
If schools, therefore, wish to develop competence 
in major areas of living they must first develop 
interests in those areas. Third, the common welfare 
depends upon the character and direction of the in-
terests of all citizens •••• These three assumptions 
leave no choice but to find out what interests are 
desirable, to foster them by every means consistent 
with our democratic traditions, and to ascertain at 
regular intervals which of them are developing 
satisfactorily, and which of them need renewed at-
tention. 
The first principle which the committee fol-
lowed in locating desirable interests was that some 
interests should be developed in each major area of 
lspaulding, ~· cit., p. 28. 
Zwilliam J. Shorrock. "Why Study Current History?" The 
Civic Leader 15: 3; March 8, 1948. 
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living. These may be classified broadly as economic 
interests, civic interests, interests centering in 
the home, and recreational 1nterests.l 
The above quotations add up to a point of view little re-
cognized in schools. To date, 1nteres~in civic affairs, both 
as study of existing interests and as investigation into their 
possibilities as outcomes,have received little attention. Such 
deficiencies seem to justify a study of interest as a subject 
for this study. 
Terms used in this study.-- Interest is an attitude which 
can be developed through education. As an attitude it is a 
tendency to become absorbed 1n something {here, ongoing pro-
blems of public concern) and to continue in the experience. 
"Whenever anyone, including the citizen is assured that he 
can reach an end which he desires by following a certain pro-
cedure, he is attentive to that procedure. That is what it 
means to be interested."2 
Civic affairs. "Civic" is here used in its sense of rela-
tion to membership in such democratic society as the United 
States traditionally seeks.J For this study, civic affairs are 
those ongoing problems confronting the body politic. 
lchester William Harris, Eberhart, Wilfred and Block, Jean 
Friedberg. "Evaluation of Interests," Chapter V, Appraising 
and Recording Student Progress. New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1942. p. 317. 
2Frank P. Whitney. "Citizenship Training." Social Educa-
~ 2: 545; November 1938. 
3Howard E. Wilson. Education for Citizenship. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938. p. 5. 
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Ongoing problems. These are problems (political, social, 
economic, or combinations) which confronted the American people 
in the past, confront them today, and probably will confront 
them in the future. These are not the problems of the labora-
tory or of advanced technology but of social control within the 
political framework of our democratic society. 
Civic education. This includes and involves teachings, 
methods, activities, administrative and supervisory procedures 
"which the school may utilize purpo§tvelt to. make ror .better 
living together in the democratic way ••• ul 
PLAN OF PROOBOOBE 
Test and scope.--- This is to be a study of status to in-
vestigate high school seniors• interest or lack of interest 1n 
civic affairs, and to study the possible significance of re-
lated factors. A test of information about ongoing problems 
will be constructed. This test, with accompanying questions to 
be answered by pupils and their teachers, is intended to yield 
the required data for a sample of at least one thousand high 
school seniors. These pupils are to be both boys and girls, 
college preparatory and other curricula, from large and small 
schools, representing industrial and non-industrial communities. 
The construction of the test, the process of obtaining the 
cooperation of an adequate number of schools, and the process 
lJohn J. Mahoney. For Us the Living. New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1945. p. 39. 
==~~================~============~~~~=-==~~~-~-========-=-=~~~-~-=-=-~-======9F======== 
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of getting the data will be discussed in Chapter III of this 
study. 
Treatment £f. ~. --· Data for the study, dealing with 
performance on the testing instrument and with information abou 
the pupils tested, will be treated to determine significance of 
achievement on the test and the relationships of achievement to 
other factors: intelligence, reading comprehension, economic 
status, magazines in the home, pupil activities in class and 
in the extracurriculum, interest ratings (by teachers), and 
position 1n the groupings of students as "interested" and "not 
interested". 
Procedures involved in treating the data will be discussed 
in Chapter IV. 
Conclusions-~- recommendations.--· These will be found 
in Chapter V. Summarized here will be the findings of the 
study as they relate to the validity and reliability of the 
measuring instrument, as well as findings concerning extent of 
seniors' interest and findings concerning the relationship of 
interest in civic affairs to the factors enumerated above. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
8 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
PaucitY .9.f. research ..!!! civic education.~- In 1947 an 
associate editorl of the Review of ~ducational Research wrote, 
"Strictly speaking, research in education for citizenship is 
almost non-existent". One subdivision of education for citi-
zenship is education for interest in civic affairs. Available 
evidence indicates that the associate editor•s statement is 
pertinent to the question of extent of research within that 
subdivision. 
The above also indicates that a seemingly evident trend 
of the 19301 s did not materialize. In discussing neglected 
objectives in the social studies Wrightstone2 concluded that: 
••• it is apparent there are various object-
ives in the social studies for which no very ade-
quate means of measurement have been devised. 
Recent trends indicate that we may expect to see 
more adequate tests developed during the next few 
years. Among these objectives the following have 
been chosen for special emphasis: ••• (f) interests 
or patterns of interest in socio-economic problems.J 
For further evidence of the failure of any such trend to 
develop, the reader is referred to (1) a summary4 by the 
lArnold E. Joyal. "Research in Citizenship Education." 
Phi Delta~appan 29: 185; December 1947. 
2J. Wayne Wrightstone. "Recent Trends in Social-Studies 
Tests." Social Education 1: 246-50; April 1937. 
3Ibid., p. 2.50. 
4warren G. Findley. "Educational Evaluation: Recent De-
velopments." Social Education 14: 206-210; May 19.50. 
9 
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Director of Test Development, Educational Testing Service, in 
a recent issue of the magazine of the National Council for the 
Social Studies, and (2) a list of tests in citizenshipl pub-
lished by the United States Office of Education. Such evidence 
suggests that this question of interest in the citizenship 
field, particularly interest as a goal, awaits extensive in-
vestigation. 
Interest measurement ~ genera:l;.~-- Tests of interests 
have been fairly numerous in recreation, vocation, play, extra-
curricular participation, and subject-matter preferences.2 
Such studies have tended to utilize techniques already devel-
oped in mental measurement. Much of the work in interest 
measurement prior to 1931 was brought together by Fryer3 in his 
volume on The Measurement .Qi Interests. Fryer advocated at 
that time the use, in interest studies, of principles developed 
in the measurement of abilities (sampling procedure, standard-
ization of psychological measure, validity, reliability, norms 
lnavid Segal and Hutchinson, Earl. "Evaluation of Citi-
zenshi:p Education." School Life (special issue ''Zeal for Demo-
cracy") JO: 27-28; February 1948. 
2The Known interest tests are described by Burros, Carter, 
Strong. 
Oscar Krisen Burros, editor. The Third Mental Measur~ 
ments Yearbook. New Brunswick, N.W.: Ru~gers university Press, 
1949. 
Harold Carter. Vocational Interests and Job Orientation-
a Ten-Year Review. American Association for Applied Psychology 
Stanford University Press, 1944. 
Edward K. Strong, Jr. Vocational Interests of Men and 
Women. Stanford University Press, 194J. 
Jnouglas Fryer. The Measurement of Interests. New York: 
Henr Holt and Company, l9Jl. 
:10 
of comparison) admitting that these principles may not always 
aPPlY to interest measurement but contending that they should 
be followed until the interests are proved to be different to 
the abilities 1n mental organization.l 
Existing measures of interest may be classified as sub-
jective and objective. Subjective measures include (1) inven-
tories or questionnaires, to be filled out by subject or others, 
and rating scales, by subject or others. Objective measures, 
which attempt to measure reaction stimulation, include (1) in-
formation tests, true-false, completion, multiple choice, 
(2) free association tests, (3) learning tests, paired associa-
tions forms, (4) distraction tests, verbal forms, and (5) 
other experimental tests. Fryer's classification will be the 
one referred to in the course of this chapter. 
Criteria of interest, as developed in the literature, 
were listed by Fryer as follows: Subjective Criteria: 
(1) self estimates, (2) teachers' estimates, (3) parents' 
estimates, (4) employers' estimates, (5) friends' estimates, 
(6) scores in interest inventories, (7) rating scale ratings, 
(8) estimates of ease of work, (9) estimates of ease of study; 
Objective Criteria: (1) education courses taken, (2) jobs 
accepted, (3) activities engaged in, (4) labor turnover, 
(5) absence and tardiness in industry, (6) scores on objective 
1 Ibid., p. 353. 
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tests, (7) readings of adults and children, (8) absence and 
II 
tar41ness in school, (9) educational achievement, (lO)industrialJ 
achievement.l 
The above listing more than covers the criteria used in 
the measurement of civic affairs interests. Most common in 
this field have been the score on an objective test and some 
I 
I 
I 
I 
form of interest inventory. Investigations using these will be !,'I 
discussed later in sections of this chapter. I 
First, however, it seems desirable to note a limitation on 
the value of measures of interest. 
Limitations ~ interest measurements. Evidence of in-
terest is best measured by performance in adult life. Only a 
forecast can be approximated 1n school. With reference to 
approximating a forecast, Krey2 suggests the following: 
scrutiny of extracurricular activities, voluntary membership 
in organizations concerned with public affairs, use of leisure 
time for additional reading, study and activity in the field 
and student performance in the classroom. Within the classroom 
evidence of interest is found in the student's performance in 
recitations, essays, examinations. Interest may be inferred 
from evidences of knowledge possessed.3 
libid., p. 353. 
2Truman L. Kelley and Krey, A. c. Tests and Measurements 
1n the Social Sciences, Report of the Commission on the Social 
Studies, Part IV. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934. 
3Ibid., p. 81. 
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!I II The use of tests of knowledge has been comparatively 
'd 
common in attempts to measure interests objectively. The pre- jj 
sence or absence of interest, or amount thereof, is inferred 11 
from the subject's score on the test. Fryer comments on this I 
1n terms of acceptance-rejection theory: •In the information I 
test, applied to the measurement of interests, there is an 
I 
acceptance or rejection in a definite field of information."l I 
Fryer also raises the warning that abilities, not interest,/ 
may be whatare measured by the test of 1nformation.2 Although 
his own conclusion is that information tests measure informa-
tion, he notes that the theory of interest measurement through 
the information test still (1931) persists.J Relevant to this 
study of civic interests by way of the information test is 
another generalization of Fryer's to the effect that, 
The information test, when applied to the mea-
surement of interests, correlates fairly low with 
general intelligence tests (mean .24). This situa-
tion holds a pleasant surprise for those endeavoring 
to apply the information test to the measurement of 
interests.4 
Validiti £f information tests jn interest stud:. The 
view that information tests do not measure interest is 
supported by Strong. 5 "The evidence to date is that 
1 through 4F 48 ryer, ~· cit., p. 3 , 290, 291, 287. 
5Edward K. Strong, Jr. Vocational Interests of Men and 
Women. Stanford University Press, 194J. 
the information test is a measure of ability and not of in-
terest.•l Hunt2 is somewhat less positive. 
It is rather difficult to make any very conclu-
sive generalization as to the value of information 
tests as measures of interests •••• Information tests 
as measures of interest are likely to fall short of 
the purpose for which they were devised in failing 
to sample extensively enough the field of testing, 
measuring ability or experience rather than interests 
and in putting too high a premium on abstract intel-
ligence and verbal ability. 
The information test nevertheless persists and finds 
support, as was indicated by a quotation above from Krey.3 It 
is explained thus by Bingham: 4 
The theory behind this informational approach 
is simple. It assumes that a person interested in 
any field - in mechanics, or bird life, or music, 
let us say - will have picked up in advance of any 
specialized training much more information about 
the subject than a person not interested in it. 
In one of the small number of books devoted to civic edu-
cation the case for the information test is stated thus. 
It is obvious that what a person knows about 
anything furnishes a cue, at least, to the measure 
of his interest in that thing. The boy who is in-
terested in football can tell you. immediately the 
names of the outstanding halfbacks in any current 
season. He knows ••• knowledge is one measure of a 
person• s interest - in anything.5 
libid., p. 28. 
Orhelma Hunt. Measurement 1n Psychology. New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1936. p. 199-200. 
3Kelley and Krey, ..2P. ..£.!!. , p. 81. 
4walter Van Dyke Bingham. Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1937. p. 67. 
5John J. Mahoney. For Us the Living. New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1945. p. 114. 
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Flanaganl developed a test, based on items from the Co-
operative Contemporary Affairs Tests, for six major fields in 
which interests might be found. Desirous of avoiding wishful 
thinking or "expected" answers, as 1n the case of use of the 
Strong Vocational Interest Blanks, he measured the extent to 
which information concerning events of the preceding year has 
been acquired. College sophomores and others were tested, and 
the experimenter believed that when scores from the six areas 
were compared they would given an indication of the pattern of 
the testee1 s relative interests in these fields, as evidenced 
by measures of the results of his actual behavior during the 
past year.2 "This method is free from personal bias and wish-
ful thinking.n3 The above strongly suggests Fryer's statement 
of an acceptance-rejection theory.4 
Further support for the theory 1n question is obtained 
from workers in the field of public opinion polls. Reporting 
on answers of 1,324 subjects to four information questions and 
four attitude questions, SmithS states: 
lJohn c. Flanagan. "Measuring Interests." Psychological 
Bulletin 36: 529-30; July 1939. 
2Ibid., p. 529. 
3Arthur E. Traxler. "Current Construction and Evaluation 
of Personality and Character Tests." Review of Educational 
Research 11: 57-79; February 1941. 
4Fryer, J2P. ill,. , p. 348. 
5George Harsley Smith. "Liberalism and Level of Informa-
tion." Journal of Educational Ps:x;chology ~J9: -69; ·; February 
1948. 
••• In working with poll data it is commoner 
to find consistency than inconsistency in responses 
to factual questions. Apparently the people who 
can give three or four correct answers have differ-
ent interests and habits, as a group, from those 
who can give only one right response or none. 
He also found women generally less informed than men on 
current events.l Crossley and Sm1th2 find in a similar con-
clusion a point of importance to the present study. 
A telling example of the relationship between 
interest and knowledge, as well as between apathy 
and ignorance, can be found in the different in-
formation levels between men and women. Psycho-
logists have not discovered any particular differ-
ence in the sexes' native intelligence, but public 
opinion polls have noted a marked difference in the 
sexes' political and social knowledge. Relatively 
speaking, women have a deep concern for home life 
and a wide variety of cultural interests; generally 
their knowledge of cultural subjects is substan-
tially greater than men's. The men, however, know 
far more about political and social subjects. 
On the general subject of interest information, these 
writers also state: 
The influence of the schools can clearly be 
demonstrated 1n the interdependence that binds 
interest and knowledge together. As pupils learn 
more their interest increases; as they become more 
interested, their knowledge increases ••• unhappily 
the interdependence between apathy and ignorance · 
is equally binding. 
On the same side of the argument we find Hyman and Sheats-
1~. , p. 72. 
2Helen Crossley andSmita, Georae Kerr¥. "What the Polls 
Show." Educational Leadership 6: 79; November 1948. 
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leyl claiming, under the heading "Interested People Acquire the 
Most Information• - a reporting of a National Opinion Research 
Council poll taken in May, 1946: 
The close relation between apathy on the one 
hand, and ignorance of informational materials on 
the other, is shown in Table 5. It 1s a likely 
assumption that both the contrasting groups 1n the 
table had equal opportunity to learn about the two 
reports (Acheson-Lilienthal; Anglo-American Report 
on Palestine). Yet the information reached approxi-
mately half of the interested2 group, and only about 
one-fifth of the disinterested.) 
An important limiting factor relating to the controversy 
over use of information tests in interest studies is suggested 
by Greene4 in reviewing earlier studies. "Correspondence be-
tween interest and information tests has been shown to be 
fairly high ••• when opportunities for acquiring information were 
nearly the same for all persons in the group.• In agreement is 
the report noted below:S "Granted reasonable equality of oppor-
tunity, the items of knowledge acquired by an individual give 
something of a clue to the direction of his interests.• 
lHerbert H. Hyman and hheatsley:,. Paul B. "Some Reasons 
Why Information Campaigns Fail." Public Opinion Quarterly 11: 
412-23; Fall 1947. 
2neterm1ned by self ~atings of interest. 
3Ibid. , p. 416. 
4Edward B. Greene. The Measurement of Human Behavior. 
New York: The Odyssey Press, 1941. p. 470. 
5The Committee on Character Tests and Psychological Tests, 
Harry J. Baker, Chairman. Review of Educational Research 2: 
183-270. 
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A recent piece of research, related to this proble~ by, 
Sterner,l tends to show that some commonly accepted examples 
of differences in opportunity are fallacies. She reported on 
the basis of studies of children in a New Jersey High School 
that she found no significant interest differences related to 
differences in socio-economic status, to courses of study pur-
sued, to race or national origins, or to intelligence. Sex 
differences were found. With this difference, children from 
various environments read the same funnies, are interested in 
the same movies, books, and radio programs.2 
Segal3 investigated the literature of the relationship 
of intellectual functions to personality traits. Among other 
stated conclusions, he reports agreement with Catte11,4 who 
earlier reported that certain personality traits, including 
1Alice P. Sterner. Radio, Motion Picture, and Reading 
Interests. Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 
932. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1947. · 
2Ibid., P• 50, 59, 67. 
3navid Segal. •Intellectual Abilities in the Adolescent 
Period.n Bulletin 1948, No. 6, Federal Security Agency, U, s. 
Office of Education, United States Government Printing Office, 
Washington, 1948. 
4Raymond B. Cattell. npersonality Traits Associated with 
Abilities, I., With Intelligence and Drawing Abilities." 
Educational and Psychological Measurement 5: 131-46; Summer 
1945. 
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"wide interests", are definitely related to intelligence test 
scores. That this relationship is believedl to arise from 
environmental rather than fundamental causes is of significance 
to this study. 
It seems probable, then, that scores on tests of informa-
tion reflect both intelligence and interest. 
The guestion~ permanence_Qf interests. Another limi-
tation on the value of interest studies is the possibility that 
interests will so fluctuate from year to year that a measure-
ment, even if valid and reliable, may have little value for 
forecasting. In 1931 Fryer wrote, "Many of the studies re-
viewed suggest a fluctuation of interests during adolescence 
which may be so great that the scoring for group interests at I 
this time may be impractical."2 I 
Greene3 reporting on later studies by Fryer indicated some I 
I 
evidence of stability. A study of prime interest in high school! 
groups showed a 57 per cent identity for an interval of one 
year, 45 per cent for two years, 25 per cent for three years, 
and 26 per cent for four years. Among college students, a one 
year interval produced 86 per cent of similar choices and a 
two year interval 56 per cent. 
1 Segal, .212· cit., p. 18. 
2Fryer, ~· cit., p. 342. 
3areene, ~· cit., p. 476-77. 
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In writing on the permanence of interests, Fowlerl stated 
Although all interests are learned and there-
fore present interests may be modified, yet it is 
generally agreed that interests even at the high 
school age level are marked by patterns which have 
increasing stability with advancing age. 
This apparently is another area in which " ••• more research 
is needed to show what factors are involved in learning and 
retaining data and in developing interests".2 Available evi-
dence does not warrant discontinuation of this study 
of civic~affairs interest. 
Information-l!:§-interest ..!!! ill Eight Year StudY.~~- Fur-
ther evidence of the tendency to use information as evidence of 
the presence of interest is found in the reporting of the Eight 
Year Study. In Volume IV3 the reader finds awareness, ~­
ledge, and interest being used interchangeably. 
It is ••• apparent that there is a direct rela-
tionship between scholastic aptitude and knowledge 
of world events. High aptitude and intelligent 
awareness of current happenings seem to go together 
inevitably, and the reverse is equally true. 
In the case of the Eight Year Study, information was mea-
sured but this was not the sole criterion for judging interests. 
The staff recognized a relationship between interest and know-
lFred M. Fowler. "Interest Measurement--Questions and 
Answers." School Life 28: 25-29; December 1945. 
2Greene, 2P• £!E., p. 470. 
3Dean Chamberlain, Chamberlin, Enid, Drought, Neal E. and 
Scott, William E. Did They Succeed in College? Adventure in 
American Education, Vol. IV. N. Y.: Harper and Brothers, 1942. 
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ledge. _"The obvious starting point in finding out what atti-
tudes students had toward themselves, others, and society in 
general,was to inquire as to how much they knew of what was 
happening in the world.nl 
Knowledge was probed by questionnaires and interviews in 
which students were asked which items of the news they remem-
bered most vividly and which to them seemed most important. 
Spaces were provided in the forms used for twelve recall items. 
Other criteria used were records - of radio programs listened 
to, newspapers and magazines read, and lectures attended. 
Along with the activity-questionnaire responses, students were 
also asked for knowledge by such questions as the following 
(from the Questionnaire on Newspaper Reading) :2 "What is the 
political theory of the paper or papers you read?' 'Which poli-
tical party is usually favored by the paper or papers read? 8 
These items come under the objective-criteria classification 
tests of information from which interests may be inferred.) 
TESTS OF INFORMATION IN CIVIC EDUCATION 
Interest in political affairs.-- Reilley4 developed a 
test of fifty-two items which he administered to 672 seniors 
1Ibid. , p. 111 
2chamberlin, et. al.,~. £!E., p. 11-12. 
Jsupra, p. 3. 
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4Albert Gerald Reilley. "Are High School Seniors Inter-
ested in Things Political?" Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1936·-======================================#======== 
~rom five schools. The test included thirty-two political 
personalities and forty c~cial facts. He found that, as 
measured by this test, high school seniors showed a very small 
degree of interest in things political. Possible score for the 
test was 67, mean 30, median 29.21, S.D. 10.75, S.E •• 41.1 
An extension of Reilley• s study consisted of giving his 
test to fifty-~1ve junior high school students in a school 
where interest in political affairs was a recognized objective. 
The junior high school students obtained a mean score of 43.31 
and a median of 42.25. Their median was four scores better 
than that of the best of the five senior high school groups.2 
Since a count of newspapers and magazines and radios in 
the pupils' homes showed that the materials for becoming in-
formed were plentiful, Reilley concluded that: 
In view of these facts, it seems safe to con-
clude that, if administrators and teachers wish to 
arouse and develop in their pupils an interest in 
things political, the sources of material are at 
hand. Such a conclusion seems safe--even without 
considering the newspapers and magazines that are 
available to these pupils in their school libraries 
or, without considering the fact that such materials 
are provided for class use.J 
Reilley also found boys more interested than girls (mean 
higher by eight points), and college preparatory pupils more 
libid,, p. 92. 
2Albert Gerald Reilley. "Let1 s Make Citizenship Training 
Practical." Journal of Educational Method 17: 99-106; December 
l9J7. 
J "Are High School Seniors Inter-
ested ~i-n~T~h~in_g_s~~~~-a~l~1MrK• Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
interested than others "because they are generally the most in- I 
1 
telligent group in any school".l Size of school was found to 
I 
I 
make no appreciable difference. • ••• The results seem to indi-
cate that the pupils in all of the schools, regardless of size, 
were equally uninterested in politics.n2 
A ~ of cJ.vic interests.--- Brooks3 developed a test of 
civic interests, understandings, and attitudes of high school 
seniors. This consisted of five parts, or tests, only one of 
which was claimed to be a measure of interest. Testees were 
asked to "Tell one thing the following are noted for". Twenty 
names were given to three groups of students, to "test the 
student's knowledge of and interest in people in civic life and 
their achievements and their relations to ourselves and our 
times".4 He found that students obtained "relatively higher 
scores on men of present day prominence, such as Andrew Mellen, 
Ramsay MacDonald, Ghandi, Wickersham, showing a distinct tend-
ency to read and be interested in current news".5 
Some of the stated conclusions seem highly debatable. For 
example, " ••• Horace Mann ••• was not well-known to Groups A and 
1 and 2Ibid., p. 109, 117. 
JAlbert J. Brooks. "Test of Civic Interests, Understand-
ings, and Attitudes of High School Seniors." Unpublished 
Master• s Thesis, Boston UniversJ.ty, 1931. 
4Ibid., p. 10 
5Ibid., p. 19. 
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C, they getting 1 Right 1 scores of ·4.5 per cent and 13.8 per 
cent respectively, while Group B had a score of 60 1 Right 1 • 
This shows a greater interest in educators by Group B than by 
either of the other groups.•l 
Teachers' interests.-~- Driscoll2 investigated the problem 
of teachers• interest in political affairs. Tests of knowledge 
of contemporary personalities were given in three successive 
years to a total of 737 persons, teachers in service and full-
time students in the School of Education at Boston University. 
Driscoll reported th~t it was 
difficult to draw any conclusions about the 
type of person who was best known.... Three of 
the best known were cabinet officers: Miss Per-
kins, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and Cordell Hull. 
LaGuardia and John L. Lewis are strong, colorful 
personalities--a fact that probably accounts for 
their being well known. 
In conclusion' she stated that the data obtained from the 
study seemed to prove that both teachers in practice and tea-
chers in training show little interest in things political, as 
measured by her tests. This was considered unsatisfactory 
since, "Development of interest in the student will be depend-
ent upon the amount of interest which the teacher himself 
possesses.•3 
lLoc. cit. 
2Katharine Driscoll. "Are Teachers Interested in Things 
Political?• Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1940. p. 55. 
3Ibid., p. 71. 
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The following is included because of its close relation-
ship to the assumption stated above, th~t teachers must be 
interested if they are to develop student interest. In the 
course of assembling the Twelfth Yearbook £i ~ National 
Council for~ Social Studies,l the editors sent a question-
naire to the writers of the several chapters of the yearbook 
asking the writers to identity the chief obstacles to effective 
learning in the social studies. Of the ten usable replies 
received, "six listed as a serious barrier varying statements 
of the following idea: Teachers are not adequately informed 
concerning current and persistent social, economic, and poli-
tical problems•.2 In all, forty-five barriers were named. 
The above mentioned one and verbalism were the only ones to 
receive more than three mentions. 
The studies of Reilley, Brooks, and Driscoll followed the 
1
1 
same general pattern. Implied in their information testing II 
procedure is the assumption that the individual tested has 
accepted or rejected the opportunity to acquire more informa-
tion in the given areas.3 
1William E. Young, editor. The Social Studies in the 
Elementar School: Twelfth Ye rbook 1 
for the Social Styd1es. Washington: 
2Ibid., p. xvi. 
3Fryer, ~· ~., p. 348. 
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Probably the outstanding study of status in the field of 
civic education in the United States is that part of the Re-
gents Inquiry which was devoted to civic education.l In this 
investigation current-affairs tests were administered to 24,000 
students. 
This study was not discussed above since Wilson did not 
claim specifically that interest could be inferred from scores 
on tests of knowledge. Of interest to this study, however, is 
his statement 
In considering these tests ••• it is important 
to remember that individual items are not so signi-
ficant as the total of pupils' knowledge. These 
information tests on current affairs are intended 
only as indicators of pupils' alertness to what was 
then going on.2 
Tests used in this investigation were adapted for use of 
the Inquiry by members of the staff of the Cooperative Test 
Service. Typical items were: "The nation which has the large~ 
standing army in the world, reputedly l,JOO,OOO is: (1) France, 
(2) Russia, (J) England, (4) Germany, (5} Italy.nJ 
Wilson found that there appeared to be a relationship be-
tween achievement on these t.ests and ability, but found a more 
striking relationship between knowledge of "figures in the new~ 
laoward E. Wilson. Education for Citizenship. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938. 
2Ibid., p. 29. 
Jrbid., p. 28-29. 
and size of community. "It is clear that pupils in larger 
schools and larger communities know more about current events", 
but at the same time • ••• there is no apparent relation between 
community size and pupils' knowledge of American Historyn.l 
As did the investigators who reported above, Wilson also found 
boys better informed. 
SUBJECTIVE MEASURES . OF INTEREST 
General interest inventories.-~ General interest inven-
tories have on occasion used civic affairs materials. These 
have been used primarily to distinguish one group from another, 
particularly for vocational guidance. In no discovered case 
has the general interest inventory been used for civic educa-
tion purposes. 
Examples of these inventories include the Kefauver-Hand 
Guidance Tests and Inventories.2 Included therein is a test of 
knowledge of school and community facilities in five fields, 
one of them socio-civic. Also included are inventories of 
capacities and goals, and of enjoyment in fifty topics, mostly 
recreational. Also well known is the Allport-Vernon Study of 
1 
Values,3 the purpose of which is also classification. This 
scale makes possible the categorizing of the subject tested 
1Ibid., p. 87. 
2G. N. Kefauver, Hand, H. c., Block, V. L. end Proctor, 
W.M. Kefauver Hand Guidance Tests and Inventories. Yonkers, 
New York: World Book Company, 1937. 
3Gordon W. Allport and Vernon, Philip E. A Study of 
Values. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1930. 
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into one of five groups - one of which is political - the Powerl 
Man. Such inventories as the above, and the Garretson and I 
Symonds Interest Questionnaire,l are mentioned here because J 
they contain some reference to socio-civic interests, but they \ 
do not bear the same emphasis on civic interests which is 
sought in the present study. In particular, they have little 
or no value in terms of civic interests as goals. Their func-
tion is guidance rather than civic education. 
Inventorz study £f interests ~ outcomes. Interests as 
outcomes of instruction were studied by members of the staff 
of the Eight Year Study. An inventory, Interest Index 8.2a,2 
was devised. The respondent indicated a feeling of like, dis-
like, or indifferent for two hundred activity items.3 Each ' 
item was intended to relate to a subject offered in secondary 
school and to assist in determining the amount of interest 
generated in that subject. 
1o. K. Garretson and Symonds, Percival M. Interest Rues- ., 
tionnaire for High School Students. New York: Bureau of Pub-
lications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930. ,
1 
2chester William Harris, Eberhard, Wilfre~Block, Jean 
Friedberg. "Evaluation of Interestsn, Chapter V. Appraising 
and Recording Student Progress, Adventure in American Edycation, 
Volume III. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942. p. 338-348. 
3samples: (1) to write stories, (2) to learn how to go 
about getting a job, (4) to take part in class discussions of 
literature, (17) to sketch or paint, (18) to get people to vote 
for certain candidates for public offices, {182) to play golt. 
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I The inventory contained in all twenty-four items classed 
as social studies. These represent the following types of ). 
II 
activity: reading, eight items; reading critically and reading! 
for comprehension, three items; listening to lectures, radio 
programs, one item; studying, two items; studying and dis-
cussing, two items; discussing, one item; attending protest 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
meetings, influencing voters, two items; field trip, one item; I 
bulletin board activity, one item. The total here exceeds 
twenty-four since some items are compound. 
The types of activity listed represent most of the areas 
of activity in which the citizen may engage before reaching the 
! 
I 
I 
I 
voting age; reading, discussing, listening, acting, studying. 1 
Not included are such non-voluntary activities as taxpaying and Jl 
I 
military service. Research in the activities of citizens leads~ 
1n general, to a classification of such activities into these ! 
I 
groups: reading, listening, talking, writing, acting, studyi~ 
ir 
1This is a greatly simplified classification. For an 
identification of 44.3 elements of citizenship in a democratic 11
1 
society see Charles c. Peters. ObJectives and Procedures of 1 
Civic Education. New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 19.30. 11! 
P· s6-91. 
Eighteen studies dealing with the activities of citizens i,'l 
are reported in Earl Rugg. Curricu1um Studies in the Social 
Sciences and Citizenship. Greeley, Colorado: Colorado State 'I 
Teachers College, 1928. Chapter V. i,-1 
Most useful for the classroom teacher is the listing of ,
1 
thirteen activities by Walter Myer in The Civic Leader 1.3: 2; il 
April 1, 1946 • I! 
II 
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Reading is the type used most frequently in Interest Index 
8.2a. This may constitute an overemphasis on one kind of 
activity. 
Interest Index 8.2a is open to question as to whether or 
not its social studies items tap a wide enough variety of acti-
vities to warrant its use as either a measure of interests 
developed through social studies experiences or as a means of 
measuring or appraising interests in civic affairs. It should 
be rep'eated that the former and not the latter was a purpose 
of the inventory. That staff members who collaborated to 
write this volume of the report of the Eight Year Study tended 
to favor development of interest in civic affairsl has already I 
II 
II 
been indicated in the introductory chapter of this paper. 
Actual attempt at measurement was not made. The staff did try I 
to appraise interests as social studies outcomes, along with 1 
those of eleven other subject areas. Social studies interests, I 
however, are not synonymous with c1vic affairs interests.2 \ 
That Interest Index 8.2a was not subject to exhaustive I 
analysis is suggested by the inclusion of such items as #'3 •to I 
la i .,b h d Bl k ...... +t 314 15 11 arr s, ..t!.i er ar , oc , .212• ~·, P• - • I' 
2For example, item #153 •to read about how people lived inj 
the past• is a social studies item but n~necessarily a civic 1 
education item. Biology item #144 "to study how soil conserva-j 
tion and flood control are related" is here considered a civic 'j 
item. The same applies to at least fifteen other items listed j 
under six non-social studies items. 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
~·· 
go on trips with a class to 
housing, unemployment, etc. 
[1 
'I find out about conditions such as II 
in various parts of your commun- ! 
1ty". The secondary school youth may be inclined to like to 
go on field trips to get out of the school building. 
The literature of this inventory does not contribute to 
an answer to the question, "Are seniors interested in civic 
affairs?". Data obtained were used to determine interest 
patterns for guidance purposes. · 
For the purposes of this study, specific in-
terests in themselves become rather insignificant; 
the emphasis is no longer on the desirability of 
interest within a certain field,l but rather on 
the significance of interest for the inference of 
underlying urges and aims.2 
That the Thirty ~chools, or some of the schools, did try 
I 
to develop interests in the major area of living th~t is calledj 
II 
civic is made clear by the data and descriptive material of II 
volume IV of the report.3 This report does devote space to 1 
II interest as outcomes. 
Appraisal .2f interests ~ J?h! college level. 
II I· 
!I 
Data were !I 
obtained on 1,173 students, college level, using methods il 
;i 
II 
I' 
II !I 
described below. 
lHarris, ~berhard, Block,~· cit., p. 317. 
II 
2George v. Sheviakov and Friedoerg;~.-Jean· Block. "Evalua- 11 
tion of Personal and Social Adjustment." Appraising and Recor~ 
ing Student Progress, Adventure in American Education, Volume i~ 
III. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942. i) 
31. 
3Chamberlin et. al., .212• cit., passim. Jl 
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.I 
il 
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il 
li 
T~ey were requested to keep records of news-
papers and magazines read, radio programs listened 
to, and lectures attended. They were also asked 
in questionnaires and interviews which items in the 
news seemed of most importance. On the basis of 
this information each student was judged to have 
•considerable', 1 limited1 , or 1 slight1 interest in 
contemporary affairs.l 
In terms of hoped-for outcomes results were disappointing. 
'I 
Jj More encouraging were the results of comparison of progressive-
!i school graduates and their traditionally-trained peers. 
I; liThe Thirty Schools were curious to know whether their extensive 
I! 
il li use of material dealing with contemporary affairs had borne 
,: 
II ii fruit in college. From data thus accumulated it was evident 
:t 
I ~ 
!.!.that it had, but not to the degree which many of the experi-
'' !i mental school teachers had expected. In comparison with their 
II p traditionally-trained classmates, more in the Thirty Schools 
:J 
,, 
ii group were actively2 interested in what. was going on in the 
ji 
I' ; world.J 
1: 
i 
The experimental schools seem to have done a 
perceptibly better job than the traditional schools 
in promoting awareness of current affairs. In all 
four classes and in all aptitude groups, more grad-
uates of the Thirty Schools entered college with 
active interest in contemporary happenings; more of 4 the comparison group entered with no interest at all. 
1!121.Q.., p. 111. 
i! 2n (the staff) agreed upon the following five descriptions 
1: in terms of which students could be classified. l. Matters of 
i! social, economic, political and humanitarian significance com-
li mand his interest and objective study. Does something about it. 
il 2. Considerable reading and discussion of these matters. Many 
ll
matters of social, economic, political, and humanitarian signi-
ficance command his interest. May or may not do anything about 
l
it" Chamberlin, et~.al., .QP• cit., p. lJ. 
1 Group number one is the "active" group. 
I
, 3 and 4 
:! Chamberlin, et. al., op. cit., p. 111-12. 
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The staff reported that men tended to show more interest 
than women, with most attention being shown to current affairs 
by undergraduates in men's colleges and the poorest interest 
'I 
i' showing being made by students in women's colleges. "But much 
more striking was the amount (or dearth) of interest each en-
tering class had in world events.•l 
Eckert's stud.y.-- A related study is that of Eckert,2 who 
wished to find out whether or not young people who study social 
problems, who learn a great deal about their own communities, 
actually emerge from such courses with more serious reading 
interests, more educated tastes 1n radio programs, and greater 
interest and participation in campus and community affairs. 
She used a questionnaire to obtain information from college 
, students and graduates. The purpose of this study was to com-
pare interest and participation of the total student group with ., ii 
I, 
those students who took the core courses in the socio-civic )' 
area (Current History and Contemporary Society). Results showeaJ' 
I· 
I 
gains in interest on the part of the core group in conversation 
and discussion, but no difference between the two groups in 
participation in forums, convocations, conferences, membership 
in student organizations, preferences in magazines and radio 
lchamberlin, et.al., p. 113. 
; 2Ruth E. Eckert. Outcomes of General 
JAppraisal of the General Colle!e Program. 
II versity of Minnesota Press, 19 3. 
Edycation: An 
Minneapolis: Uni-
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I 
programs. ~tudents who had taken the Current History course ! 
news commentators, I! also showed gains in these areas: magazines, 
and the university newsreel theater.l 
I ~ckert also stressed students' inertia and the need for a I 
sound approach to the question of appraisal and objectives. 
~ign1f1cant for the present study is the fact that .l:!:ckert 
found little in the way of significant behavior differences, 
more specifically in interest manifesting behaviors, between 
those students exposed to socio-civic materials and those not 
so exposed.2 Also noteworthy is the fact that development of 
interest was not one of the stated goals of instruction with 
the socio-civic materials. 
Bone3 interrogated one thousand freshmen at Northwestern 
University to obtain data bearing on the questions: "Are 
secondary school graduates interested in political affairs?" 
and "What are the school practices that contributed to the 
development of interest?". 
Four per cent reported themselves completely devoid of in-
terest in political affairs; eight per cent would engage in no 
citizenship activities. Only three per cent would become mem-
bers of a civic organization; twenty per cent would join a 
1~., p. 1.58. 
2Cf. Chamberlin, et al., .2l2· cit., p. 112. 
3Hugh Bone. 11A Look at the 'End Product' of Secondary 
Political Science Instruction." The Socia1 Studies 24: 20-23; 
January 1938. 
! 
I 
I 
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political party. The only political activity in which most 
would engage is voting. 
Bone concluded that the secondary schools were not as 
effective as might be hoped 1n developing interest. Helpful 
school practices were reported as being class discussion of ! 
I 
political issues and model assemblies of legislative and judi- !' 
II 
cial bodies. 
I 
Preference studies. Brooksl endeavored to discover i 
which political, social, and economic problems were most in- II 
I 
I 
teresting to students. The final list of problems, drawn from 
state and city courses of study and textbooks included forty-
eight in all. She gave the lists to 1,257 college freshmen, 
275 adults, and 1,059 secondary school seniors for checking. 
! 
The most interesting problems were found to be (1) crime, 
I
I 
(2) education, (3) our public officials, (4) taxation, (5) 
types of government, (6) immigration, (7) poverty, (8) depres- I 
i 
! sion, (9) disarmament, (10) recreation. She found no signifi- 1 
cant differences in interest between boys and girls. i, il 
!I 
A one page questionnaire "The Interest Finder" was used byl 
Jersild and Tasch2 to study interests of 2,248 school children, ! 
grades one through twelve. Of possible significance to the 
II 
[I 
1Helen Rhodes Brooks. "Student Preferences in Problems ofl 
Democracy." Harvard Educational Review 7: 215-23; March 1937. 1 
2Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth J. Tasch. Children• s Interests1j 
and What They Suggest for Education. New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1949. i 
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present study is the fact that in one sample of 330 boys and II 
girls, grades X-XII, who replied to "What I 1 d like to learn !I 
'I 
more about in school•, only 9.4 per cent picked social studies., 
Compare 14.3 per cent for nature study; 15.9 per cent for !' 
English, writing and library; and 12.9 per cent for mathematicsj 
This unpopularity of social studies is common to investigations~ 
I 
of subject preferences. 
Inventory styqy ~ interest Jn politics. Murphy2 en-
deavored to determine the high school senior's interest in 
politics through the analysis of scores obtained on a "Prefer-
ence Indicator". She also investigated the possible relation- i 
i 
ship between the student's political score and (1) the high 
school course in which he was enrolled, ( 2) his enrollment in 
I 
a "problems" course, (3) the frequency with which his conversa-1 
tions, his reading, and the radio programs to which he listened 
concerned topics of political nature, (4) size and type of 
community in which he lived. Scores were obtained from four 
i 
hundred students in six different communities, ranging in popu-J 
lation from 4,000 to 75,000, residential and industrial towns II 
and cities. I 
I 
For purposes of validation three criterion groups were set! 
I 
l!bid. J p. 147. 
2Elizabeth Murphy. 1 The Interests of High School Seniors 
in Politics." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1947. 
,I 
/1 up. One was based on "educational achievement", one on 11 acti-
!) vities engaged in", and one on "self-estimates 11 • 
I 
1l The indicator itself consisted of sixty-three items. 
II 
11 Item 1 will illustrate: 
II ,, 
!I 
il 
a) Certified public accountant 
b) United Nations delegate 
c) Atomic physicist. 
Students were directed to check M for most (preferred), 
I 
II 
'I II II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
IL 
I 
1! B 
li II 
for least, or ? for not understood. Two forms were provided, I! 
for boys and A for girls. These differed in containing in- 'I 
I 
\ dustrial-arts items' .1ri Band home-economics items m' A.. 
I 
Each of the sixty-three groups of three items for choice 
contains one activity related to politics. The remaining items 
are from any two of these fields: history, science, business, 
I 
I, 
I 
education, sociology, practical arts, fine arts. Items grouped i 
j together were intended to have approximately the same app~al, 
I 
I as determined by submission of the original lists of activities 
to high school classes. 
Murphy concluded that the instrument effectively differ-
entiated between students who were in interested in politics 
and those who were not. Those students whose participation in 
activities of a "political" nature caused them to be classified 
as having high political interest obtained the highest politi-
cal-interest score. "Their mean score 60.70 per cent was 
statistically 'Significant in its superiority to the mean scores 
obtained by the other groups.nl (C.R.•s 7.27, 5.19). She also 
Ibid., p. 42. 
I 
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found a statistically significant difference (C.R. 5.06) be-
tween the mean scores of those who liked history and received 
their best grade in that subject, and the group who did not 
like history and received their worst marks in that subject.l 
She found no significant relationship between achievement in 
history and interest in political affairs. She also concluded 
that "the majority of students have a low degree of political 
!interest". This conclusion was reached by comparing student 
'I 
II 
I, 
ll 
II 
II 
II 
ii 
II 
1: 
'I 
li 
,I 
scores with those of the criterion groups (means). Murphy also 
reported the following conclusions: 
The Preference Indicator shows no significant 
differences in interests between boys and girls. 
Slightly higher scores are obtained by students 
in business courses as opposed to scores of students 
in college preparatory and general courses. 
Students who have studied "Problems of Demo-
cracy" show greater interest than those who did not 
take such a course. 
Size and type of community had little or no 
effect on amount of political interest. 
~ 1£!9: questionnaire study.-- A study that involved 
!I 
IJ both testing and questionnaire procedures was made by Kurr.2 
!1 He endeavored to find out what correlation exists between know-
illedge of current 
li 
events and civic knowledge, and to what extent 
!i students' interest in current events I comes from such instructi~ 
II 1: __ __,____ i 
.I libid,' p. 44, 45' 46 J 65. I 
II 2Ralph J. Kurr. "The Relation Between a Knowledge of Cur- i 
rent Events and Civic Knowledge." Unpublished Master• s Thesis, i 
The Pennsylvania State College, 1931. Abstracted by the author,!! 
!
Abstracts of Studies in Education at the Pennsylvania State 
College, State College, Pennsylvania.l9J4. i 
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He administered Almack1 s Test of American Civiceand Government 
and a test of his own construction to six college sections in 
Political Science, two Qrade XII sections in Problems of Demo-
cracy and two sections of ~ade IX 1n civics. He found, in 
part, that there is a marked partial correlation between civic 
knowledge and information on current events. He also found: 
that more students get their interest in current events from 
their civic and political science courses than from any other 
courses; that students know most about those events which have 
appeared in the headlines, or which reappear from time to time; 
and that students do not follow current events carefully enough 
to possess sound opinions. 
Questionnaire stud.v .2.f. interest relationships.·-- Sternerl 
studied the radio, reading, moving-picture interests of pupils 
1n her school. No attempt was made to probe for civic interest 
but several conclusions of significance to this study were re-
ported. She reported that only in relation to sex is there any 
great difference in choices of individual magazines by high 
schools pupils. In relatiOn to intelligence she found only a 
slight indication of some variation in tastes; otherwise pupils 
choose the same periodicals no matter what their grade or their 
home background may be. 
!Alice P. Sterner. Radio. Motion Picture, and Read!Ag 
Interests. Teachers College, Contributions to Education, No. 
932. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1947. p. so. 
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This last is noteworthy for the present study since, "If 
there is any semblance of social class differentiation 1n 
American society, the magazines read by the public are highly 
indicative of that d1fferentiation•. 1 
CONCLUSIONS 
Research ln civic interests. Joyal reported that re-
search 1n any aspect of civic education is almost non-existent. 
terest. Hunt concurs. 
Krey, Bingham, and Mahoney have noted that the use of a 
test of information should make possible the drawing of in-
ferences concerning interest. Flanagan and Traxler have noted 
that results from an information test offer evidence as to the 
behavior of the student tested. In the writings of Segal, 
Chamberlin, Crossley, and G. K. Smith, Hyman and Sheatsley, 
lwillard A. Kerr and Remmers, Herman H. "The Cultural 
Value of 100 Representative American Magazines." School and 
Society 54: 476; November 22, 1941. 
40 
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il 
,, 
11 and G. H. Smith substantiation is found for the point of view 
,, 
that high scores on an information test may be attributable to 
11 
more than intelligence and that high intelligence and wide 
interests go together. That degree of opportunity to acquire 
information affects the validity of information tests' clues 
to interests has been pointed out by Greene and by Baker. 
Sterner's study indicates that some of the old assumptions 
concerning the effects of environment and intelligence on in-
terest have been unsound. 
In Bingham it has been noted that use of the inventory 
and of the questionnaire is subject to the usual errors of 
fact, generalization, and prevarication. 
Recognizing weaknesses in both objective and subjective 
' 
I 
i, 
i! q !, 
ii 
:I 
II 
'I 
I' !: 
'li 
,I 
il 
II 
II 
!j 
I! 
1: 
II 
il 
II 
li 
measures, Fryer has concluded that the researcher will have to iJ 
!f 
1: use the inventory, the questionnaire, and the test of informa-
tion until better measures are devised. 
Absence £f student interest in current affairs. That 
students in general, and in particular Grades XI-XIII, show 
little interest or even indifference in current affairs is 
reported in the studies of Reilley, Chamberlin, Eckert, A. J. 
Brooks, Kurr, Bone, and Murphy. That students tested gave 
better responses on items involving current and headline ma-
terial is reported by the studies of A. J. Brooks, Chamberlin, 
and Kurr. 
I 
:i !i 
II 
'I I, 
II 
!I 
Interests of boys ~ girls. Sterner's findings indi-
cate that interests of boys and girls differ. The studies of 
Murphy and H. R. Brooks reveal no significant difference in 
political interests of boys and girls. Reilley, A. J. Brooks, 
ll 
!I q 
II 
il 
il G. H. Smith, Chamberlin, and Wilson, however, found males more ,, 
:I 
interested in current affairs. It has also been noted by 
Crossley and G. K. Smith that experience with public opinion 
polls demonstrated marked differences in interests, men being 
superior in interest in current affairs. 
Interest differences ~ to school program. That the 
school program does make a difference in.the interests of 
youth 1n current affairs, world problems, and politics has 
been stated by Murphy, Bone, Chamberlin, Eckert, Kurr, and 
Reilley. Related to the possible efficiency of the school in 
this area are Driscoll's findings of lack of interest and in-
formation among teachers. 
Other differences. Reilley's study reports that college 
!I 
ii 
!I 
i' il 
![ 
il q 
preparatory students are more interested in political affairs. 
Murphy' s study reports business course students more interested.j 
While Wilson found that students living in cities knew 
more about affairs of the day, Murphy's findings are that size 
of community makes no difference in interest. Reilley has 
reported that size of school makes no difference in interest. 
Grades in history are reported by Murphy to have no re-
lationship to interest in politics. Chamberlin's volume indi-
cates that students from the most progressive schools of the 
Eight Year 8tudy were markedly superior in interest to their 
matchees. Interest in civic affairs, although stressed in the 
philosophical preliminaries to Interest Index 8.2a, was not 
studied as such through the use of that inventory. 
~ for further research. Additional research is 
needed in this area. The following points based on the above 
i 
! 
,, 
II 
il 
summary of related research are pertinent to the present study. II 
Research is needed in the use of the test of information 
for interest-inference purposes. Research is needed in the 
area of civic affairs interests both to determine its extent 
and the factors related to its presence or absence. 
Lack of conclusive evidence for or against the test of 
information, and the reasonableness of the arguments in its 
favor justify the use in this study of a test of information. 
Performance of the test should, however, be studied more care-
fully than has been done in cases reported in the literature. 
This study is intended to relate to reported research in 
the following manner. 
1. It is to be a study in civic education and in in-
terest, thus being involved in two areas neglected in educa-
tional research. 
2. The study will use the test of information. Since 
it may be assumed that scores on the test will, in part, be 
ij 
II 
!J 
II 
il il 
l/ 
II 
II 
i: 
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determined by verbal intelligence,. careful study will be made 
of those pupils who are low in verbal I.Q. but who score high 
on the test. 
One of the purposes of the study is to be that of 
I 
!, 
il 
II 
i' 
II 
il 
ascertaining the extent to which Grade XII pupils are 
![ 
intereste~l 
in civic affairs. 
4. Teacher ratings of interest, in-school activities, 
and sex will be used as criteria for validating the test. 
The validation study will also involve correlations of 
test scores with intelligence, reading comprehension, social 
studies achievement, age, socio-economic status, and magazines 
in the pupils' homes. 
5. Since it is evident that such an interest as that 
in civic affairs is acquired, selected environmental factors 
will be studied to determine possible relationships between 
the factors and the interest. Specifically, the study will 
investigate relationships between civic affairs interest and 
social studies courses, between civic affairs interest and 
i' 
II 
'I 
II 
II 
!I I 
II 
i[ 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
the study of current events, and between civic affairs interest Jl 
and selected extracurricular activities. Also studied will be \1 
relationships between interest and socio-economic differences. 
I, 
:I 
I 
I 
' 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
For dealing with the problems of this study, it was neces-
sary that there be obtained data relevant to pupil performance 
on a test of information and data about the pupils themselves. 
In this chapter the steps taken to obtain the data will be 
discussed in the following order. 
Constructing the table of specifications 
Developing the items of the test 
Determining the validity of the items 
Making provision for obtaining dataabout pupils tested 
Data for the validation of the test 
Data for the "interested" and "not interested" groups 
Extracurricular activities 
Occupations 
Magazines 1n the home 
Activity ratings 
Teacher judgments 
Courses taken 
Grades in social studies 
Age of pupils 
Sex of pupils 
Verbal intelligence 
Reading comprehension 
Enlisting the cooperation of high schools 
Preparing test forms, answer sheets, and instructions 
Administering and scoring the test 
Preparing pupil data cards for the International 
Business Machines · 
DEVELOPING THE INSTRUMENT 
' i 
Constructing table £f specifications. 
i 
!i 
The first step in !j 
!i 
II 
information about civic affairs. The first step in constructi~~ 
the test itself was that of constructing a table of specifica- il 
!J I, 
db-
the solution of the problem was the construction of a test of 
46 
tions, whose function should be that of a general guide 1n 
building the test in such a way as to provide that no essential i 
I 
items be omitted.l For this study this meant determining which j 
affairs should be included in the test. 
Since the planned test of information was to be utilized 
for inferences concerning interest it was decided that the 
instrument• s chances for greater validity would be improved if 
its items were based on the most important civic affairs. This 
raised the question of how to determine the most important 
I affairs. 
For solution of this problem, it was decided that use 
should be made of a jury of top rank social science and social 
studies persons from all parts of the United States. Before 
the matter could be referred to a jury, however, two prelimi-
nary steps were necessary. (1) A jury had to be selected by a 
method which would assure that qualified persons were selected. 
(2) Suitable materials for submission to the jury had to be 
prepared. 
The first decision reached was that the test, when com-
pleted, should be based on the most important ongoing problems 
of the day. The items of the instrument would, the~, relate 
to an undetermined number of ongoing problems, to be selected 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
!,J 
if 
by a jury, which problems should constitute the table of speci- !I 
11 
lGiles M. Ruch. The ObJective or New-Ttpe Examination. 
Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1929. p. 149. 
II 
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f1cat1ons for the instrument. For purposes of this study, an 
ongoing problem is defined as a problem, political, social, 
economic, or combination, which confronted the American people 
in the past, confronts them today, and probably will confront 
them in the future. 
To determine these problems, ten secondary school text-
books dealing with problems of the American social order were 
examined. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Blaich, Theodore P. and Baumgartner, Joseph c. The Challenge I 
of Democracy. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947. 739 p1 
Edmondson, James B., Dondineau, Arthur, and Letton, Mildred c. ! 
Civics for Youth. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1946. [ 
40.5 p. 
Gavian, Ruth Wood, Gray, A. A., and Groves, Ernest. Our 
Chang!~ Social Order. Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 
1947: 16 p. 
Greenan, John T. Everyday Problems of American Democracy. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948. 616 p. 
Hughes, Roy 0. Today' s Problems. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 
1948. 801 p. 
Kidger, Horace. Problems Facing American Democracy. Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 19.50. 7.58 p. 
I 
I Muthard, William M., Hastings, Stanley M., and Gosnell, Cullen , 
B. Democracy 1n America. New York: Newson and Company, I 
1946. 623 P• I 
O'Rourke, Lawrence J. Our Democracx and Its Problems. Boston: 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1947. 686 p. 
Patterson, S. Howard, Little, A. W. Selwyn, and Burch, Henry 
Reed. Problems in American Democracy. New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1947. 812i p. 
Rienow, Robert. Calling All Citizens. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1947. 691 p. 
il 
II 
! 
I 
II Problems treated in these books were listed on 3 x 5 cards 11 
il from which the master list of problems was assembled. In this 
I 
master list separate problems were listed in those cases Where 
wording and treatment of the books varied substantially. When 
lthe treatment was markedly similar, even though vocabulary 
differed somewhat, problems were combined. For example, such 
problems as "Big Business" and "Combinations and Monopolies" 
were combined for the master list under the heading "Big Busi-
ness•. At the same time, oecause of the emphasis appearing on 
this problem area, an overlapping but stressed problem "Govern-
ment's Relation to Business" was included. Problems were 
omitted from the list if not treated rather extensively in 
more than one book. 
From these textbooks, all published since the end of 
II 
lj 
!I 
\! 
World War II, a "Problems Checklist" of sixty-eight items was 
This list was then submitted, with covering letters, ,, obtained. 
1
11 
il 
to sixty-five persons selected in the manner described in the 
following paragraph. 
The following persons were asked to submit names of 
twenty-five individuals competent to rate ongoing problems: 
Erling Hunt, Teachers College 
Merrill Hartshorn, ~xecutive Secretary, 
National Council for the Social Studies 
Howard Anderson, United States Office of Education 
Dorothy Fraser,. United States Office of Education 
The request for this assistance in the study was sent out 
by a past president of the National Council for the Social 
il II 
il 
!I 
II 
:I 
,j 
il 
rl 
I 
II I· 
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Studies. From the lists of names submitted by these four 
persons outstanding in the social studies field, a Problems 
!checklist was sent to each of the_sixty-five persons nominated 
by two or more of the four named above. Covering letters ex-
plained the purpose of the study, told the recipient why he 
was being consulted, and asked him to check the ten most im-
1 
portant ongoipg problems on the list. These problems were 
defined as current and persistent and of such importance that 
'they should command the interest of the citizen. The sixty-
eight listed problems appear below. 
Accidents 
Advertising 
Agriculture 
Banking 
Big business 
Capitalism 
Community planning 
Conservation 
Consumption 
Co-operatives 
Corporations 
Crime and delinquency 
Depressions 
Direct legislation 
Distribution of wealth 
Education 
Electing candidates to office 
Fair Employment 
Family, the 
Foreign Relations 
Free enterprise 
Full employment 
Government' s relation 
to Business 
Government and the Farmer. 
Government in business 
Handicapped, education, care, 
treatment of the 
Housing 
Immigration 
Industrial strife 
Insurance 
Intergroup relations 
International trade 
Justice and the courts 
Labor relations 
Lawmaking 
Leisure 
Local government 
Manufacturing 
Mental defectives, care 
of 
Money 
Naturalization 
National Defense 
Organized labor 
Peace 
Political parties 
Politics 
Poverty 
Prices 
Production 
Public finance 
Public health 
Public opinion 
Radicalism 
Recreation 
Reform of government 
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Religion 
Rights of Citizens 
Slums 
Social legislation 
Social medicine 
Social security 
Fifty-two replies were received. 
State government 
States• rights 
Tariff · 
Taxation 
Transportation 
United Nations 
War 
Of the forty-siX that 
were received in time to be used for the test construction, 
three could not be used because of variation from the proce-
dure called for in the covering letter which contained instruc-
tions. 
Of the sixty-eight kinds of problem listed, thirteen 
were not checked by any Judge. Of the others, frequency 
ranged from one to thirty-three. For the latter group of 
items, the mean number of checks was found to be 8.09. Those 
problems checked, or Yoted for, more than the mean number of 
times were selected as the specifications on which the test 
should be based. This produced the following list of ongoing 
problems as the table of specifications, here listed in the 
descending order of frequency of checks by the responding 
Judges. 
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Intergroup Relations il 
Conservation !! 
Foreign Relations i! 
Government• s Relation to Business 
1
:'.'1. 
Education 
Social Legislation 'i,.J 
Labor Relations 
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Library / 
Public Opinion 
United Nations 
Crime and Delinquency 
Housing 
Rights of Citizens 
War 
Peace 
Comn~nity Planning 
Industrial Strife 
Politics 
National Defense 
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of nineteen problems, !J In the manner outlined above, a total 
or problem areas, was obtained. For these specifications a \I 
'I 
In order 11 
:J 
test of one hundred eighteen itemsl was constructed. 
that the test might be completed in one class period, because I 
of the difficulty of getting enough cooperating schools to free \ 
children for more than one period near the end of pupils' 
senior year, and still leave the testee enough time to answer 
questions about his extracurricular activities, occupation of 
parent, magazines in the home, and current events study, the 
number of items was reduced to fifty-seven, three for each 
problem of the table of specifications. The procedure by 
which items were constructed, validated, and finally selected 
may be found in the following sections of this chapter. 
1A copy of the test may be found in Appendix A. 
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Developing ~ items. i! Two types of problem were en- i 
countered in the construction of the test items: validity and 
structure. Of these, procedures related to the problem of 
validity will be outlined first in the next few pages. For 
convenience in writing, the problems related to structure will 
be considered separately later in this paper. 
To de~elop factually correct items, the first step was to 
prepare declarative sentences whose content was related to the 
nineteen specifications described above. These items were of 
two general types: recent (since October 1, 1948) news items; 
and general information {trends, other matters frequently in 
the news over a period of years). The first of these, recent 
news, is illustrated by test question number five, which is 
based on the fact that Louis Johnson succeeded James B. For-
restal as Defense Secretary. The general information type is 
illustrated by test question number one, which is based on the 
fact that a slogan identified with the Truman administration 
is "The Fair Deal". The fifty-seven item testl contained in 
lA copy of the test may be found in Appendix B. 
all twenty-two items of the first type and twenty-five items 
of the general-information type. 
fied as both recent and general information. These have been 
categorized as type number one, recent. To be informed about 
item material in the first classification, the testee would 
need to have acquired information about a particular event 
which was of sufficient importance to have been co:hsj)ic- - !i 
uously treated in the news-communication media for more than 
one day. Thus, the well-informed, and interested senior might 
have known that within recent weeks a "period of mourning" 
stopped the mining of coal for a two-week period (item #11). 
ii 
To be informed about type number two, general information, the il 
II 
testee might have a correct (for the test) general idea, based H 
il 
II,  on a number of items not all dealing with any ~ event en-
,: 
. il 
countered in reading, listening, discussing. This may be 1! 
illustrated by item number two, which is based on the statement i! 
il 
that the names Gallup, Roper, Crossley are identified with I 
! 
I 
public-opinion polls. 1. 
Fourteen of the general-information type of item were 
drawn from a reservoir of items constructed by this investi-
gator during the period October, 1947 to June 1, 1948, in 
connection with his own reading, listening, and conferring with:\ 
1: 
" 
members of his committee. This was a non-comprehensive program :i 
[i q 
of acquiring information, including a regular reading of Time, 
:.i 
I 
Globe.1l and irreg~lar reading of the Boston Herald and the Boston 
1/ 
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These were supplemented by regular morning news broadcasts and 
,, 
:I ,, 
a rather careful study of Billings' A Determination of General1-:: 
zgtions Basic to the Socia;t. Studies Curriculum.1 Seventy-seven·, 
items prepared at this time were submitted for verification 
and criticism to the following persons: John Crider, Editor 
of the Boston Herald; Louis Lyons, Curator Nieman Fellows, 
Harvard University; Norman MacDonald, Executive Secretary, 
Massachusetts Taxpayers Association; Raymond Dennett, Director 
United Associations, Boston; Thomas Mahoney, Director United 
World Federalists, Boston; Robert Segal, former newspaperman 
and now Director of the Jewish Community Council, Boston; 
. 
Horace Kidger, Head of Social Studies Department, Newton 
(Massachusetts) High School; Charles Buell, Conference on Edu-
cation for Public Service and member of the faculty of St. 
Paul's School, Concord, New Hampshire; and Alfred Willoughby, 
Executive Secretar~National Municipal League, Philadelphia. 
The last named rejected the items submitted as not placing 
sufficient emphasis on local affairs. The other eight persons 
made suggestions in writing for improving the items both in 
accuracy and clearness. Twenty items were accepted as sub-
mitted; five were dropped; the remainder were accepted with 
revisions. Fourteen of these went into the final form of the 
~ i 
il II 
l 
.I 
'I 
:I 
iJ ! 
test. !I 
If 
lNeal Billings. A Determination of Generalizations Basic J 
to the Social Studies Curriculum, University Research Monograph~ 
No. 11. Baltimore: Warwick and York, Inc., 1929. 
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il 
For the period of most intense work on the preparation of 'i 
il this test, the period in which the recent items were con- !j 
!, 
structed and supplemented by eight new general information !I 
il 
items, regular use was made of the following: ~, m ~ I 
Sunday Times, Christian ~cience Monitor, and "Information Ser- ! 
II 
vicen.l Also used for supplementary information were the World jl 
i,,il·ll Almanac, the yearbooks of the ~ Standard Encyclopedia, What 
~ Informed Citizen Should Know,2 and Colliers magazine. In 11 
view of the fact that this was intended to avoid being a test 
based on a school subject "Problems of Democracy", problems 
textbooks were not used in item construction. 
As information was acquired in the nineteen problem areas, 
information which might reasonably be expected to be possessed 
by an interested senior, declarative sentences were put down on 
3x5 cards. From these sentences multiple choice items were con-
structed. In this work, Ganley' s3 study was used as a guide. 
!"Information Service". New York: Federal Council of 
Churches of Christ in America. 
I 
I 
2Bruce Bliven and A. G. Mezerik. What the Informed 
Should Know. New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1945. 
Citizen! 
3Arnold L. Ganley. "The Structural Characteristics of a 
Valid Multiple-Choice Test Item." Unpublished Doctor's 
Dissertation, Boston University, 1948. 
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In brief, its pertinent conclusions are as follows: 
The distractor. should be related to the pre-
mise ideologically. 
It should be related grammatically. 
It should be plausible. 
It should avoid including conditions which 
have been included in the premise. 
It should be of approximately the same length 
as the correct answer. 
It should not be too close to the correct 
answer. 
It should be parallel in form and meaning to 
the correct answer.l 
Determining validit.Y .2f ~ ~ items.--- After one 
hundred eighteen items had been constructed in the above 
manner, they were submitted for study for correctness to the 
it 
following individuals: Dorothy Anderson, Chairman, Social ll 
:,. 
Studies Department, Belmont (Massachusetts) High School; 1,1 
li Horace Kidger, Head, Social Studies Department, Newton (Massa- n 
il 
' 
chusetts) High School; Francis Wallett, Instructor in History, \i 
'I 
Boston University; Miriam Riley, Assistant Professor of History,!! 
:J Framingham (Massachusetts) Teachers College; William H. Cart- 11 
wright, Assistant Professor of Education, Boston University; I[ 
:I Walter N. Durost, Associate Professor of Education, Boston 1 
University; Helen Batchelder, teacher of social studies, 
Melrose (Massachusetts) High School. Numerous changes followed ;
1 
:! 
this study. Dropped from the total set of questions were those ~1 
!l 
judged unduly vague, tricky, inconsequential, or false. Excep-
tions were made in those cases where the critics could point 
libid., p. 72-?J. 
i 
I 
II 
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out how an item could be made valid by the change of a word or 
phrase. These items were revised. All items still controver-
sial after consultations were discarded. Also dropped were 
items revealed to be least satisfactory in a try-out in one of 
this writer•s classes. The ultimate result of the above pro-
cedure was a fifty-seven item test believed to be a face-valid 
test of information on nineteen areas of ongoing problems. 
This instrument, "A Test of Information About Today' s Problems•,![ 
:1 
II 
was also believed to be correct as to key,l because of its :1 
II 
careful .verification by competent persons. The assumption of !I 
face-validity is based on the method of determining the table 11 
of specifications and the method used for constructing the 
items. 
~ ~.-~ As completed the test included fifty-seven 
multiple-choice items, each of which was made up of a stem, a 
correct response and three distractors. These were printed on 
pages two through seven of a test booklet whose first page was 
given over to questions to be answered by pupil and teacher. 
Each test booklet was accompanied by an answer sheet, mimeo-
graphed, containing a sample item. For the use of the teacher, 
a mimeographed set of directions was enclosed in each package 
of tests. 
~his test and its key may be found in the Appendix, B. 
•Directions to Teachers" may be found in the Appendix 9 c. 
OBTAINING DATA ABOUT THE SENIORS TESTED 
~ sought. Data gathered from the test booklets and I 
answer sheets were intended for analysis to determine (1) relia~l 
II bility and validity of the instrument, and (2) the significance I 
i 
of obtained differences between the interested and not inter-
ested groups of seniors tested. 
Because of the quantity of data involved and the large 
number of computations required, it was decided that m~qh of 
1: 
I' 
the computation work should be performed in the IBM laboratory 
i 
i of Boston University. Consequently, all data had to be coded. 
For validity study the following were considered necessary:! 
an intelligence test score, a reading score, a social studies I 
grade, statement of parent's occupation, a listing of magazines !J 
!I 
II 
I 
in the testee1 s home, a teacher judgment as to the interest of 
the pupil in current affairs, a teacher rating o~ in-class 
activity related to current affairs study, a listing of certain j 
non-athletic types of extracurricular activities of the pupil I 
tested. Other information sought, for purposes of possible 
study of difference~ included: chronological age, sex, social 
studies courses taken in 1948-1949, courses in which current 
events were studied. Each of these Will be discussed later in 
this paper. 
First, however, it seems necessary to explain how the two 
groups, interested and~ interested mentioned above, were to 
I 
ii q 
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be obtained. For each individual studied (N = 1071), there 
were available a score on the "Test of Information about To-
day's Problems" (RT) and a score on the verbal form of the 
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturityl (CMM). It was 
assumed before computation, that testees who scored above the 
mean of the distribution of CMM scores would, in most cases, 
score above the mean of the distribution of RT scores.2 It 
was expected that their high scores would be due to intelli- ll 
'I 
,I 
gence, in part, and to interest, in part. :j It was also expected 11 
that some seniors below the mean of the CMM distribution would :J 
score above the mean of the RT distribution. It was decided 
that these cases would be studied as the interested group. 
, This group will be referred to as the"intereste~ group, or as 
the Quadrant 11 group, since these cases would fall into that 
'I 
:i 
ii 
:I 
quadrant on a scatter diagram for a product-moment correlation. !I 
'i 
!i 
The 11.!!.Q!-1nterested" group to be used for further study was to 
11 
be, by the same reasoning, the Quadrant IV group, cases of jj 
!] 
pupils scoring below the mean of the distribution of scores on !I 
!j 
RT but above the mean of the distribution of scores on the CMM. :i 
The following pages will outline the procedures taken to ~I 
obtain the data necessary for dealing with the problems of the 
validity of the instrument and the differences between the 
lNew California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, 
Advanced S-Form. Hollywood, California: California Test 
Bureau. 
2Chamberlin, et al., .2.E.t ill_., p. 112. 
Segal, 2R· cit., p. 117-120. 
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;I 
:I 
ji 11 interested11 and "not-interested" groups of high school seniors.:/ 
!i 
Extracurricular activities ~.-- For this study it was II 
deemed important that information be obtained bearing on the 
possible relationship between score on RT and participation in 
such activities as international relations clubs, debating 
i. 
clubs, student forums, and other "social studies" type clubs. 11 
:I 
;I 
Consequently, testees were asked to write down the clubs of :1 
which they had been members in high school.l !I 
Similar reasoning concerning the possibility of relation- 11 
·I 
ship of RT score to service to one' s school and fellows through 11 
:I 
activity on fund-raising committees, Red Cross committees, 11 
ij 
committees for school and community cooperation, constitutional !I 
committees, committees of the "student government", speakers II 
bureau, or other service groups, resulted in provision being II 
11 
made on the cover page of the test booklet for pupil answer to jl 
!I the question, "On what school or class committees have you :: 
!I 
served?". Likewise, testees were asked to list offices for :1 
I! 
il 
which they had been candidate. In each of the above cases the iJ 
testee was also asked to state the year of the candidacy or 
membership. 
!I 
f! 
:: 
ff 
!I 
li 
Data were drawn off from the test booklets and recorded on !I 
5 x 8 cards2 as totals {total number of non-athletic extra-
lBlanks for 
page of the test 
Appendix 9 B. 
this information were provided on the cover 
booklet, a copy of which may be found in the 
2A sample card will be found 1n the Appendix,D. 
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curricular activities of the club, committee, or candidacy 
type; total number •social studiesn type club; total number 
service clubs or committees, total number of offices sought, 
of the general administrative typel) 
li 
I' 
II 
rl 
IJ [, 
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I 
I 
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Occupational ~.-- To provide data for the study of thell 
relationships of socio-economic status to RT scores and to 
i differences between interested and not-interested groups, each I 
testee was asked to write on a designated space on the test I 
booklet the occupation of his parent.2 The problem then became! 
one of determining a method of assigning numerical values to 
the occupations listed. No completely satisfactory code was 
discovered but choice was made of the nclassification of 
Occupationsn found in the "Manual of Directions for the Sims 
Score Card for Socio-Economic Status•.3 
In this classification occupations are divided into five 
tl 
groups ranging from Group I (professional, proprietors of large! 
lNot counted in totals were such offices as cheerleader, 
chairman dance committee, chairman makeup committee for play, 
member rally committee, member scenery committee, etc. 
2This item of information was hard to obtain. Large num-
bers of seniors failed to answer the question. Follow-ups had 
to be made in two schools by letter, in one through contact 
with a member of the guidance staff, and in all other cases by 
visit to the school. In nearly all cases, the missing occupa-
tion \'.J-as laborer or unemployed. 
I! 
,I 
!I 
I! 
I' 
II 
3verner M. Sims. "Manual of Directions for the Sims 
Card for Socio-Economic Status.• Bloomington, Illinois: 
'I Score /1 
I' d 
ii 
I Public School Publishing Company, 1927. p. 9. 
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/businesses, higher executives, important public officials, 
hotel owners, publishers, etc.) to Group V (unskilled laborers, 
common laborers, helpers, "hands", peddlers, venders, unem-
ployed- except retired or leisure class, bootblacks, etc.) 
One hundred thirty-four occupations may be classified directly 
from Sims• groupings. Others may be allocated to classes by 
means of the generalized listings appearing at the head of each 
of his groups. For this study points were assigned to the 
occupations listed on the students' answer sheets as follows: 
Group I, five points; Group II, four points; Group III, three 
points; Group IV, two points; Group V, one point. 
It should be noted here that it was necessary to make 
considerable use of the DictionarY ~ Occupational Titlesl 1n 
assigning numbers to many of the occupations named by testees. 
Examples include: twister doffer, stitcher, molder, thrower, 
rigger, layout man, slasher tender, fabricator, textile en-
graver, etc. 
Magazine study ~. For investigation of possible 
relationships between RT scores and magazines in the homes of 
the pupils tested, as well as for studying magazines-in-the-
home differences between interested and not interested groups, 
information concerning periodicals readily available to the 
1D1ctionary of Occupational Titles. United States Employ-
ment Service, United States Department of Labor, Washington, 1 
D. c.: United States Government Printing Office, 1939. passim.! 
I 
S3 
testees was needed. Seniors tested were asked to write on the 
test booklet the names of magazines subscribed to or bought 
regularly in the home. 
In all, seventy-eight different titles were named. This 
list of titles includes twenty-six of the twenty-seven titles II 
il 
listed as the circulation leaders in the Readers Guide !.Q li 
'I ,, 
Periodical Literature. (Missingis ~ Journal ~ Farmer's il 
i[ 
Wife.) If one omits the Sunday supplements and counts only (I 
magazines purchased separately, then the Readers Guide list :I 
i! 
I (national) and this study's list (regional) are in agreement if 
I 
on the number one and number two choices of readers: Readers 1! ;J 
:1 Digest and L!fe. Two publications not appearing in the Readers I 
I 
! Guide listing but found frequently in the homes of the ten 1 
i 
Very few ij 
movie-type or confession-type periodicals were named by the II 
communities of the sample are the ~ and Newsweek. 
pupils tested. 
For purposes of card punching and statistical treatment, 
it was necessary that the magazines be assigned numbers. In 
this case it was decided that the publications should be 
divided into five groups on the basis of each1 s number of 
il 
II 
il 
li il 
li 
!i 
'I !J 
:I 
!\ 
!I 
I 
:r 
il 
articles bearing on the nineteen areas of RT. To determine the ;I 
group to which each magazine should be assigned, an examination\! 
H 
'I 
was made of the issues for January, February, and March of 'i 
'I 
il 
:i 1949, of twenty-seven widely-used magazines and the number of 
li !; 
relevant articles in each was tabulated. Totals were listed 
"""~ 
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in descending order and the periodicals divided into five 
groups by inspection. 
Time and Newsweek were not counted but were arbitrarily 
assigned to Group I. Business ~, containing one hundred 
seventy-six relevant articles, was assigned to Group I. 
Group II was made up of periodicals carrying thtrty-three 
or more (but less than seventy) relevant articles for the 
period. This included Readers Digest, Life, Fortune, and 
Pathfinder. 
Group III was made up of Colliers (twenty-four articles), 
Ladies ~ Journal (twenty articles) , and the Sign (twenty 
articles). 
Group IV was made up of magazines 1n which the reader 
would have found from four to fifteen relevant articles during 
the period: Harpers, Woman's Home Companion, Atlantic, 
American, Satyrday Evening Post, Coronet, ~Housekeeping, 
Better Homes and Gardens, Red Book, and Consumer's Research. 
Group V contained these magazines, in which the reader 
would have found ~ ~ ~ two articles in the period: 
McCall's, Cosmopolitan, Popular Mechanics, Parade, American 
Weekly, This Week, National Geographic, Woman's Day. 
Other magazines were classified with those publications 
they most resembled. For example, Look on the basis of exami-
nation of several copies was judged to be more like ~ife in 
contents than like the Group III publications (Colliers, Ladies 
65 
~ Journal, ~) and was, therefore, assigned to Group II. 
Columbia, Catholic Digest, ~ Eastern Survey, Liberty, and 
il 
I ,, 
--1 
Legion could not be classified by inspection and their articles [ 
i 
!I 
!I 
had to be counted. 
Point scores were assigned to the five groups as follows: \1 
Group I, five points; Group II, four points; Group III, three !I 
Each testee1 ~~ points; Group IV, two points; Group V, one point. 
total score was then entered on his data card for transfer to 
IBM cards. For possible later use 1n the study of the in-
terested and not interested groups of seniors, two digit code 
numbers were assigned to the ten magazines1 carrying the 
largest numbers of articles related to the nineteen areas of 
RT. These numbers were also recorded for transfer to IBM 
cards. 
Information supplied~ teachers. On the cover page of 
the test booklet spaces were provided for the senior' s social 
studies teacher, if a social study was taken in Arade XII, to 
supply the pupil's social studies grade for the year and per-
tinent information about the pupil's apparent interest in cur-
rent affairs. Directions were set forth on a mimeographed 
sheet "Directions to Teachers", a copy of which may be found 
in Appendix c. 
1Business ~' Fortune, ~' ~~ Newsweek, Nation' s 
Business, Pathfinder, Readers Diges;t, ~, US ~ and World 
Report. 
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Teacher Judgments: general rating and in-class 
d Great care was exercised to assure that the test used for this ~~·~· 
study was a face-valid test of information. In the light of ,, 
I! 
ii 
•I the controversial nature of the literature, as discussed in [! 
II Chapter II of this study, it could not be assumed that the in- H 
ii 
strument also measured interest. :! The original intent of the ![ 
I, 
study had been to use an inventory of the general type of 8. 2a, !J 
discussed 1n Chapter II. After this was abandoned it was de- lj 
cided to make the best use possible of teacher ratings as one 
criterion against which the test could be validated. Along 
'I 
!l 
\\ 
il 
!I 
II 
!I 
with this, the teacher was asked to indicate whether the pupil II 
"asks questions (in class, before class, or after class) about Jj 
'i 
current affairs - often, occasionally, or rarely or never" .1 II 
Brackets were provided f'or the teacher to place a check under !I 
Often - Occasionally - Rarely. In the same manner, the teacher !J 
was to check the pupil for contributions of clippings, articles,;! 
" II 
or other materials about current affairs, and for participation ':f 
II 
in discussions. After this was done, the teacher was asked to !I 
supply a general rating of the pupil's interest in current 
affairs as "greater than average interest in current affairs, 
average interest, for twelfth graders, in current affairs, 
II !I 
·,I 
il 
:I 
II 
less than average interest". 2 The general rating was preceded IJ 
il 
'I 
II 
by the activity ratings in the hope that this procedure would 
lnnirections to Teachers". See Appendix.C. II 
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I 
I 
lead to a more valid teacher judgment of 1nterest.1 These 
ratings were assigned numbers, three for above average, two for 
average, one for below average; three for often, two for 
occasionally, one for rarely. The class activity ratings were 
totaled and entered on the data cards. General ratings were 
entered as 1, 2, or J on the pupil data cards. 
Social studies grade. On the same page of the booklet, 
the social studies teacher was asked to supply the pupil's 
average grade for the Qrade XII course being taken since final 
grades for the year were not available at the time the test 
was administered. This grade was sought for study of rela-
tionship of RT scores and social studies grades, for study of 
differences, if any, between interested and not interested 
seniors. 
Further ~ suPPlied J2l pupils. For study of relation-
ships to RT scores, pupils were asked to write at the top of 
the answer sheet sex, male or female, and age in years. For 
study of possible relationships between RT scores and social 
II 
il 
II 
lj I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
il 
ll 
!i 
!i 
I' I 
I 
I 
i 
studies t~ken, as well as for studies of differences between thej 
I interested group and not interested group, pupils were asked to ' 
I write 1n titles of social studies courses taken in senior year 
lAnother evidence of interest which was intended to be 
studied in its relationship to RT scores was membership 1n 
~chool clubs of a "social studies• nature (intern~tional rela-
tions, etc.). No such clubs were found in the eleven cooper-
ating schools. 
I 
il 
il 
II 
II 
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i 
and names of teachers, as well as to check whether or not cur- !i 
i I: 
'rent events were studied e:md the courses in which they were il 
studied. All of the above except teachers• names were assigned i/ 
numbers and entered on the 5 x 8 pupil data cards for transfer ;1 
to IBM cards. 
~ score ~ ~ score. Spaces were provided for re-
cording both the senior's score on the verbal form of the CMM 
and his score on RT. These were written in by the investiga-
tor for later transfer to pupil data cards. These data were 
intended for use in ascertaining the relationship of intelli-
gence to achievement on a test of information administered in 
an intended study of interest. Also, the means of the distri-
butions were to be used to determine the cutting points in 
setting up the "interested" and "not interested!' groups, as dis-
cussed above. 
Obtaining ..§ sample .:t.Q ~ tested. The test having been 
I 
!I 
I! 
II 
:) 
II 
d 
!I constructed, the next major step in the study involved adminis- li 
:I tering it to a sample of high school seniors. First, however, il 
the cooperation of a number of schools had to be secured. 
In view of the fact that the study called for an intelli-
il 
!I 
:i 
[I 
I 
!J gence test score and a reading test score for each pupil tested, !I 
,, 
and the fact that these tests should be the same for all cases, :j 
il 
the help of the Boston University Office of School and College 
Relations was obtained and permission was obtained for con-
tacti schools whose u ils had been tested b 
University office. This testing program included two tests 
important to this study, a test of readingl and a test of in-
telligence.2 Both of these had been administered during the 
preceding school year. 
To obtain the agreed upon number of one thousand cases, 
this investigator called personally on seven superintendents, 
the files of the Boston University Office of School and College 
Relations. In one other case arrangements and permissions 
were handled by mail. Later, to meet the requirements of the 
Boston University Office, written permissions for the use of 
the data in the latter's files were obtained from the adminis-
trations of all cooperating schools. 
The eleven cooperating schools were: Braintree, Dedham, 
I 
I 
li 
II 
'I 
l! 
Dracut, Durfee (Fall River), Milford, Norwood, Reading, Searles :1 
(Methuen), Sharon, Stoneham, and Wakefield. The total twelfth 
grade enrollment of these schools was 1,955 or 5.9 per cent of 
the Massachusetts public school enrollment in that grade for 
I that year. On the basis of conferences with administrative offi! 
li 
cials or these schools, it was decided that the number of tests 'I 
!! 
ll !I 
lcooperati ve English Test Cl; Reading Comprehension (Lower :1 
Level). Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service. i1 
il 
2New California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, s6pra. il 
In this paper this test is usually identified as CMM. p. 0. 11 
I 
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administered would have to be not more than 1,576. The reasons 
for this are as follows: (1) In one school, for administrative' 
reasons, the whole class could not be tested in any one day; 
(2) In this part of the state, many seniors go out of these 
schools on "approved work" after the first of April; (3) In one 
school, a May graduation date led the principal to leave the 
question of testing or not testing up to the classroom teachers. 
The number of tests that the principals expected their schools 
to use was 1,365. The number of tests administered was 1,211, 
and of this number 1,071 were finally usable for this study.l 
Administration and scoring.--- Before the test was adminis-
tered, a conference was held in each of the cooperating schools 
with teachers or administrators to explain the purposes and 
procedures of this part of the study. The test was planned for 
administration in a single period and no reports were received I 
of time shortages. Tests were given 1n the schools by teachers IJ 
of those schools in rooms designated by administration. Test r 
booklets were then turned over to social studies teachers, who 
had had opportunity to observe behavior of the pupils September 
through May, for supplying the data discussed in the preceding 
pages of this paper. 
I 
,f ,, 
lcards were rendered not usable by incompleteness of data. I 
Much of this missing information was obtained by follow-ups. I 
One hundred thirty cases were lost because seniors had not takenj 
the Boston University tests. 
1 
II 
_J 
I The papers were then returned to the investigator for I 
scoring. These were scored against the keyl which was explained~ 
above. No correction was made for guessing, and the pupil's I 
score for the test was the total number of right answers. These[ 
I 
scores were recorded on the pupil data cards, along with the j 
i CMM Verbal scores and the Total Cooperative Reading Comprehen- i 
sion score. 
Next, the total number of even-numbered items right and 
the total number of odd-numbered items right were added to the 
pupil data cards. Preparation of these cards for the key punch 
operator was completed by stamping on each card a two digit 
number representing the school and a three digit number repre-
senting the pupil. 
1A sample key may be found 1n the Appendix. 
i 
I 
'/2 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Organization of ~ chapter. The purpose of the pre-
ceding chapter was that of explaining the steps taken to obtain 
the data required for this research problem. The present chap-
ter will be devoted primarily to study and analysis of this 
obtained information. The major questions of the study will 
be considered in this order. 
How reliable is the test instrument? 
What is the nature of the score distribution? 
Do the test items discriminate satisfactorily? 
Is the test a valid measure of interest in civic 
affairs or does it measure something else? 
What are the significant differences between in-
terested and not interested high school seniors? 
Are high school seniors in general interested in 
civic affairs? 
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES 
Transfer of data 12 IBM cards. Of the eighty columns 
of the International Business Machine cards available for the I I 
punching of data, only thirty-five columns were needed for thisi 
1 study. A card layout sheet was prepared for the guidance of I/ 
I 
I 
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the key punch operator.l I 
For each senior tested the key punch operator received a !1 
I' 
pupil data card on which all relevant data was coded numerically~ 
Numbers for pupil and school were stamped on the card; all \ 
others to be drawn off were circled in red or placed in a seven-11 
teen column matrix at the bottom of the card.2 i/ 
Reliability of the I ReliabilitY of the instryment (RT) .-~·-
"Test of Information about Today's Problems" was determined by 
the split-half method comparing the total scores of odd-numbered 
items and even-numbered items using the Pearson Product Moment 
correlation formula3 given here: 
r -
-
Lu 
N 
(0') (0") 
X y 
( M M ) 
X y 
The coefficient of correlation between odd-item totals and 
even-numbered item totals was found to be .614. Using the 
Spearman-Brown prophecy formula4 
r = 
2r 
( 2L) 
1- r 
to co~rect for reducing the test to half its total length, the 
lA sample of the card layout sheet may be found in the 
Appendix. E. 
2A sample pupil data card may be found in the Appendix.E. 
3E. F. Lindquist. A First Course in Statistics. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1942. p. 167. 
4I_bid.' p. 219. 
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estimate of the reliability of RT as a whdle was found to be 
.76. 
Nature of the score distribution.-- The distribution of 
scores for the "Test of Information about Today1 s Problems" 
tends to be positively skewed but not markedly so. This is 
shown 1n Figure 1. 
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ITEM ANALY~ 
InterAA]. c.ons£-stency analYsts. For the validation of 
the items against the criterion total test score, the 2 per 
cent level of significance was selected. Analysis was accom-
plished through the use of the Walker-Cohen procedure for. item !11 
!j 
selection by sequential sampling.l The essentials of this :1 
procedure, as herein used, are summarized below. 
(1) a set of scores for this listing had been obtained 
by drawing every third pupil data card :rrom the whole sample, 
arranged alphabetically by schools, until 450 had been drawn. 
These were then arranged in descending order of scores. 
( 2) Two groups were selected from the top and bottom 
:I 
.I 
!I 
1,1 
I! 
.I 
d 
r 
II 
II q 
It d 
!I 
II I, 
respe-ctively of the above list. The first of these, Uroup .a., 1
1
1 
contained the first fifteen cases at the head of the list. i! 
;I 
These were numbered from 1 through 15, :rrom highest to lowest. II 
The fifteen cases at the bottom of the list made up Group B il 
The i/ 
!I 
and were numbered 16 through 30, from highest to lowest. 
number 15 was selected because probability tables available 
had not been carried beyond n = 15.2 
il {J) The thirty cases were then arrange 1n pairs for ' 
analysis, numbers 1 and 30 being paired, numbers 2 and 29 being! 
I 
IJ 
1Helen M. Walker and C61ien, S1dn~. "Probability Tables il 
for Item Analysis by Means of Sequential :.>ampling," Preliminary :i 
Edition. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, II 
Columbia University, 1949. :, 
:! 
ij 
il 2Ib1d., p. 8-15. 
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ij 
il ,, 
ll 
lj 
paired and so on, with numbers 15 and 16 constituting the last 
pair. 
(4) The difficult! of each item was decided by deter-
mining the per cent of the thirty individuals answering it 
correctly. For example, item #1 had a difficulty of .4 since 
it was answered correctly by twelve: of~·tpe thirty pupils. 
(5) •Failures• of each item were counted. An item was 
Judged to have failed each time it was answered correctly by 
a pupil in Group B or incorrectly by a pupil in Group A. For 
example, item #l was answered correctly by pupil #29, who had 
the second lowest score of the set of thirty. To be an ideal 
discriminator, this item should have been answered correctly 
only by the fifteen cases in Group A. Pupils #6, #11, #13, 
and #14 answered this item incorrectly, thus producing four 
more "failures" for item 1. 
Reference was then made to the tablel showing the 
I 
(6) 
I 
number of failures in classification which must not be exceeded 
Jif an item could be accepted at the 2 per cent confidence level~~ 
J An adaptation from this table is given below as Table II. 
I Reference to the table showed that with a difficulty of 
I! .4 and with one failure for pm>11 1129, the item would be acceP- ,
1 
table at n = s. The item was consequently marked accepted in 
column 3 of Table III. 
lWalker and Cohen, ..2J2• ill·, P• lQ-11. 
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TABLE I 
THE NUMBER OF FAILUilliS IN CLASSIFICATION OUT OF 2n 
OBSERVATIONS WHICH MUST NOT BE ~CEEDED IF AN ITEM 
WITH a DIFFICULTY OF .4 IS TO BE ESTABLISHED AT THE 
2 PER CENT LEVEL AS HAVING DISCRIMINATING POWER 
Number of 
Observat,j.ons 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1.3 
14 
15 
Number of Failures Not 
to be Exceeded for 
Acceptance 
0 
0 
1 
2 
.3 
.3 
4 
5 g 
7 
8 
9 
Reference was made above to "failuresn of item 1 in the 
cases of pupils #6, #11, #1.3, and #14. Examination of Table 
II will show that even if these failures are considered, the 
item is still accepted. For example, the item would be accep-
table at n = 6, despite a "failure" for pupil #6, since at 
n • 6 the item may have two failures. That this is, by other 
stand~s, a discriminating item is also attested by obtained 
rbi of .78. The formula employed in this case is Dunlap's 
formula for biserial correlation.l 
John Gray Peatman. Descriptive and Sampling ~tatistics. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947. p. 260. 
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(7) All fifty-seven items of the test were analyzed 
using the Walker-Cohen table described above. Acceptances and 
failures were entered in columns 3 and 8 of Table III. 
In the Walker-Cohen procedure, the hypothesis being tested I 
II 
If is that no relationship other than chance exists between total 
score and correctness of response to the item under considera- ;: it 
,I 
tion. Acceptance of the item means rejection of the hypothesis~! 
,, 
!! 
:I An alternate statement of the hypothesis is that in the popula- :1 
ii 
.! 
tion, the proportion of individuals answering the item correct- I 
'I ly is the same regardless of the position of the individuals 1 
in the distribution with respect to the criterion.1 
The data of this analysis are summarized in Table III. 
Examination of columns 3 and 8 of the table reveals that 86 
per cent of the items are acceptable as having discriminating 
power at the 2 per cent level of confidence. 
Item analYsis against ~ external criterion. Obtained 
mean for 1,071 scores on the test of information is 26.58. 
Mean verbal I.Q. for the 1,071 oases is 104.53· 
lHelen M. Walker. •Item Selection by Sequential Sampling.~ 
Teachers College Record 50: 405; March 1949. 1 
!i ,, 
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A acatter d1sgJ'UI or 1,071 palra or scores, 1n which these'! 
I 
obtained means wen used us the x end. 1 axes, would 11eld tour 
qua.d.rant groups as tollows: quadl-ant I, above mean 1n R'l' and 
I.~., .311 ettaas; quadrant Il, aboYo mean in RT and below mean 
1n l.~., 196 caaeBJ 'tuadrant III, below mean in both I.~. and 
RT, "'00 cases; quadrant IV, below mean in RT a.'ld ehove mean 1n 
1.,., 164 caaee. 
As stated in Chapter Il above, quadrants Il L~d IV wore 
to be aeleoted tor further stud1 as •interested.• and "not 
interested" &roupa. At thla stace of the study, however, the 
need was tor most interested and least 1ntereatod pupils for 
cr1tor1a use in 1tetB analysis. Por tho vurpose of obtaining 
a criterion ~~p, 1t was decide4 thAt use should be made ot 
4ev1at1on. :!!'om the obtained means as an external criterion. 
This means that those ;pupils 1n quad.rant II, tor example, 
wnose scores deviated raost markedl7 from the averages would be 
considered 110 st; interested. Number 1 1n the 11 st set up tor 
!: lite• lllllll.J&la "'Oul4 be that onee 1n the "1ntereste4" .qWldrant 
',, 
1
! who wes farther removed than his fellows from the intersection 
',, II 
',
1
, 1\ or the a6.SS and. 104 • .5) uea, the point represent1%l6 the ,, 
':
1 
J •averqe• perf'ortaance. Likewise, nuaaber )0 would be that pupil:\ 
'i',,,jin the :not interested" quadrMt whoee poe1t1on on the diagram ~~ 
\1 was farthest from the •a•erage" point, the point or 1ntersect1oll.!; 
ln the walker-COhon technique, these pupils would be paired for 
item analysis in the 11 und. #JO positions. Positions i2 &.'1d 
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1 .4 
2 • 5 
3 .5 
4 • 3 
5 .6 
6 • 7 
7 .4 
8 
·9 
9 ·9 10 .6 
11 .7 
12 .6 
13 .4 
14 .3 
15 .5 
16 .6 
17 
·3 18 .7 
19 • 3 
20 • 2 
I 21 .5 I 22 • 5 
1! 
23 ·3 
II 24 ·1 25 .5 
I 26 .6 
I 27 • 5 28 • 6 
29 • 4 
30 
·1 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
TABLE II 
ITEM ANALYSIS DATA BASED ON TWO SETS OF 
THIRTY ANSWER SHEETS S!!;LECTED BY THE 
WALKER-COHEN SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING PROCEDURE 
Ace. ~2 Rej. 31 .6 Ace. 
Ace. • 8 Rej • 32 .4 Ace. 
Ace. • 5 Ace. 33 .6 Ace. 
Ace. .4 Rej. 34 .4 Ace. 
Ace. .6 Ace. 35 .6 Ace. 
Ace. .6 Ace. 36 .5 Rej • 
Ace. .2 Rej. 37 .6 Ace. 
Rej. • 9 Rej. 38 .4 Ace. 
Rej. 
·9 Rej. 39 ·3 Ace. Ace. .6 Ace. 40 • 6 Ace. 
Ace. .6 Ace. 41 
·3 Rej. Ace. • 7 Ace. 42 .o Rej. 
Ace. .4 Ace. 43 .7 Ace. 
Ace. .2 Rej. 44 • 2 Rej. 
Ace. • 5 Rej • 45 .6 Ace. 
Ace. .6 Rej. 46 .5 Ace. 
Ace. .2 Rej. 47 .2 Ace. 
Ace. .7 Ace. 48 • 2 Ace. 
Ace. .5 Ace. 49 .6 Ace • 
Ace. • 1 Rej • 50 .4 Ace • 
Aec. • 5 Ace. 51 .5 Ace. 
Ace. .5 Rej • 52 .4 Ace. 
Rej. • 1 Rej • 53 .3 Ace. 
Ace. • 9 Rej. 54 .3 Ace. 
Ace. .4 Ace. 55 .5 ACC. 
Ace. .6 Ace. 56 .1 Rej. 
Ace • .6 Ace. 57 .4 Ace. 
Ace • 1.0 Rej. 
Ace. 
·3 Rej. Ace. • 9 Rej • 
.4 Rej. 
.4 Rej • 
.6 Rej • 
.2 Rej • 
.7 Rej. 
.3 Ace. 
.2 Ace. 
.4 Rej • 
.4 Ace • 
.5 Rej. 
.4 Rej. 
.1 Rej • 
.7 Ace. 
.1 Rej • il 
.7 Ace. 
'I 
.6 Ace. :I 
.5 Rej. :I :I 
.3 Rej • 
.7 Ace. 
.4 Ace. 
.4 Rej • 
.6 Rej. 
.3 Ace. 
.5 Rej • 
.6 Ace. ! 
·3 Rej. i 
.5 Rej • 
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I I, 
!i 
i/29 would be occupied b7 tile next most extreme deviates 1n each l! 
!) 
I! 
quadrant, etc. 
Z &corea were coaputed ror the 101 most extreme cases 
' 
i! q 
located farthest tram the intersection of the mean lines on th•!l 
,, 
chart, Figure 2, for the purpose or obtaining scores which il 
:I 
could be avera,;ed to determine Just which cestus trul7 deviated li 
:I 
most rrom the average, the point or intersection. z score 
formula 1& z • X - U 1 • 
hti.Oh pB1r ot z scores was averaged. Resu1tant aean z 
scores wel'6 compared and the titteen b1~hest 1n quadrant II 
were tU'Tanaed 1n deaoend1ng order as Group A for the Walker-
Cohen procedure. Por· example, pu;p1l IOo-096 had an RT score 
ot '5 and a verbal l.Q. score ot ?9. His z scores are 1.27 
and 2.58 respect1vel7. Hie mean z of 1.9:3 is the largest ob-
tained 1r, quad.rant II. Therefore, th1a pupil is ranket'! Ill, 
•110st interested•, 1n the list f'or 1tem analysis. Paired with 
h1Ja 1s pupil #00.1)4, troll quadrant IV, whose test score or 9 
and verbal l.Q. or ll8 71eld z scores whOse average, 2.01, 
places hla 1n tbe 130 poa1t1on, •1eaat interested•. Then the 
p\.l,P1l from q\l&Clrant ll whose mean z 1& 1.60 1& pat:re~ with the 
pupil trcm quadrant lV wnoae mean z 11 1.69, and so on until 
all thi:rt7 pos1t1ons bave been tilled. 
1 Peattaan, .QR• ..ur1• • p. 17?. 
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From here on the procedure was the same for the internal 
consistency analysis described above. Examination of columns 
t and 10 of Table llU will show that 40.4 per cent of the items 
discriminated successfully at the 2 per cent level when the 
criterion used was extremity of position in the •interested" 
and •not interested" groups. 
A comparison of individuals occupying similar positions 
in the two distributions· offers interesting differences. For 
example, the pupil ranked number one for the internal consis-
tency analysis is a boy, seventeen years old, parent a tool-
maker. The boy is a member of student council, studies United 
States History in a college technical curriculum, has an A 
average in the course, and does not study current events in 
the course. Readers Digesk and Life are available at home. 
I 
I 
I ss 
!! 
I 
...____==== 
He has a CMM I.Q. of 116, and a Coop reading score of 62. His , 
teacher rates him above average in interest in current affairs. 
Number one for external criterion analysis is an eighteen 
year old boy. Parent is a mechanic. His extracurricular acti- ~: 
vity is tennis. He takes Problems of Democracy in a general 
course; grade is c. Magazines at home •re of home-making type. 
CMM I.Q. is 79; Coop reading score is 39. His teacher rates 
him below average in interest in current affairs. Current 
events are studied in his Problems class. He has not sought 
class or school office. 
' 
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CORRELATION STUDIES RELATED TO TEST VALIDITY 
Backgroypd .• The ".Test of Information About Today' s 
Problems" was believed to be a face valid measure of 1nforma-
tion about civic affairs. One of the assumptions of this study 
was that interest in civic affairs could be measured through 
the use of an information test which was constructed for that 
particular purpose. This assumption had to be tested before 
any conclusions could be reached concerning the validity of 
the instrument and the data gathered through the administration 
of the test. General methods of testing validity selected 
were correlation studies and comparisons of selected differ-
ences in means of groups tested. 
Possible correlations. Some possible correlations 1m-
portant to the validity study are: 
1. RT, the test of information, with verbal I.Q. 
2. RT with reading comprehension 
J. RT with social studies grades 
4. RT with grades in Problems of Democracy 
s. RT with grades in other social studies 
6. RT with verbal I.Q. for cases studying Problems 
7. RT with verbal I.Q. for cases studying other 
social studies 
8. RT with verbal I.Q. for eases taking no social study! 
9. Verbal I.Q. with social studies grades 
10. Verbal I.Q. with reading comprehension 
11. RT with teachers' ratings of pupils' interest 
12. Teacher ratings with social studies grades 
13. Verbal I.Q. with teachers• interest ratings 
14. RT with in-school current affairs activities 
15. RT with age in years 
16. RT with magazine scores 
17. RT with ratings of socio-economic status 
-.--==== 
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Possible imp~j.cations. 
(1) If RT does have a significant correlation with any 
of such factors as intelligence, reading, achievement in school'! 
subjects, age, magazines, or socio-economic status, and does 
not have a significant correlation with the interest criteria, 
teacher ratings and in-school activities, then it is more of a 
:1 measure of that factor than it is of interest. 
I 
H ( 2) If RT has significant correlations with the interest 
criteria and not with the above enumerated factors, then it is 
a measure of interest. 
(3) If RT does not correlate significantly with any of 
the above elements, then it is a measure of information but it 
is not a measure of either the individual's interest or the 
individual with reference to the other factors listed above. 
Additional correlations were computed involving I.Q., 
social studies grades, and teaCher ratings, to shed light on 
the assumptions that (1) teacher ratings of interest are less 
ratings of interest than they are measures of I.Q., and (2) 
teacher ratings of interest are less measures of interest than 
they are measures of achievement in social studies. 
An "r" was also computed for reading comprehension and 
:1 verbal I.Q. to discover to what extent they are measures, for 
~ : 
I 
:
1 this sample of 1,071 seniors, of the same thing. Testing the 
:I 
I 
ti assumptions that social studies grades are functions of 1n-
il tell1gence an index of relationship, •r•, was computed for 
~rbai. I.Q. and these grades. 
ii 
il 
I 
Table III summarizes the relationships of this part of 
the study. 
TABLE III 
RELATIONSHIPS EXISTING BETWEEN VARIOUS 
ELEMENTS OF PART A OF THIS STUDY 
=====================================================, Variables 
RT vs Verbal I.Q. 
Bf vs Coop Reading Comprehension 
RT vs social studies grades 
RT vs Problems of Democracy grades 
RT vs grades in other social 
studies 
RT vs Verbal I.Q., cases studied 
Problems of Democracy 
RT vs Verbal I.Q., cases studied 
other social study 
RT vs Verbal I.Q., cases took no 
social study 
Verbal I.Q. vs social studies 
grades 
I Verbal I.Q. vs Coop Reading 
, RT vs teacher ratings of interest 
,: Verbal I.Q. vs teacher ratings 
,i Social Studies grades vs teacher 
: ratings 
· RT vs in-school activities re-
lated to study of civic 
affairs 
RT vs age in years 
RT vs weighted magazine scores 
RT vs socio-economic status 
ranks 
N Method 
1071 Pearson "r" 
1071 Pearson "r" 
966 Pearson "r" 
)70 Pearson "r" 
S96 Pearson "r" 
370 Pearson "r" 
S96 Pearson "r0 
lOS Pearson "r0 
966 Pearson "r" 
1071 Pearson "r0 
624 triserial r 
624 triserial r 
624 triserial r 
624 quintiserial r 
1071 Pearson "r" 
1071 Pearson "r0 
1071 quintiserial r 
Coeffi- i 
c1ent 
.44 
.s4 
.)6 
·39 
.29 
.)9 
.)3 
.44 
.)4 
.74 
.)4 
.39 
.Sl 
.4) 
-.os 
.16 
.15 
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Summary .£! ~ study srt. ~ variables. 
(1) For RT vs I.Q., a Pearson Product Moment "r" of .44 
was obtained. This indicates some positive relationship be-
tween intelligence and information as measured by CMM and RT 
for the 1,071 cases of this sample. 
(2) For RT vs reading comprehension, Cooperative English 
Test Vorm Cl, obtained "r" is .54, an indication of a definite 
positive relationship for 1,071 cases. 
(3) Since grades vary so greatly, grades reported by 
teachers were converted to standard scores by use of the for-
mula for T scores,l 
T • 10 (X - M) ~ 50 
a-
For BT and obtained standard scores of 966 pupils, an 
"r" of .36 resulted. This indicates some relationship between 
the variables,information test scores and grades 1n social 
studies. 
(4) For RT scores and grades in Problems of Democracy, 
for 370 cases, computation yielded an "r" of .40, an indication, 
of some relationship. 
(5) For RT scores and grades in social studies other than 
Problems, for 596 pupils, obtained •r" is .29, indicating some 
relationship here. 
(6) Computation of •r" for verbal I.Q. and RT for 370 
pupils studying Probl.ems yields .39, rsho\dng some relation- : 
·I ship. + lLind<.;lM_i st , gp. cit '!J~_1,_4_2. c=c-:=,==·"·"'="""=co-.=.·.o.=:==.=-~~, '~'-"-''""'"·~~- ,: ~=''":" 
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( 1) 
'I 
'I In the case of pupils taking some other social study,·, 
S96 cases, for RT vs I.Q. is .33, evidence of some relation-
ship. 
(8) For RT vs I.Q., for the lOS cases taking no social 
study, obtained "r" is .44, which indicates some positive re-
lationsh1p. 
(9) For I.Q. vs social studies grades obtained "r" is 
.34, evidence of some relationship. 
(10) The most pronounced relationship of the study was 
that between I.Q. and reading comprehension, "r" being .?4. 
(11) For RT vs ratings of the interest of the 624 pupils 
who studied current events regularly as part of their social 
studies work, the formula is that of Jaspen for triserial r.l 
rtri - yhMh- (yc- "·Me- YcMl -
[ 2 
2 
crt p:h (y- ~ y2 c p c 
c p 
l 
In this formula 1, c, and h symbolize the three classes 
: 
i 
of the segmented variable. M1, Me, and Mh are the respective 
means of each of the segmented groups of the continuously dis-
tributed variable. P1 , Pc, and Ph are the respective propor-
tions of the total group in each of the three segmented classes.! 
Y1, y 0 , and Yh are the respective values of the ordinates on a 
lPeatman, ~· sJ!., p. 272-273. 
""'~---·-· =-=---=--=-=-~--=-=-=-=---' --- ·-· """" ""' ---=---=-====:== 
_I 
normal curve at points that divide the total distribution into ' 
three parts.l 
The obtained correlation is .J4. This indicates some re-
lation between pupil interest in current affairs, as rated by 
teachers, and pupil performance on a test of infonnation, as 
measured by RT. 
(12) For teacher ratings vs social studies grades, a tri-
serial r of .51 was obtained, suggesting a definite positive 
relationship for 624 cases. :· 
if H ( 13) For the same cases, obtained tri serial r for interestii 
ratings vs verbal I.Q. is .39, an indication of some relation-
ship. 
(14) For teacher ratings vs in-school activities, quinti-
serial r was used to determine an index of relationship for 
pupil scores on the Test of Information and their in-school 
activities related to the study of civic affairs, as these 
activities were rated by their classroom teachers. The ob-
i tained r of .4J is higher than obtaine~ r, .J4, for teacher 
i 
:1 ratings of student interest. The activity RT correlation in-
·I 
!I 
:I 
:j 
!! 
dicates some positive relationship. 
Jaspen•s formula for quintiserial r is as follows: 
1 Peatman, .2.12• ~·, p. 275. 
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rquint = 
ut 
Here, 1, b, c, d, and h represent the five parts of the 
segmented variable: 1 the lowest, b the next lowest, c the 
central, d the next highest, and h the highest. M, y, and p 
are means, ordinates, and proportions as in triserial r. cr 
is the standard deviation of the continuously distributed var-
iable. 
(15) For 1,071 cases, a relationship, "r" of -.OS, was 
found for RT scores and age in years. 
(16) Magazines, as explained in Chapter II above, were 
given scores based on the number of relevant articles carried 
in a selected three month period. These scores were totaled, 
I yielding a distribution of magazine scores indicative of the 
:I 
'I 
il 
II 
:I 
:I 
number of articles about ongoing problems which .!3-• puPil znight 
have seen in his home. These totals, for 1,071 cases, were 
correlated with RT. Obtained "r" is .16, showing a slight 
positive relationship. 
(17) For all cases, an "r" was obtained for RT scores and 
ranks indicative of socio-economic status. This "r" is .15, 
evidence of only a slight positive relationship. 
7 --, ___ Jj -~"'"'-==--·=-==---c-=.--:o-.=c.·.----=-=-::c·-=c=-.=: ... -:-- .. c.o·.:.co.-:o=: .. -==·-cc-:.c=:.=.--- -
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Implications .21. ~ correlation study. RT correlates 
positively with all variables but age. It achieves a better 
than slight positive relationship with all but two others. 
Since, however, RT does not have a significant correlation witbi 
any of the above factors, it is not a measure of any one of 
them as far as the individuals of the sample are concerned. 
At a subsequent point in this study, the possibility that the 
test is a valid measure of group differences will be consider~i 
Here, however, it is to be noted that the test failed to 
demonstrate a significant correlation with the criteria of 
interest, teacher ratings, and in-school activities. 
Apparently teacher ratings are more a measure of social 
!i 
i! 
, 
studies grades than of either I.Q.. or scores on the information!; 
test. It also is evident that, to the extent that it is a 
measure of any of the factors, the test of information is 
more a measure of reading comprehension than of any of the 
other factors. 
It is noteworthy that RT scores do not correlate signi-
ficantly with grades in Problems of Democracy. The taking of 
this course does, however, seem to relate to a difference in 
achievement on the test of information. This is implied in 
the fact that there is no significant difference between RT i 
;I 
scores of pupils who took Problems and those who took no social 11 
!.i 
11 study, but the Problems students are s igni:f"icantly lower in 
'I 
i\intelligence. 
;I 
-""- -1~--.:-==--==c~=,--- --
il 
,: 
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Likewise, when pupils who took Problems and 
,, 
":...'!i· -~ _-; -~- -.;.::. _-:'_-=.;::::~--
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those who took some other social study were compared, it was 
found that although there is no significance in RT score be-
tween the two groups, there is a significant difference in the 
' mean I.Q.., a difference in favor of those who did not study 
Problems.· This is in accord with what is generally known of 
pupils who take social studies, i.e. that they are the academi-
cally inferior pupils~ These pupils have, however, tended to 
perform better on the information test than the academically 
superior pupils. This will be shown at greater length in the 
study of the "interested" and "not interested" groups. 
MEAN DIFFERENCES STUDIES RELATED TO VALIDITY 
II 
1/ Possible differences. Some possible differences im-
1 portent to the test' s validity as a measure by which the in-
I 
I 
1 terest of groups may be measured are: 
1. 
I: 
II 
II 
2. 
Differences between the groups rated above 
average, average, and below average 1n 
interest. 
Differences between the five groups into 
which current events students may be 
divided on the basis of activities in 
class. 
Differences between the 516 boys and the 5SS 
girls. 
I 
II 
'----=--1Howard E. Wilson. Education for Citizenshtp, The Regents Inquiry into the Character and Costs of Education in the State 
of New York. New York: The McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938. 
p. 98-99, 107. 
-------·=== 
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Possible implications. 
(1) If RT mean scores for the "above average in interest" :i 
I group are significantly higher than those of the "average" ;j 
I group, then RT may be an instrument by which groups may be 
I measured. In the same manner, RT may be a valid measure for 
use with groups if the mean score made by the •average in in-
terest• group is higher than that of the "below average in 
interest n group. i! il 
( 2) In the same manner, differences may be studied and !I 
ii 
tested for significance as these differences are found to :i 
:I 
exist between groups into which pupils may be classified on 'i 
i the basis of their in-school current events activities. If 1 ;! 
II 
significant differences are found between means of these groups il 
II 
then the test may be judged a valid measure of differences. :i 
!I ( 3) If RT is valid as a measure for groups, then analysis :i 
I[ 
I 
should disclose significant differences between the achievement :i 
,i 
'I of boys and the achievement of girls on the test. Basing the 1 
! 
assumption on the literature reviewed in Chapter II, boys as a 1! 
I 
·I 
group should, if the measure is a valid one, outscore the girls 1! 
as a group, other factors not being significantly different. 
Significance .Qf. differences .!:.2!: teacher rated groups. 
Mean RT scores for these groups are as follows: above average 
in interest, 30.93; average in interest, 26.95; below average 
in interest, 23.63. Differences and T•s1are listed below. 
lFor T formula see page 105, below. 
.I 
i 
Above average - average = 3.98 
Average - below average = 3.32 
T : 6.03 
T : 5.82 
Both of these differences warrant the rejection of the 
null hypothesis. Both are attributable to other than chance 
factors. 
Significance of differences between groups based ~ 
activities. It will be remembered, from Chapter III, that 
teachers rated pupils on the frequency of activities believed 
to be indicative of interest. Pupils were cheeked Often { ), 
Occasionally ( ), or Rarely ( ), on each of these: (a) Ques-
tions, {b) Contributes, {c) Discusses. Point values were 
assigned to the ratings and added, giving each pupil a code 
number indicative of frequency of these behaviors. 
The 624 pupils studied for correlation of these activity 
ratings with RT scores were divided into five groups. These 
groups are summarized below. 
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TABLE IV 
~IGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PUPIL GROUPS 
BA8b;D ON ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE 
STUDY OF CURRENT EVENTS 
i 
" :l 
,, 
'! 
============================D=i=f=fe=r=e=n=c=e,==========-;i-
Mean 
Total RT 
Group Rating .§core 
Very active 9 )0.65 
higher 
minus 
lower T 
Null 
hypo-
thesis 
11 Better than occas-
1 sionally active 7-8 29.55 1.10 1.16 Ace. 
Occasionally active 6 27.09 2.46 2.56 Rej. ! 'I .. 
. , 
r! 
Slightly active 4-5 26.35 .74 .92 .! Ace. il 
3 23.18 3.17 4.37 Rej. !! ,, <! ;, 
!! 
Rarely or never active 
The data of Table IV indicate significant RT differences i 
I between those pupils who engage in at least one of the interest~ 
:! 
'i 
evincing activities often and those who engage in such activi- !1 
ties occasionally. Differences between the two top groups 1n 
activity are not significant, as are differences between the 
occasionally and slightly active groups. Between these and the 
rarely ~ never group a significant difference is found. 
Significance .Qf differences, bo:rs .!.§ girls. Table V 
shows test ratios for five pairs of obtained means relevant to 
the consideration of the possible validity of the test of in-
formation as a measure of interest. 
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TABLE V 
I DIFFERENCES AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE FOR FIVE 
· PAIRS OF ~~S, BOYS VS GIRLS 
study, significant differences 1n favor of the boys in perfor-
mance on the test of information, in verbal I.Q.,and in the 
I interest ratings given them by their social studies teachers, 
1 In the case of mean scores on the test of reading comprehen-
1 sion, girls' mean is higher but not significantly so. In 
achievement in social studies, girls' mean is significantly 
higher. In this case, the difference in mean I.Q. is signifi-
I 
cant. The difference in mean ratings of interest in current 
1 
affairs, which difference favors the boys, also yields a sig-
l nificance ratio {T) which warrants the rejection of the null 
I hypothesis. 
-- -----------·-·-·---~~----
- -------------------- -------------,.--------
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I Summaty ~ implications. When groups are set up on 
I the basis of teacher ratings of int~rest, differences between 
group mean scores on RT are found to be statistically signifi- ·1 
cant in all cases. a superiority, even an insignificant one, 
1n favor of the "lower" group in any of these cases would have 
constituted a strong case against validity. 
When the differences, from group to group, between the 
:I 
I ~ i 
., 
five current affairs activity groups are analyzed, it is found I) 
that two of the four differences are significant. In no case 
does the group which is expected, on the basis of the criteria 
of classification, to produce a higher score fail to do so. 
'il 
II 
d 
" '! 
Higher mean scores for the less active groups as compared to 
:! 
againsdj 
:I 
the next higher ones would have been considered evidence 
the validity of RT as a group measure. 
Boys• mean I.Q. is higher than that of the girls, for 
this sample. This is offset by the superiority, significant, 
of the girls in reading. Boys' mean for RT is markedly super-
ior, ~ being 8.51, to that of girls. If the result had been 
the opposite, that fact would have constituted a most strong 
argument against acceptance of RT as valid. 
On the basis of the above significant differences, it may 
be inferred that the "Test of Information About Today's Pro-
blems" functioned in May of 1949, in such a way that the con-
elusion may be drawn that from a random sample of 1,000 cases, 
a group of pupils obtaining a high score should prove to be a i 
il 
more interested grou:E t~ ia£Er.Otl._lL~~~-Bk~J9Jie_r_._==c=-=,==~~--===;f·=--==== 
·I :, 
!i 
I 
!I 
!I 
On the basis of the above significant differences, it may ! 
il be stated that the available evidence tends to indicate that a 11 
test of information may be used as an interest measure. This llj 
means that for such a test, so administered, it may be inferred II. 
II 
!i\ 
that, when other factors are not significantly different, a ':,'.:
1
: 
group of seniors obtaining a high mean score may be judged to 
be a more interested group than a comparable one attaining a 
lower mean score. Related to the above is the inference that 
a generally low mean score for the whole sample will mean a 
1\ !I 
II 
i 
:I 
i! 
II 
:I 
:I 
il 
On the basis of the above significant differences in favor :! 
general lack of interest. 
of the groups rated more interested, the more active groups, 
and the group of boys, it may be inferred that the "Test of 
Information About Today1 s Problems" did so measure groups that 
generalizations about groups might be drawn. It, therefore, 
seems evident that if the test had been administered to other 
q 
random samples of eastern Massachusetts high school seniors in :i 
~ i 
May of 1949 it would have so operated th~t a large group of ;: 
seniomachieving a high mean score could have been judged, 
other factors not being significantly different, more interest 
than a comparable group achieving a low mean score. Related to 
the above is the additional inference that a generally low mean 
score for a whole sample could be interpreted to mean a low 
general JJrel of interest. 
oos~on ij~}rerslty 
Schetol Qf .E.O.t1c&"'ioll 
.._ Library ~ 
:! 
II 
!1102 
,I 
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THE QUADRANT STUDY 
The f2.Y!: groups of ~ sample. As was explained in 
Chapter III above, the sample group studied consisted of 1,071 
seniors from eleven high schools named below. 
Braintree 
Dedham 
Dracut 
Durfee (Fall River) 
Milford 
Norwood 
Reading 
Searles (Methuen) 
Sharon 
Stoneham 
Wakefield 
The sample included pupils from college preparatory, 
academic, and business courses. Studied differences in pro-
grams and background are indicated in Table Vland VII. 
Table VI is based on the division of the sample into four 
quadrants by the intersection of the an x and a y axis, one 
representing the mean RT score of the distribution, 26.58, and 
the other the mean verbal I.Q. score of the distribution, 
104. 53. Such division on a scatter diagram would yield these 
I groups. 
mean of both measures, 311 seniors 
mean RT but below mean I.Q., 196 seniors 
mean of both distributions 
I, 
II, 
III, 
IV, 
above 
above 
below 
below mean of RT, but above I.Q. mean, 164 seniors !I 
'! 
I~ 
!! Examination of the table shows that Group I ranks highest 
in I.Q. and reading, in grades in social studies, in interest 
I ratings, in participation 1n current events activities, in par- :1 
1 ticipation in extracurricular activities, in socio-economic 
status ratings, in informational magazines in the home, and in 
scores on the "Test of Information About Today's Problems". 
· ·c=====~===o==c==<=c==== 
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'I 
:I 
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TABLE VI 
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These are the "bright" children who have done well on a number 
of counts. 
The opposite group, IV, occupies the lowest position on 
all the above counts except particip~tion in extracurricular 
·i 
activities. These are the slower learners, the poorest readers~ 
the cases who would be expected to obtain the poorest scores ![ 
on a test of information. il 
[I 
Because their members have not attained on the information i[ 
it 
:i 
test scores believed commensurate with their I.Q. scores, :\ 
'• 
Groups II and IV have been selected for study here as was ex-
plained ~t some length in Chapter II and III above. These 
groups and their differences are summarized in Table VI. 
Group II will be frequently referred to in these pages as 
the "interested" group, since its members• better than average 
scores on RT are clearly not attributable to high I.Q. ~ami­
nation of Table VI will also reveal th~t this group ranks third 
in reading comprehension. This group's mean reading score is 
significantly lower than those of both Groups I and IV. 
The •not interested• group is IV, so designated because 
its RT mean is below the mean for the distribution for the 
whole sample, while its I.Q. mean is above the average. This 
group is also better than ~verage in reading comprehension. 
These are the cases whose low achievement on HT is not due to 
low I.Q., or to poor reading comprehension. 
Groups II and IV are also the subjects of Figures 2 above. 
-- ·-------~====== 
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TABLE VII 
~UMMARY OF DIFF.r;RENCb;S, 
"INTERESTED" VS "NOT INTERESTED" GROUPS, 
AND TEST RATIOS ( T) FOR TH.t;~E DIFFERENCES 
il 
.II ================::.=:::N:=o=:=t==:=in=t~e=r=-=======:::;N:;:u:::;l::::l= 11 
"Interested" ested group hypo-1
1 Measure group ( N=l96 ) 1 N=l64) Di ff, T theSis q 
Mean social studies 
11 
score 50,16 20.78 .62 .57 Ace, ii 
Mean rating of in- II 
terest in current 
affairs 1.96 1.88 ,08 1.25 Ace, ij 
Mean rating of in- !! 
school current :1 
affairs activitY 5,84 5.20 ,64 2. '15 Re.1, :i 
Mean number extra- il 
curricular ~~ 
activities 1,40 1.64 .24 1.35 Acc,i 
Mean rating magazines A"" ·I' I ~n the home 8,62 8.61 .41 .87 vv 
Per cent of group 11 
taking Problems of :1 
Democracy 44,9 ~5. 0 19,9 4. 06 Re.1.11 
Per cent of group 
studying current 'i 
-.::::e.:.v~en=t=-s~-~-----6:.:1~ • ..,3"------5..._7 •• 7...._ ___ 3~.~.:.;::6.___...z.• 6=-9~--=A.:.:c~c:;.a,, :1 
= II Per cent of group il 
taking a social :i 
studY 94.9 87.2 1.1 2.53 Rej, 'i 
Per cent of group !i 
II getting A or B 1n if 
social studies 45.2 47.2 2,0 .36 
Per cent of group 
taking Readers 
Digest 
Per cent of group 
taking Life 
Per cent of group 
who were bo s 
43.4 
58.7 
6 8 
47,0 3,6 
53.0 
.69 
1,10 
·Ace, ,
1 
il 
Ace, II 
!I 
II At 
i! .4.06 
" 
,, 
-- - :-==---===::::=:::=:----::::::::=::::--=:====---::-:=:::::::=.-==--~::: 
I 
I; 
:I , 
il 
Method ~ stu~y ~ differences. In each of the cases ' 
listed on Table VII differences were obtained and then tested 'I ii 
to determine the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis~~ 
that the parameter difference of their statistics, means or 
H 
I 
il 
I! 
per cents, is equal to zero. il The formula employed to obtain a 11 
T ratio for Test of Significance between two statistics is as 
follows:l 
T : sample difference--parameter difference of zero • 
standard error of difference 
( Sx-By)- Oh 
( sx-ey) 
In cases where the obtained T ratio equalled or exceeded 2.5, 
,j 
il 
:I 
,. 
,I 
approximately the 1 per cent confidence level, the difference In l.,!l 
was considered to be unlikely on the basis of chance alone. 
those cases the null hypothesis was rejected and the assumption il 
., 
II !, 
made that the difference was attributable, at least in part, to :I 
extra-chance factors. For T ratios of less than 2.0, it was 
concluded that differences were likely on the basis of chance 
I 
I 
alone and, therefore, "insignificant•. "Doubtful signifiaance" :,I 
'I 
'i 
was assumed for T ratios between 2. 0 and 2.5.2 >i 
lPeatman, ~· cit., p. 40J. 
=#=== ~==~ ~---~---------~ 
Possible significant differenc.e.s, II vs IV. 
1. Mean reading comprehension 
2. Mean social studies grades 
J. Mean of teacher ratings of interest 1n current 
affairs 
4. Mean rating of current events activities 
s. Number of extracurricular activities 
6. Mean score of socio-economic status 
7. Mean score of magazines in the home 
8. Per cent of group taking Problems 
9. Per cent of group studying current events 
10. Per cent of group taking a social study 
11. Per cent of group getting A or B in social studies 
12. Per cent of group taking Reftders Digest 
13. Per cent of group taking~ 
14. Per cent of group who were boys 
Possible implications. Most of the differences studied 
will yield only descriptive matter, descriptive of an average 
interested and an average not interested high school senior. 
The implications of these findings should be of assistance in 
teachers• thinking about interested and not interested pupils. 
Other differences may have implications for the curriculum. 
Other findings concerning significant differences will have 
implications for the question of validity of the test of infor-
mation as an interest measure. 
(1) A significant difference in reading comprehension in 
favor of the "not interested" group would support a claim of 
validity for the test and would also suggest for teachers the 
possibilities of working for interest goals with pupils who 
are not above average in reading. 
i 
I (2) A significant difference in social studies mean scores1i 
I) 
could mean that social studies teachers are not making the most i 
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of interest, tf the difference favors Group IV. If the dif-
ference favors Group II, then teachers are not making the most 
of those abilities implied in the high verbal I.Q. I II 
(J) A significant difference in favor of the "not in- 1 
il terested" group in teacher ratings of interest would imply that II 
teachers confuse intelligence with ability. A difference of II 
the opposite type would indicate some validity for the teacher I 
ratings. Similar implications are involved in (4), frequency ~ 
of activity ratings. 
{5) Significant differences for ratings of socio-economic 
status are of importance to the school•s democratic philosophy 
of education, unless the difference is significantly greater 
for quadrant II. In the latter case, the implications may be 
that the schools should provide more in the way of information 
dispensing activities. This would apply particularly to maga-
ztnes (6). The inference to be drawn here might be that the 
school should provide more magazines, particularly Readers 
Digest and Life. 
(7) If differences in per cents significantly favor any 
school subject or subjects listed, then the implication is that I 
more such courses shou+d be taken if pupils are to develop an 
interest in civic affairs. 
I 
i• 
II 
I. 
,I 
II {8) If per cent of honor grades is significantly greater II 
in the "interested" group, it will imply that the teachers are :1 
either getting their high achievers interested in civic affairs I 
or including some evaluation of growth in interest in their [I 
marking. A significant difference favoring the other group 1 
will again imply teaching that does not make the most of its 
I material. 
I (9) Quadrant II should contain more boys than girls. If 
1 the obtained difference should be significantly greater in 
favor of the "not interested" group, then the test is probably 
not a valid measure of interest. 
Summary. The criteria for establishing the two groups 
1: ,, 
:J 
!j 
iJ ,, 
'I 
,J 
!l 
' il 
to produce marked differences 1! 
i! 
were selected in such a way as 
in mean scores for RT and I.Q. Obtained differences are signi-11 
.I 
ficant. T for RT scores of Group II minus Group IV is 21.56. 
For the I.Q. difference favoring Group IV, T is 14.JO. No 
other differences approached these in magnitude. 
(1) For reading comprehension,~ mean of the "not in-
'I 
!I 
rj 
:J 
il ,, 
!I 
II 
'I 
" lj 
terested" group is higher. 
,'1 
T is 5. 20, a difference acceptable 'I !i 
at better than the 1 per cent level. 
(2) Difference in social studies achievement. Obtained 
difference, in favor of Group IV, is likely on the basis of 
chance, T being .57. 
(J) Teachers have given a higher mean interest rating to 
the "interested" group. Obtained T is 1.25, which does not 
warrant the rejection of the null hypothesis. The difference 
is a chance one. 
(4) Mean frequency-of-activity rating was higher for the 
"interested" group. Obtained T of 2.55 warrants rejection of 
the null hypothesis at approximately the 1 per cent level. 
( 
I 
Ill (5) The members of the "not interested" group engEJ8e in 
i 
1 more non-athletic extracurricular activities than do members 
\ of the "interested" group. Although the latter group has the 
lowest mean number of these extracurricular activities for all 
I 
I four quadrant groups, the difference between it and Group IV 
is not sufficient to warrant the rejection of the null hypo-
thesis. T = 1.35. 
(6) Means for the two groups in socio-economic status 
almost identical, the difference being .01 and T being .87. 
This is a difference attributable to chance. 
{7) In magazine scores the difference favors the "in-
" II 
·\ I, 
'I 
II 
are lj 
II 
:i :I 
~ : 
·[ 
terestedn group by .41. T is .87 and the rejection of the null il 
hypothesis is not warranted. ~ i I 
il (8) Of the "interested" group, 44.9 per cent studied 11 
'I 
~ i Problems of Democracy. Only 25 per cent of the "not 1nterested!';r 
I! !i 
., 
I 
1 group took the course. Obtained T is 4.06 and the difference 
may be inferred to be attributable, at least in part, to extra- :1 
chance factors. 
(9) In the "interested" group, 61.3 per cent of the cases 
studied current events in grade XII. The per cent for the 
other group is 57.7 per cent. The difference in favor of the 
former is a chance difference, T being .69. 
(10) Comparison of numbers in each group who took a social 
study in grade XII reveals a difference favoring the "interest~ 
i !i 
group (94.9 per cent - 87.2 per cent). An obtained T of 2.53 
:41.0 
_c==--"o==c==--~-~-o==--=---=~1==; === 
i 
\ 
.i11 
,. 
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'i !I 
!I li 
warrants the rejection of the null hypothesis at approximately ~~ 
:i 
the 1 per cent level. 1i 
(11) Of the "not interested" group, 47.2 per cent have 
obtained the highest grades in social studies. In the "in-
terested" group, 45.2 per cent obtained A or B. The difference '\ 
i 
!I is not significant, T being .36. ij 
i 
\I ( 12-13) Since Readers Digest and Life were the magazines !! 
'I !I found most frequently in the homes of the pupils of the sample, ii 
I 
,) 
per cent differences were obtained and tested for significance. 11 
More of the "interested" group have ~; more of tlie "not 
interested~ have the Readers Digest at home. Both differences 
are likely on the basis of chance. T for the difference in 
I 
per cents of groups taking Readers Digest is .69; for Life, 
1
1 
I! 
obtained T is 1.10. :1 
II {14) Boys make up 63.8 per cent of the "interested" group. ii 
:j In the "not interested" group, 39 per cent are boys. This is a :1 
difference not attributable to chance alone, T being 4.84, and 
warrants the rejection of the null hypothesis at a confidence 
better than 1 per cent. 
Conclusions ~ implications. The mean score on the 
information test is significantly higher for the "interested" 
• 
group than the mean score for Group IV. This superiority was 
achieved despite Groupii's statistically lower means for in-
telligence and reading. Groupli's superiority in performance 
on the test of information is one not likely on the basis of 
..).__=·== 
II 
II 
____Jl_ 
chance and is due to other than chance factors. As revealed 
the data of Table VI and the test ratios reported above, the 
" 
,, 
factors that do seem significant in relation to the superiority i! 
of the "interested" group are interest, exposure to social 
" studies, exposure to Problems of Democracy, and sex. 'i 
:I The fact that a preponderance of the students in Group II, 'i 
il 
and that a minority of Group IV' s members are boys, supports '~ 
the inference that for these groups the test does measure in-
terest. This point is supported by the fact that the super-
iority of Groupii in interest-evincing activities such as par-
ticipating in discussions of current events, asking questions 
about current events, etc. is statistically significant, not 
attributable to chance. 
For the curriculum, important implications are found in 
the significant differences related to the numbers taking a 
social studY, and, more markedly, to those taking Problems of 
Democracy. Exposure to social studies in general and Problems 
1n particular does relate to achievement on the test of infor-
mation and does relate to interest. Current events, studied 
by well over half the students in both groups, makes no dif-
ference. This is not surprising but is not encouraging. 
Noteworthy here is the fact that so few significant dif-
ferences were found. The null hypothesis was found acceptable 
.i 
in cases of differences involving social studies grades, teacher! 
ratings of interest, participation~ extracurricular ~ctivi-
112 
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ties, socio-economic status ratings, magazines in the home, 
study of current events, honor grades in social studies, and 
possession of Readers Digest and ~. 
From the latter, it might be inferred that having maga-
zines in the home, or per~aps in the school, makes no particu-
lar difference, or the inference to be drawn may be that some 
instructional use must be made of periodicals. 
Within the limitations of the data of the study another 
I 
!1113 
I 
i~ 
j 
I 
:, 
!! 
!j 
II 
implication should be noted here. Recalling that interests are il 
learned behavior it may be important that of the environmental il 
,, 
I 
factors which relate significantly to differences between the il 
"interested" and "not interested" groups, two are in the nature ri 
:I 
of courses offered in school. It may be that more pupils should! 
study Problems of Democracy, particularly if it can be taught 
more interestingly than·the current events studied by the 
seniors of this sample. 
Data ~ treated. Also obtained from the pupils of this 
sample were data relative to certain types of committee, 
council, or service group within the school on which they 
served. Additional data were obtained relative to certain 
types of offices for which they were candidates. Since numbers 
involved were so small, the data are listed in Table VIIl~ 
but are not treated statistically. 
' 
'i ~~ i 
i[ 
rr 
TABLE VIII 
I !i 
'I I, 
!I 
i' ,I 
'I "INTERESTED" VS "NOT INTERESTED" GROUPS: ,::I· 
COMMITTEES AND COUNCILS ON WHICH THEY SERVED; 
=========O=F=F=I=C=E=S=F=O=R=W=H=I=CH=T=HE=Y=W=ERE=· C=A=ND=IM=T=E=S======= il 
interested il Interested Not 
Number of pupils serving on II 
committees, councils 6 5 I 
Organizations represented: !I 
Red Cross Committee 0 2 1,··1 
Student council 6 J 
~C~l~a~s~s~e~x~e~cu~t~1~v~e __ c_o_m_m1~t~t~e_e ____________ -7o _____________ lr--------
1
1 
Total 6 6 
Number of pupils candidate for I 
legislative or administrative Jl 
_.::::O~f~f=.i:,Ce::::.-----------------1::.4..:..._ _____ .:,1:=.1 ____ l,·:·l 
Offices sought: 
Student council 10 5 !I 
Massachusetts Senatel 0 1 ' 
Massachusetts House 1 0 
Class vice president 0 2 
Class secretary 0 2 
Class treasurer 2 1 
Vice president student body 0 1 · il 
Home room president 1 0 l
1
'.'1 Student council president 1 0 
..;:;C~l.a~s=-s...~p::;.;!r:..::e-.::::s;.;;;i~d:.o;;,e=-nt.-... _________ --::-4~----~~o-----1 .. 1 
Total 19 12 
THE SENIORS' INTEREST IN CIVIC AFFAIRS 
Agreement ~ previous studies. The findings of this 
!I 
\I 
il 
:I 
;j 
! 
study are substantial1y in agreement with those of the studies j 
discussed in Chapter II above. Whether the measures used be 
objective or subjective, an apparent characteristic of pupils 
in general is their notably small amount of interest in civic 
affairs. 
I 
I 
![ 
!I 
ll 
'I 
ij 
il 
:i 
lThese are "Good Government Day" elections. On this day ·L! 
high school and independent school students carry on the legis-:_ 
lative and executive branches of the government of the common- ! 
=#=!!~~~===- ' ' ' ·-- - ' '- - - ·"'-= -------
fi 
d 
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SubJective measures ln this stu¢y. Teacher ratings of 
624 pupils in their classes in which current events were sys-
tematically studied were tabulated to show total number of 
pupils falling in each of three criterion groups. 
TABLE IX 
EXTENT OF PUPll.. INTEREST IN CURRENT AFFAIRS 
AS RATED BY TEACHERS 
Rating 
Greater than average 
Average for grade XII 
Less than average 
Number of 
Seniors 
154 
283 
187 
The above shows the preponderance of low interest ratings 
Another measure is the following based on teachers' 
rating of in-school activities related to the study of current 
affairs in social studies classes. In this instance, teachers 
were asked to place check marks on the first page of the test 
sheet to show the frequency with which the student carried on 
interest-evincing activities, such as asking questions ~fter 
class, or participation in discussions. 
For scoring purposes, each check in the "Often" column was 
given three points, each check in •occasionally" two points, 
and each check in the last column, "Rarelyn, one point. These 
scores were totaled. Their distribution is shown below. 
II 
II -
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TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF F.RE~U~CY-OF-ACTIVITY RATINGS FOR 624 
~ENIORS WHO ~TUDIJID CURRENT AFFAIRS IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
Activity ratings: 9 
Number of pupils: 103 
8 
61 
7 
38 
6 
115 
5 
96 
4 
58 
It is apparent here that the~ is 3, "Rarely". 
3 
153 
Mean 
I . 
1.:.16 
II 
., 
i 
===1= ·----='= 
! ~ 
i ,, 
for the group is 5.67. As rated by thelr teachers on in-school i! 
;I 
manifestations of interest in current affairs, these young [! 
people did not, as a group, give evidence of being interested. !I 
:i 
Forty-nine per cent of the cases scored below 6, "Occasionally".! 
ii 
1 
No analysis was possible on the basis of membership in 
I clubs organized around interest 1n current affairs (Inter-
national Club, Student Forum, etc.), since no such clubs were 
found in the eleven cooperating schools. This complete absencei 
of such clubs in these schools is also ind1cati ve of lack of jJ 
interest in civic affairs. 
An objective measure in the stud3. The only other cri-
terion available from this study for the determination of in-
terest or lack of interest is the set of scores on the "Test 
il 
li 
i 
,I 
~ I 
i! 
!i 
of Information About Today's Problems". That the test is pre- il q 
i 
·' dominantly a measure of something other than verbal intelli-
gence, reading comprehension, social studies achieve~ent, mat~i 
il 
'I ,, 
at ion, socio-economic status, magazines at home, or study of i) 
current events 1n school is indicated by the data discussed 
=!F======·-·----==--~----=o__-_-__ ---o.=. 
earlier in this chapter. Achievement on the test does bear 
some relationship to the taking of Problems of Democracy but 
i! 
'I 
'I 
'I 
•I 
'I !l 
,I 
not to achievement therein. Whatever the test measures, it is :J 
'I apparently something more characteristic of ,Grade XII boys than::, 
il of Grade XII girls. This may be interest. 
Failure of obtained scores on this tea: to yield a corre-
lation higher than .4J with the best of the employed criteria 
of interest, related activities, leaves doubt as to its 
validity as a measure of interest. This makes it difficult to 1 
I 
determine that a given high score on the test may be an indica- !J 
i] 
tion of interest in civic affairs and that a given low score it 
t 
'i 
has the opposite significance. There are available, however, 1[ 
several mean scores derived from the data of this study which 
should be considered further in relation to the question of 
• interest among groups of seniors. These means, their standard 
and sampling errors are as follows. 
TABLE XI 
MEANS AND RELATED DATA FOR THREE INTERESTED GROUPS 
i 
===================================================-I 
Group 
•Interested•, quadrant II 
Rated 3 (above average) 
in interest 
Mean 
30.84 
S.E. 
Mean 
Absolute Sampling 1! 
Error ( 1.% level) i! 
Rated 9 (Often) in 
activities 
J0.9J 
30.65 
.Jl 
.57 
.37 
.799 :r 
1.47 
.95 
:i 
·i 
il 
:i 
'i 
i 
':I 
I. 
il 
!I 
1,17 
I On the basis of the criteria used, each of these groups 
J may be considered an interested group. Each has a mean score 
J of between 30 and 31 points. It might then be assumed that had;! 
the pupils of the whole sample been an interested group, their 
mean would have been higher than 30 rather than 26 • .58. The 
J relevant estimate here is that the whole group of 1,071 pupils 
is not an interested group. 
Further analysis of these means indicates that, at the 
1 per cent level of confidence, the true mean for the Quadrant 
II group lies somewhere between 30.04 and 31.64. For the group:: 
q 
!I of pupils rated above average in interest, the true mean lies ii 
' 
somewhere between 29.46 and 32.40. For the pupils who most 
often asked questions, participated in discussions, etc., the 
true mean lies somewhere between 29.70 and 31.60. 
' 'I 
For the mean of the total sample of 1,071, the upper limit ;I 
1
1 
of the true mean is 27.11. In each of the above cases, the 
difference between the lower limit of the true mean of an in-
terested group and the upper limit of the true mean of the 
whole sample is equal to or greater. than 2.3.5. In each of 
these three cases such a difference would have been, if the 
standard errors of the obtained means could be used, adequate 
for the rejction of the hypothesis that the differences in 
means were attributable to chance. This is highly speculative, 
but when considered in conjunction with the subjective measures 
!: 
!I 
above does lend support to the conclusion that the group, as a II 
:! 
i 
===~===·c=,=-===·.=c.._~-=.-o=.c.c~~===---~=c== 
group, is not &Teatly interested in civic affairs. 
Concerning the objective measure, the test, a reasonable 
conclusion here would seem to be that the test of information 
ii ii 
,: 
:I 
fi 
I I. 
!I 
'I 
does discriminate between groups which differ in the degree to !\ 
which their interest can be represented by a measure of' central il 
H 
tendency. That the test does not discriminate well for in- II 
II 
dividual cases is indicated by the low correlations of Table 
III. That it does discriminate for groups is shown by Tables 
VI and VII. That discriminating items can be constructed for 
I 
ii 
!I 
,, 
il 
II 
II il 
use in such a test is shown by Table II. ii Needed for this study 11 ,, 
was a better instrument than the one developed. That a better 
instrument could have been developed is indicated by Fryer•sl 
reported mean r of .24 for tests of information and tests of 
!I 
d 
•I 
il 
II 
II 
intelligence, by the fact that scores on the •Test of Informa- II 
tion About Today•s Problems" correlated higher with reading 
J comprehension than with any of the other measures, and finally 
by the rather low reliability (.76) of the instrument. This 
last weakness is particularly significant in casting doubt on 
the discriminating value of mean differences discussed above, 
even though these differences were of sufficient magnitude to 
be attributed to other than chance factors. 
lFryer, ~· cit., p. 287. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'I 
]I 
II 
CHAPTER V 
,. 
]' SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Construction. This test was constructed after a care-
ful study of expert opinion on the relative importance of the 
ongoing problems confronting the American people. As defined 
li! 
I' in Chapter I above, ongoing problems are the civic affairs in 
II 
ji which young people may or may not be interested. The test's 
jl 
,I 
11 items were based on these problems. il 1: 
li 
Ji 
li ~UMMARY OF FINDINGS j! 
I! j! ( 1) Corrected split-half reliability coefficient for 
this test is .76. 
(2) In the internal consistency analysis of the fifty-
seven items of the test, forty-six items were accepted as dis- 1i 
I: I' ,, 
ji criminating at the 2 per cent level of confidence. 
ii ( 3) 
II 
!I ,, 
!i I! 
li 
li 
•I 
In analysis against the selected external criterion, 
most extreme deviation from the average of the sample, twenty-
three items were found acceptable at the 2 per cent level. 
(4) Performance on RT is related to these factors in 
ii this descending order of relationship: 
i: ,. 
1: 
)j 
I' 
H 
Reading comprehension, "r" 
Verbal intelligence, "r" 
Activities in current events study, 
quintiserial r 
Grades in Problems of Democracy, "r" 
Grades in social studies, "r" 
Ratings of interest, triserial r 
Grades in social studies other than 
Problems, "r" 
1.21. 
.54 
.44 
.43 
.39 
.)6 
.J4 
.29 
·I 
d i! 
n 
I 
d 
:1 
!I 
ji 
il 
II 
II II ~. 
1\ 
1: !I li 
!i 
'I 
ji 
jl 
II 
II 
li 
.I I 
II 
Total magazine score, "r" 
Socio-economic ratings, "r" 
Age in years, "r" 
.16 
.15 
-.05 
(5) The test is more a measure of reading comprehension 
than of any of the other elements correlated. Obtained "r" of 
only .54 does not, however, justify the classification of the 
instrument as a measure of reading. 
(6) The low obtained "r"'s for RT with intelligence, 
il II 
I
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
I! 
II 
social studies achievement, socio-economic status, and informa- I 
,I 
li 
II 
tional magazines at home suggest that RT is not a valid measurej 
of any one of them. 
li 
.I 
(7) Obtained triserial r of only .J4 suggests that the 
test is not a valid measure of interest as rated by teachers. 
II 
! 
I 
(8) A similar conclusion is suggested for obtained quini- I 
serial r of .4J for RT and activities in current events study. I 
II 
II I, 
(9) The test is not a valid measure of achievement in 
social studies or in Problems of Democracy, but the taking of 
a social study or of Problems does relate to a difference in 
II ~~ achievement. 
J ( 10) Differences between the means of the three groups 
ii 
1 based on 
II 
1 ficant. 
(11) 
teacher ratings of interest are statistically signi-
Differences between mean scores of pupil activity 
1. groups II and III, and IV and V, are statistically significant. 
11 (12) Differences between mean score for boys on RT and 
I 
i girls on RT is statistically significant in favor of boys. 
II 
i 
II 
J1 
II 
II I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i22 
II 
II 
II I! 
J.23 
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I 
I! II 
r of girls. 
,I 
II 
J! cally superior to that of the boys. 
( 13) Boys• mean I.Q. is statistically superior to that 
{ 14) Girls' mean reading comprehension score is statisti-
I' ,, 
" I! 
II ji superior to that of the boys. 
1'1 (16) 
. Boys make up 48.2 per cent of the sample studied, 
1159.9 per cent of quadrant I, and 63.8 per cent of quadrant II. 
(17) Chance differences in means, as between the "in-
( 15) Girls' mean social studies grade is statistically 
terested" and "not interested" quadrant groups were found for 
each of the following measures: II 
!I il 
II 
il 
Socio-economic ratings 
Total maga~ines scores 
Teacher ratings of interest 
Grades in social studies 
Number of non-athletic extracurricular activities II 
II 
( 18) Chance differences in the percentage makeups of the 
"interested" and "not interested" quadrant groups were found 
for each of the following measures: 
II 
I, I, 
'I 
'li 
Per 
Per 
Per 
Per 
cent 
cent 
cent 
cent 
of group getting A or B in social 
of group studying current events 
of group having Readers Digest at 
of group having Life at home 
! 
studies I 
home ~~ 
1
1,1 
( 19) Differences in means not attributable to chance were 
found between the "interested" and "not interested" quadrant 
groups for these measures: 
Reading comprehension 
Current events study activities 
!j 
II 
:I ,, 
II 
il 
'I 
:I 
! ~
I 
I 
II groups, I I 
li ,, 
J, 
I' r! 
II 
( 20) Differences in percentage makeups of the two 
/! differences not attributable to chance, were found for the :I 
li 
!i 
!I 
jl 
II 
I' II 
II 
II 
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Jl 
II 
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'I 
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II 
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I 
I 
li 
I' 
II 
II 
II 
II 
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'I 
! 
'I 
It 
li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
following measures: 
Per cent of each group taking a social 
Per cent of each group taking Problems 
Per cent of each group who were boys 
study !I 
of Democmey!l 
r! 
( 21) Mean RT score for the sample is significantly lower 
il 
il 
il 
II 
than any of the three mean scores for the groups of interested 11 
pupils. 
{ 22) No student of the sample was a member of a club of 
the nsocial studiesn type, i.e. International Club, Student 
Forum, Political Study Club, etc. 
{ 2J) The social studies are taken more frequently by the 
lower I.Q.'s. 
IMPLICATIONS 
I 
I, 
ij 
'I I. 
!I II 
!I 
II 
II 
;I 
!I 
II 
:I 
The test of fi:fty-seven items is too short for the purposeil 
for which it was devised, as indicated by low reliability. II 
,, 
1: ,I 
! 
That items which will discriminate against an external 
criterion can be constructed is indicated by the construction 
of twenty-three such items for the test. A test containing a !1 
I' 
il 
'I 
il 
II 
'I !i 
much larger percentage of discriminating items might make a 
valid instrument for interest measurement. 
With reference to the criteria of interest used in this li 
·r I. 
study, it seems evident that teacher ratings are poor measures.
1
'1 
,, 
II Pupils' activities in conjunction with the study of current :1 
I 
events in social studies classes are a better measure, although!l 
I 
ij 
I• II jl 
i 
I. 
124 
H ,, 
li li they fail to produce significant differences on a scale finer 
1'1 
1 than a three point scale. 
" 
,, 
i 
:I 
\II 
That the test should have been worded more simply to 
I! minimize effects of reading comprehension is suggested by the 
II 
\i comparati vel:£ high "~" for that measure and RT score. The in- ;j 
1
1
!' conclusive nature of this "r", however, is shown by its pre- il 
il ~ dictive efficiency of 15.B. That the test does measure some- ~~ 
II thing other than reading is implicit in the fact that boys' II 
,, il 
!I mean reading score was significantly below that of girls' , 1
1
•
1
·. 
'i \: whereas boys' mean RT score was significantly above that of 
J! . 
JJ girls' • 
I The obtained correlations, the differences in means for 
i 
1 the groups selected, and the quadrant study point to one 
1: 
1
1 general conclusion. Interest can be measured by a test of 
I information. The test used in this study is not a valid mea-
l 
li 
i[ ,, 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1] sure for placing individuals within a group. 
I 
II 
The test does, II 
il 
I however, identify groups as more interested or less interested. !
1 I, 
i! The 
1 ferences 
:I 
1\ 
taking of Problems of Democracy does relate to dif-
in achievement on the test of information. li The taking /I 
II 
I 
of a social study in Qrade XII is likewise related to higher !!
1 
I, achieyement on RT. a further implication to be noted here is 
:I 
1 that if the school wishes to promote interest, or merely in-
1 formation, more social studies enrollments should be sought. 
I 
I This applies particularly to Problems of Democracy. We are 
! likely to be interested in things concerning which we are 
i 
,i 
t 
not ii 
I' I 
II 
II 
II 
i! ignorant. 
II, 
Related to the above is the suggestion that a better job 
I. 
I! 
jr must be done in the teaching of existing current events offer-
1: 
li 
I ;\ 
i: 
I' 
>I 
II 
J: 
I' 1: 
I' 
I' I i. 
II 
li 
ll 
II 
il 
II 
ings, which was shown in the quadrant study to have no signi-
ficance for interest. 
Also of related significance is the evidence that magazin:s[l 
in the home do not relate to any significant difference be- lJ! 
tween "interested" and "not interested" pupils. This suggests 1: 
il 
that purposive use of such materials. should be tried, in con-
nection with regular school work. 
The evidence assembled by this study indicates that 
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"interested" pupils do not differ from •not interested" pupils il 
in achievement in social studies. This fact points in the 
iiJ 
1 direction of the desirability of schools trying to evaluate il 
II interest growth, Unless this growth is evaluated it is un- il 
II likely that it will attain much recognition in the curriculum, !I 
I! II 
il. i,.[ 
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" Limitations. The results of this study are subject to ii 
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1 the following limitations. 
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\! ( 1) The current events programs pursued by the pupils for 'I 
'I ·~~ j:
I
ii whom conclusions were drawn involved a "current events" weekly. i,j 
!I 
,I Conclusions for other types of instruction may not be drawn. 'I 
II i' !i ,! 
II! ( 2) The test of fifty-seven items is apparently too short !j 
!I 
1! to permit of adequate sampling of the areas tested. Low re- I! 
li liability might have been bettered by lengthening the test. !' 
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{J) Only 40.4 per cent of the items discriminated in 
terms of the external validity criterion employed. 
{4) Comparatively high "r" for RT and reading comprehen-
sion suggests that this ability has too great an influence on 
achievement on the test. 
(5) Another limitation is that imposed by the use of 
teacher ratings as criteria of validity. 
(6) These are frequently recognized as questionable but 
ii are often used, as here, because they are available. The 
II original intention of constructing an inventory to be used as 
I! a subjective measure of interest for validation purpose had to 
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li be given up as of sufficient magnitude to constitute a separate 11 
I' 
study. 
RECOMNENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
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Research ~ present data. Listed below are suggestion~. 
i' d 
for further study using data now available. 
1. Study of the differences for quadrant I vs II, II vs 
III, I vs III, I vs Iv, III vs IV, in the manner in which 
differences for quadrants II vs IV were studied. 
2. Analysis of the types of item (recent, personal, 
t1 
•I i: general 
i' 
information) which best discriminated in terms of 
I' I! 
I! 
I' ii I; 
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internal consistency and of the external criterion employed. 
Related research requiring ~ ~. Listed below are 
ii li suggestions for research requiring data not now 
II 
available. :1 
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1. A follow-up study in 1953, or later, to discover the 
extent to which members of the interested groups and ~ ~-
terested groups differ in civic affairs interest, as shown by 
choice of radio and television programs, choice of reading 
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matter, groups with which they affiliate, and finally - regis- 11 
tration and voting. 
2. Further study with an information test and an 1nven-
•I 
ii tory of reading, talking, listening, joining, and participating!! 
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interests of Grade XII pupils. Special care should be taken 
by test and inventory constructors to keep vocabulary simple 
and sentences short. 
This test and inventory approach should be used to gain 
more light on the questionable validity of both types of in-
strument. 
A study, test and inventory, involving experimental 
'I 
l1 groups from classes where inteJtest in civic affairs was a 
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worked-for social studies objective, and control groups from 
classes where the usual content objectives prevail. 
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PREI~ DliNARY FORM OF TRST. OF INFORXA.T ION ABOUT 
TODAY'· S PROBLFJLS 
1. What slogan is identified with the Trwnan administration? 
a) New Deal 
b) New Freedom 
c) Fair Deal 
d) Square Deal 
2. With which of these should you associate the following names: Gallup1 
3. 
Roper, Crossley? 
a) The National Association of Manufacturers 
b) public opinion polls 
c) pressure groups in Congress 
d) The Department of Commerce 
What is 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
the name of the 
Trygve Lie 
Oscar Lange 
Philip Jessup 
Oswaldo Aranha 
first Secretary-General of the United Nations? 
4. Of the following, which is the organization .that advocates "Limited World 
Government"? 
a) The Progressive Party 
b) The United Nations Association 
c) Youth for International Citizenship· 
d) United ,,!orld Federalists 
5. Who succeeded James B. Forrestal as Defense Secretary? 
a) Paul Hoffman 
b) Walter Bedell Smith 
c) Louis Johnson 
d) Karl Compton 
6. Which man has served for over twenty years as head of the American Federation 
of Labor? 
a) Matthew Woll 
b) Daniel Tobin 
c) William Green 
d) A. F. Whitney 
7. With which of these activities should you associate the names of Democrat 
Tom Connally and Republican Arthur Vandenburg? 
a) United States foreign policy 
b) Un-American activity investigations 
c) reorganization of the executive d~partments of the Federal government 
d) sponsorship of a proposed national health program 
s. Which of these has had continued ·civil'war since the end of World War II? 
a) Nicaragua 
b) Italy 
c) China 
d) Indonesia 
9. Which of these labor leaders is most prornine:rftly identified with court 
injunctions and contempt proceedings? 
a) Walter Reuther 
b) Dave Beck 
c) ·Harry LWldberg 
d) John L. Lewis 
-2-
10. Who has six times been Socialist candidate for the Presidency? 
a) Norman Thomas 
b) William Lemke 
c) Strom Thurmond 
d) John Teicher~ 
11. Which of these labor unions started, in the spring of 1949, a drive for 
2,000,000 new members? 
a) Teamsters 
b) Mine:rs 
c) Auto Workers 
d) Electrical Workers 
12. Wuich of these organizations was created to promote international under-
standing? 
a) OEEC 
b)' UNESCO 
c) ECA 
d) ERP 
13. With which of the following activities should you associate the names of 
John Rankin, Robert Stripling, and J. Parnell Thomas? 
a) legislation for veterans' pensions 
b) report of the Hoover Cor~nission 
c) work of the un-American Activities Committee 
d) report of the President's Com1dssion on Higher Education 
14. American industries, while still competing with one another, have also 
come to look to the Federal Government for financial aid. Vihich agency 
is the one through which such: aid has often been granted? 
~l ~B 
c ICC 
d) RFC 
15. l~ich of these United States Senators is best known for his sponsorship 
of social legislation (labor, full employment, housing, health)? 
a) Scott Lucas 
b) Wayne Morse 
c) James Murray 
d) Robert Wagner 
16. On which of these major issues are Hubert Humphrey and Russell Long among 
the l.&_aders~·O:f thcr·opposing forces. 
a) civil rights 
b) reciprocal trade agreements 
c) European reconstruction 
d) Federal aid to education 
17. ~~ich of these combinations represents an organization which frequently 
speaks out for private enterprise? 
a) A .. c L u 
b) A D A 
c) N AM 
d) F T C 
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18. With which of the following positions SQould you associate the names of 
Dwight Eisenhower and Harold Stassen? 
a) members of the Atomic Energy Commission 
b) ~iversity presidents 
c) · delegates to the United N~ tions 
d) members of the Pr~sident'~ Cabinet 
19. M1~ch of the following distinctions has been enjoyed in recent years by 
1~s. Harper Sibley, Mrw. Emma Clarissa Clement, and ~~s. Frederick G. Murr~ 
a) President of the American Red Cross 
b) National Fou.nJ.Htion for Infantile Paralysis Award 
c) L~ague of Women Votars Citizenship Medal 
d) American Mother of the Year 
20. Which of these is a well-known park commissioner, famous for his work in 
eommunity and recreational area planning? 
a) Charles Abrams 
b) N-..wtcm Bo Drury 
c) Morris Cooke 
d) Robert Moses 
21. With which of these events should you associate the names of Folke Berna-
dette and R~lph Bunche? 
a) treason trials of European religious leaders 
b) U.N. mediation in the Palestine war 
c) di~covery of uraninite deposits in Canada 
d) conclusion of negotiations for an ;\tlantic seO.urity alliance. 
22. Who was first appointed Secretary of the Interior by President Truman? 
a) Julius Krug 
b) Tom Clark 
c) Charles Sawyer 
d) John Snyder 
23. For what proposed piece of legislation have these men acted as sponsors: 
Rob~rt Taft, Robert Wagner, Allen Ellender. 
a) bipartisan European aid 
b) labor regulation 
c) housing 
d) tax reduction 
24. Which of these countries has made most extensive use of the veto power 
in the United Nations Security Council? 
a) The Soviet Union 
b) Great Britain 
c) The United States 
d) France 
25. To what country, or countries, have we undertaken a program of military 
aid in an effort to "contain Communism"? (before Apr-il 1949) 
a) Finland 
b) Norway and Sweden 
c) Greece and Turkey 
d) Italy and France 
.. 
.140 
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26. In which country are meetings of the Assembly and Security Council of the 
United Nations usually held? 
a') Switzerland 
b) England 
c) France 
d) The United States 
27. One of the demands of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers has been for 
a second engineer to be on diesel locomotives. l~ich of these terms is 
commonly applied to this type of practice? 
a) boycotting 
b) buck passing 
c) soldiering 
d) featherbedding 
28. With which of these is the Taft-Hartley Act concerned? 
29. 
30. 
a) civil service 
b) labor relations 
c) housing 
d) congressional reorganization 
What 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
What 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
is the chief purpose of Brotherhood Week? 
to promote more friendly relations with all nations 
to promote better relations with the non-Communist nations 
to promote better intergroup relations within the United States 
to promote unity among the mariy Christian denominations in the 
Un: .. :ceJ States. 
should these names suggest to you: Bonneville, Grand Coulee, Boulder? 
n<:-J ::i.J::!al monuments 
go\·er;:..ment flood control & power projects 
InC.im:. reservations 
railroad consolidation 
31. Which of these is the most accurate statement about the North Atlantic 
Security Pact? 
a) It is a "paper agreement" which does not actually commit us in Europe. 
b) It is completely defensive, aimed at no peaceful nation. 
c) It unites half the population of the world. 
d) It takes away from Congress the pow~r to declare war. 
32. According to recent figures, how does the crime rate for women in the 
United StabO!s compare with that for men? 
a) It is slightly lower than the rate for men. 
b) It is slightly higher than the rate for men. 
c) It is substantially the same as the rate for men. 
d) It is much lower than the rate for men. 
33. Which 
a) 
b) 
o) 
d) 
of these was the outstanding surprise of our postwar political history? 
the Republican victory in the elections of 1946 
the failure of tho polls to predict the winner of the Truman vs Dewey 
campaign 
the revolt of the DiYiecrats against the regular party leadership, 
the failure of Henry Wallace to carry a single state in 1948. 
' 
34. What 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
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is the largest item of expense in this year's Federal budget? 
interest~on the national debt 
national defense 
aid to Europe 
veterans' benefits 
35. Which of these was attacked most vigorously by Harry Truman in his success-
ful 1948 campaign? 
a) the do-nothing record of the last Republican president 
b) the Republican record of isolationism 
c) Governor Dewey's administrative record in New York 
d)' the record of the 80th Congress 
V.'hich 
8lst 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
of these did President Truman favor in his first message to the 
Congress? 
a program of Federalized medicine 
a four million dollar increase in individual income taxes 
Federal funds to build one million houses per year for the next 
four years 
a reduction of income tax rates in the upper brackets 
37. Senate rules will probably have to be changed before Congress can enact 
legislation concerning which of these? 
a) civil rights 
b) strike controls 
c) Fed:;ral housing 
d) t:ca<.le agraements 
38. Which of these comes closest to stating a conclusion of the President's 
Commission on Civil Rights? 
a) there is still much to be done in securing civil liberties in the 
Uni'..,ed States. 
b~ The civil rights situation is reasonably. satisfactory except in the 
South. 
c) The South is naking slow but satisfactory progress in extending 
rights to Ne~·oes. 
d) Dnployment discrimination cannot be checked by lAw. 
39. What, in recent years, has been the most corru.1only enacted type of legis-
lation intended to lessen discrimination against members of minority groups? 
a) laws pertaining to employment practices in industry 
b) laws pertaining to the admissions policies of endowed colleges and 
universities 
c) laws pertaining to public school services 
d) laws pertaining to social segregation 
40. Eleven Communist l.eaders were brought to trial in a New York Federal Court. 
1Yith what were they charged? 
a) acting as spies for the Soviet Union 
b) conspiring to overthrow the United States government 
c) using the mails to defraud 
d) failing to register as agents of a foreign power 
41. Which of these has incr~ased most notably since pre-war days? 
a) the divorce rate 
b) the death rate 
c) the marriage rate 
d) the birth rate 
1.41. 
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43. What is the principal condition attached to our plan of economic aid to 
European nations? 
a) The United States will help them if they will support our proposals for 
international ~ontrol of atomic energy. 
b) The United States will help them if they will help themselves. 
c) The United States will help them if they will outlaw socialism within 
their borders. 
d) The United States will help them if they will ngree to vote with us 
in the United *ations. 
44. Which of these statements bost describes the stand of most of the daily 
newspapers? 
a) They tend to be consurvative in political affairs. 
b) They tend to be favor2ble to the political party in power. 
c) They tend to be liberal, or progressive, in political affairs. 
d) They tend to be non-partisan in political affairs. 
45. Which of these st~tements is a conclusion of a state youth commission's 
(New Yo:r•k) study of delinquency? 
a) So~iety should punish the parent, not the child. 
b) r;ost deliny_uents C3.n be detected in the egrly stages of their diffi-
CUlties. 
c) Once the p3.ttern of delinquency is established, little or nothing 
can be done about it. 
d) In a few cases remedial action by the school may prevent further 
delinquency. 
46. A recent visitor from Indi~ stated that his country needs more projects 
like TVA~ By this he meant that India needed 
a) me.:-;hc.rrization of agriculture and extensive cultivation 
b) conse~vation of forests and minerals 
c) soil conservation and flood control 
d) r~chine power and divisioh of labor 
47. Vlhich of these recommendations was made by President Truman's Commission 
on Higher Education? 
a) that college tuition fees be reduced by at least 50% 
b) that college enrollments be reduced to pre-1941 levels 
c) that college enrollments be maintained at the 1948 levels 
d) that college enrollments be doubled by 1968. 
48. w.~ich of the following statuments best summarizes labor legislation in the 
two years preceding the 1948 election? 
a) Laws rest~icting labor unions were passed by Congress and by a 
majority of the states. 
b) Laws restricting labor unions were passed by Congress and a few of 
the states. 
c) The trend toward pro-labor legislation continued in both state and 
Federal governments. 
d) New state laws were, in general, unfavorable to organized labor. 
49o Which of these would be the chief reason why a strong state. might desire 
to seize the Middle East? 
a) to gain possession of the shrinee:of the Holy Land 
b) to gain possession of food-producing areas 
c) to gain possession of deposits of uraninite 
d) to gain possession of oil fields 
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50. Most of our towns and cities were not planned in advance. Some have 
started planning while growing. n~ich of these is the first step taken 
by practically every city and large town? 
a) a zoning ordinance 
b) a slum clearance project 
c) a civic center 
d) a department of planning and research 
51. Vfuich of these best suggests the trend in government-business relationships 
in recent American history? 
a) more government regulation of industry 
b) government ownership of the transportation industries 
c) less government regulation of private industry 
d) s~cialization of the means of production 
52. Which of these statements best characterizes state housing programs for 
veterans in the years following World War II? 
a) Nearly all of the houses built have been of poor quality. 
b) Many progr:Jms have planned only temporary or emergency housing 
c) :~:. t;eneral the state programs have provided rtasidences with 
surprising speed. 
d) A substantial majority of the units have been sev0ral-family rental 
units .. 
53. How many of our 140,000,000 J~ericans are served by professionally staffed 
full-tim~ public health departments? 
a) ab-;L:t 1/14 
b) :Jbo·~t 2/5 
c) abaut 3/4.: 
d) abol:.t 9/10 
54. Which of these states a trend in social legislation in our country today? 
a) Boti1 major parties are reaching a substantial agreement on the 
concept of the "welfare state". 
P) The states are taking over more and more the functions assumed by 
the Federal Government during the last depression. 
c) 'l'he Federal Government is entering more and more into areas formerly 
left to the states. 
d) Popular opposition to higher taxes is steadily cutting out Federal 
services. 
55. Vfuich of these is the greatest bbstacle to the development of an effective 
international organization for peace? 
a) Countries hesitate to assume the financial burden of maintaining 
such an organization. 
b) Only the weaker countries want peace. 
c) Countries do not like to limit their sovereignty. 
• d) Atomic and bacteriological developments are causing the strongest 
countries to believe that there will not be another war. 
56. Mass production and standardization .have had th0 least effect on which of 
these industries? 
a) entertainment 
b) food production 
c) petroleum 
d) housing 
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57. Which of these represents a new trend in education today? 
a) decreasing enrollments in high s~hools 
b) decreasing enrollments in non-public sc~ools 
c) increasing enrollments in colleges and universities 
d) increasing enrollments in junior colleges. 
:)8. In which of these industries was work stopped for two weeks for 11a period 
of mourning"? 
a) coal 
b) steel 
c) automobile 
d) railroad 
59. M~ny community leaders interested in city planning b~lieve that public 
housing is necessary for urban redevelopment. vVhy is this so? 
a) Privately constructed dwellings will have to rent for more than th~ 
needy families can pay. 
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b) The building-trades unions will co-operate better with government th ;~-:. 
with private enterprise. 
c) Public housing would be free from taxes. 
d) Only government can obtain adequate supplies of needed building 
materials. 
60. As a nation we have been slowest to realize that it is vital that we do 
more about the conservation of which one·of these? 
a) coal 
b) t.:..mb~r 
c) p~troleum 
d) soil 
61. What has J:-.a:)pened to "Axis Sally" since the defeat of Germany? 
62. 
a) Sl.e 11as tried at Nurnberg and found guilty of crimes against humanity\' 
b) S~e was arrested and is still awaiting trial before the International 
c) 
d) 
Which 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
Court of Justice 
She disappeared behind the "Iron Curtain". 
She was tried in the United States and found guilty of treason. 
of these arguments for Federal aid to education is least controversial? 
The national interest requires that the wealthier states aid the 
poorer states. 
American children do not have equality of opportunity in education. 
The contribution of non-public schools to the general welfare entitles 
them to aid. 
Federal control of education would mean equally good schools in all 
states. 
63. In some states children are released from school to attend "released time" 
religious instruction classes. l~ is it very unlikely that such instruc-
tion may in the near futuro be offered within public school buildings? 
a) T~.e materialism of our age is unfavorable to religious instruction. 
b) The Supreme Court has ruled such a procedure unconstitutional. 
c) No state would permit the teaching of religion in its public schools. 
d) R~cent attempts to teach religion in public schools have led to 
threats of violence. 
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-.at. ia the 1ireD4 in diYOI"Ce in tbe u.Jt..t States in recmt 7ears? 
a) 1lae JJUIIIb4m ot divorces reachciCil a peak 1n 191.6 and bas since declined 
b) 'ftw Dllli>er ot divorc~ per 7e&r has increaaed steacU.q aince the end 
ot the war. 
c) The number ot divorces per 7~ is about the same now as tor 8DJ' one 
of the last ten year. 
d) The number of divorces per year has doubled in the last five yeari. 
65. Which of these Communist countries, according to the point of view of the 
USSR, has not co-operated properly with the Soviet Union? 
a) Yugoslavia 
b) Poland 
c) Bulgaria 
d) Hungary 
66. Toward which of these·:~as there developed in recen~, years, the most nota\:.::":.:; 
incr~ase in th~ opposition of police officials and community organizations~ 
a) gangster films 
b) double-feature movies 
c) comics books 
d) detective-story magazines 
67. For which of these does the United States Government make payments to farmersr 
a) growing crops that are in demand in the European market 
b) forming co-operatives to purchase modern snow-removal equipment 
c) p,rowing soil-building crops 
d) clestroying crops that are ip excess supply 
68. What position has been held by each of these men: James F. Byrnes, George 
C. Marshc.;.l, Dean AC?heson? 
a) Sc;~etary of Defense 
b) ~c~~etary of Commerce 
c) St:c.:~etary of State 
d) Secretary of the Treasury 
69. On which of these were wartime controls maintained for the longest time 
after the end of the war? 
a) fuel oil 
b) rents 
c) travel 
d) food prices 
70. vVhich of these would be least likely to be subjected to government controls 
in time of national emergency? 
a) rents 
b) profits 
c) wages 
d) retail prices 
71. What UAW leader was the victim of an attempted murder? 
a) John L. Lewis 
b) James c. Petrillo 
c) Vv<:l ter Reuther 
d) Philip Murray 
.:_46 
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72. Vfuich of these is the most accurate statement concerning intergroup relations 
in the United States? 
a) World Wur II broke down nearly all the barriers between religious and 
· racial groups~ 
b) ]tlny persons in the United States do not believe in equality of 
opportunity for all Americans. 
c) A Presidential candidate who wants to win must avoid taking a stand 
on race problems. 
d) Outside the South there is little discrimination against minority-
group memeers 0 
73. Which of these European countries has resorted to armed force to settle 
disputes with the Republic of Indonesia? 
a) Great Britain 
b) France 
c) Netherlands 
d) Belgiwn 
74. Which of these groups most strongly favored unifying the armed forces of 
the Unit-ad Statese 
a) the Marine Corps 
b) the Army 
c) the Air Force 
d) the Navy 
75. Which of these is a non-partisan organization whose purpose is to inform 
and ins-::"'il.:t voters, but not to tell them how to vote. 
a) An:.e:"'icans for Democratic Action 
b) League of Women Voters 
c) Prq:ressive Citizens of America 
d) National Education Associ3tion 
76. Who are the "displaced persons"? 
a) individuals who have lost their homes through government's exercise 
of eminent domain 
b) individuals who have been uprooted and made homeless by World War II 
c) individuals who are mentally defective 
d) individuals who seek to be admitted to the United States as irnnigrantso 
77. Which of these organizations has worked hardest and longest to improve the 
condition of the Negro? 
a) ADA 
b) AVC 
c) NAACP 
d) CIO 
780 At which gathering might you expect to meet all of these men: Earl Warren 
79. 
Adlai E. Stevenson, Beauford H. Jester, and Chester Bowles? 
a) a meeting of the Republican National Committee 
b) a meeting of the Democratic National Conmdttee 
c) a session of the Conference of Governors 
d) a meeting of the Prusident•s Cabinet 
Which 
press 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
of these countries have been most vigorously 
for their trials of religious leaders? 
Hungary and Poland 
Bulgaria and Roumania 
Roumania and Poland 
Bulgaria and Hungary 
condemned by the American 
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80. Which of these positions has been held by Dwight Eisenhower, George c. 
Marshall, and Omar Bradley? 
a) Chief of Staff 
b) Commander in Chief 
c) General of the Army 
d) Secretary of War 
81. Vfuich of these is the soundest statement about RACE as a political issue? 
a) Only the Communists have campaigned for Federal action in race problems 
b) This issue divides the Democrats into two factions. 
c) This issue splits the Republican party into two factions. 
d) No major political party has taken a stand on this issue. 
82. Why did the Secretary of Defense recommend that there be no more 11 Arrrry Day" 
celebrations after April, 1949? 
a) Reductions in the Army's appropriations necessitate cutting out 
non-essential items. 
b) The United Nations organization has requested m~mber nations to 
discontinue armed-force displays. 
d) Congress has voted unification of the armed forces. 
d) Our new emphasis in defense is to be on the Air Force and the Navy. 
83. Which of the following best supports the argument that public opinion is 
not determined by the newspapers? 
--a) the shift in our attitude toward the Soviet Union 
b) the results of the last four presidential elections 
c) the strong public support given the ECA program 
d) the decreasing popularity of isolationism 
84. In the case of aid to which of the following leaders did American aid meet 
with outstanding failure? 
a) Ismet Inonu 
b) Aung San 
c) Alcide de Gasperi 
d) Chiang K~i Shek 
85. In which of these areas has the best record for non•political co-operation 
in Congress been set? 
a) labor relations 
b) foreign policy 
c) taxation 
d) conservation 
86. In its first three years the United Nations' International Court of Justice 
reached just ohe verdict. uVhich of these countries were involved? 
a) Greece and Bulgaria 
b) Great Britain and Albania 
c) The United States and Iceland 
d) Egypt and Istael 
87. What is the popular term for any law requiring the segregation of white and 
colored races in transportation or place of entertainment? 
a) Master Race 
b) Jim Crow 
c) Vfuite Supremacy 
d) Black Code 
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88. ~bich of these is the most important function of the General Assembly of 
the United Nations? 
a) to suppress acts of aggression or other threats to the peace 
b) to appoint judges to the Internutional Court 
c) to formulate plans for the regulation of armaments 
d) to act as the voice of the world's conscience. 
89. Why is conservation of forests of national importance? 
a) to maintain an adequ3te fuel supply 
b) to preserve the soil and prevent floods 
c) to provide recr0ational opportunities for future generations 
d) to build up a better supply of construction materials 
90. Which of these was involved in a military attack on the Jews in Palestine? 
a) Greater Syria 
b) the Federated £ioslcm States 
c) the League of Arab States 
d) the Middle East Alliance 
91. In the yeare before the war about 80% of the new housing was built at costs 
which only 15% of the population could afford. What has been the situation 
since the war? 
2 a) The numerous public housing projects are rapidly meeting the need for 
inexpensive rental homes. 
b) The Federal government has made certain that veterans in need of homes 
have obtained them. 
c) WRc a:~d post-war high wages have brought good ho@es within the reach 
of nearly all "tmerican families. 
d) HJusing continues to be too expensive far the families that need it 
most-. 
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92. What strike,... in 1949, was organized by a "district" of the United Mine Workers 
a) San Francisco longshoremen 
b) New York taxi drivers 
c) Detroit Auto Vlorkers 
d) Kansas City meat packers 
93. Which of these is a U.N. group which has been set up to safeguard the 
interests and welfare of certain non-self-governing peoples? 
a) The Security Council 
b) U.N. Trusteeship Council 
c) Mandates Commission 
d) Commission on Dependent Peoples 
94. Which of these procedures is used by a city that wishes to control future 
building? 
a) zoning 
b) allocating 
c) subdividing 
d) redistricting 
95. With which of these forces should you associate the name of Brigadier John 
Bagot Glubb? 
a ) The Chinese Nationalists 
b) The Chinese Communists 
c) The Arab Legion 
d) Haganah 
96. Which of these government officials proposed to Congress a plan whereby 
consumers might benefit from lower food prices while government would protect 
farmers against loss? 
a) Charles Brannan 
b) John Snyder 
c) Maurice Tobin 
d) Jesse Donaldson 
97. Which of these meetings was most generally condemned by the American press 
as being communist-influenced~ 
a) the Bonn Constitutional Assembly 
b) the Americans for Intellectual Freedom rally 
c) the Cultnnal and Scientific Conference for World Peace. 
d) the Ohio-Kentucky district Conference of the UEW 
98. During the 1948 campaign supporters of which of these candidates were most 
frequently d~nied the opportunity to speak~ to use public buildings--and 
sometiJ, es fired for political activity? 
a) Dewey 
b) Trnman 
c) Wallace 
d) Thurmond 
99. Under the leadership of which of those men did the F.B.I. become nationally 
famous? 
a) Elmer Irey 
b) J ~· l'Ji[,ar Hoover 
c) Will i.C:tm Donovan 
d) Flet~her Pratt 
100. Members of which of these groups are most likely to seek divorces? 
a) city c1.wellers who have been married over five years. 
b) country dwellers who have been married over five years. 
c) city dwellers who have been married less than five years. 
d) country dwellers who have been married less than five years. 
101. At a meeting of which of the following groups might you expect to encounter 
all or most of these persons: John Foster Dulles, Carlos P. Romulo, 
Halvard M. Lange, Dr. Herbert Evatt, Dr. Juan Bramuglia? 
a) the U.N. General Assembly 
'b) sponsors of the Cultural and Scientific Conference for World Peace 
c) Federal Council of Churches of Christ in Amorica 
d) Officials of United World Federalists. 
102. Which of these groups, according to the recommendations of the President's 
Commission on Civil Rights, should be given the right to vote? 
a) Japanese-Americans 
b) residents of the District of Columbia 
c) citizens who have reached the age of 18 
d) illiterate vetorans of World w·ars I and II 
103. What is the Cominform? 
a) the political-activity division of the c.I.o. 
b) the U.N. public relations office 
c) a pro-management pressure group 
d) a communist information bureau 
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104. To what party has labor given most of its support in recent national 
elections? 
a) to the Progressive Party 
b) to the Democratic Party 
c) to the Republican Party 
d) to no party 
105. Which of these was the subject of study and report by a commission headed 
by Chancellor Hutchins of the University of Chicago? 
a) radio 
b) mot~on pictures 
c) comics books 
d) newspapers 
106. If you were taking a trip to study planned communities where would you go't 
107. 
a) to San Francisc9; Boston; and LaPorte, Ind. 
b) to Greenbelt, Md.; Stuyvesant Village, N.Y.; and Westchester, lll. 
c) to Albany; Billings, MontanaJ and Le-'tington, Va. 
d) to Mitchell, s. D.; Moran, Wyoming; and Logan, Utah. 
A proposed change in the 
received strong support. 
law? 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
40¢ 
7'5¢ 
2,5q; 
98¢ 
per ho~Zr 
per hour 
;:>er hour 
per hour 
Federal minimwm wage law (enacted in 1938) has 
r~Jhat is the minimum wage requir<-'<i in the 1938 
108. What~ according to Winston Churchill, has prevented a Soviet attack on 
the cou~tries of Western Europe? 
a) Stalin has been in poor health. 
b) Tlle United States has the atom bomb. 
c) The USSR has not recovered from the devastation of the last war. 
d) Soviet military strength is being drained by the war in Asia. 
109. Which of these is the most unusual feature of the 1948 General Moters-
UAW contract? 
a) Both parties will contribute to a scholarship fund for workers 
children. 
b) Labor has the right ~o make periodic examinations of the company's 
books. 
c) Management will sharo profits with labor. 
d) Wages may rise or fall depending on the cost ·of living. 
11m. 'Vhich of these states has the highest divorce rate per 11 000 of resident 
population? 
a) Delaware 
b) California 
c) Illinois 
d) Nevada 
lll. Which of these is the name of the professional organization for American 
educators? 
a) Educators Alliance 
b) American Association of Schools and Colleges 
c) N3tional Education Association 
d) National Federation of Educators. 
'· 
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112. rn which of these areas have social insurance expenditures increased most 
sharply within the last twelve months? 
a) old-age assistance 
b) old-age pensions 
c) ~employment compensation 
d) promotion of public health 
113. How does the United States Government help"veteran to obtain home"? 
a) by excusing him from taxes for the first ten years of ownership 
b) by lending him the needed money 
c) by setting up procedures whereby he may borrow the money from a 
bank 
d) by building low~·priced homes for veterans. 
114. With which of these Axis nations have we been unable to conclude a treaty 
of peace? 
a) Bulgaria 
b) Italy 
c) Hungary 
d) Germany 
115. Which one of these labor leaders do you associate with a recent ban 
on phonograph recordings? 
a) James C. Petrillo 
b) Philip Murray 
c) Albert J. Fitzg..;rald 
d) Woodruff Randolph 
116. Which of these groups has taken the position that the needs of education 
should be met by more local support rather than by Federal aid? 
a) National Education Association · 
b) Congressof Industrial Organizations 
c) American Council on Education 
d) U. s~ Chamber of Commerce 
117. Which of these is the title of a significant and much-discussed report by 
a commission appointed by President Truman~ 
a) To Secure These Rights 
b) General Education in~~ Society 
c) That All May ~ 
d) .Liberty and Justice for All 
118. ~Vhich statement best explains why the number of American home owners has 
increased so rapidly since the war? 
·.-·· 
~51.' 
a) Zoning restrictions against pre-fabricated houses have been abolished. 
b) New construction has provided only,a small numb~r of rental units. 
c) In a period of inflation real estate looks like a good investment. 
d) The prices of single houses have not gone up as fast as have rents. 
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B. A TEST OF INFORMATION ABOUT TODAY'S PROBLEM3. 
------------------------ your ~ 
Of what school or class clubs have you been a member? 
In what year? ________ _ 
In what year? _______ _ 
In what year? _______ _ 
On what school or class committees have you served? 
In what year? ________ _ 
In what year? --------
In what year? ______ _ 
For what school or class offices have you ever been a candidate? 
In what year? -------
In what year? ________ _ 
In what year? 
-------
What magazines do members of your family subscribe to or buy regularly? 
What is the occupation of your parent? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The following information is to be supplied by the teacher. 
Test Score 
-----------
Often Occasionally Rarely 
l.) Questions ( ) ( ) ( ) 
)) Contributes ( ) ( ) 
~) Discusses ) ( ) ( ) 
General rating I A 
( ( ) 
Social Studies 
"Problems" yes ) no ( 
Current Events yes ( no 
1.5~~ A TEST OF INFORMATION ABCXJT TODAY •S .PROBLEM3 
1. What slogan is identified with the Truman administration? 
al New Deal b New Freedom 
c Fair Deal 
d Square Deal 
2. With which of these should you associate the following names: Gallup, 
Roper, Crossley? 
3. 
e) 
~l 
The National Association of Manufacturers 
public opinion poll~ 
pressure groups in Congress 
The Department of Commerce 
What is the name of the first Secretary-General of the United Nations? 
il Trygve Lie Oscar Lange Philip Jessup Oswaldo Aranha 
4. Of the following, which is the organization that advocates "Limited World 
Government"? 
5· 
f The United Nations Association 
ei The Progressive Party 
g Youth for International Citizenship 
h United World Federalists 
Who succeeded James B. Forrestal 
~~ 
~~ 
Paul Hoffman 
Walter Bedell Smith 
Louis Johnson 
Karl Compton 
as Defense Secretary? 
6. Which man has served for over twenty years as head of the American FederaM 
of' Labor? 
el Matthew Woll f Daniel Tobin 
g William Green 
h A. F. Whitney 
7. With which of these activities should you associate the names of Democrat 
8. 
Tom Connally and Republican Arthur Vandenburg? 
al United States foreign policy 
b Un-American activity investigations 
c reorganiz~tion of the executive departments of the Federal governmer 
d sponsorship of a proposed national health program 
Which 
~l 
of these has 
Nicaragua 
Italy 
China 
Indonesia 
had continued c:tvil war since the end of World War II? 
9. Which of these labor leaders is most prominently identified with court 
inJunctions and contempt proceedings? 
al Walter Reuther b Dave Beck 
c Harry Lundberg 
d John L. Lewis 
10. Who has six times been Socialist candidate for the Presidency? 
e) Norman Thomas 
f) William Lemke 
g) Stram Thurmond 
h) John Teichert 
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11. In which of these industries was work stopped for two weeks for "a period 
of ~~~~~bile 
d ~ railroad 
12. Which of these organizations was created to promote international under-
st1dling:~CO 
g ECA 
h ERP 
13. With which of the following activities should you associate the n~es of 
John Rankin, Robert Stripling, and J. Parnell Thomas? 
al legislation for veterans' pensions 
b report of the Hoover Commission 
c work of the un-American Activities Committee 
d report of the President's Commission on Higher Education 
14. American industries, while still competing with one another, have also 
come to look to the Federal Government for financial aid. Which agency 
is !le ~through which such aid has often been granted? 
h~ RFC 
15. Which of these United States Senators is best knmn1 for his sponsorship 
of social legislation (labor, full employment, housing, health)? 
al Scott Lucas b Wayne Morse 
c James Murray 
d Robert Wagner 
16. Which of these organizations has worked hardest and longest to improve the 
con~lti~:: the Negro? 
h~ CIO 
17. Which of these combinations represents an organization which frequently 
speaks out for private enterprise? 
al A C L U b ADA 
c NAM 
d F T C 
18. With which of the follpwing positions should you associate the names of 
Dwight Eisenhower and Harold Stassen? 
el members. of the Atomic Energy Commission 
f university presidents 
g delegates to the United Nations 
h members of the President's Cabinet 
19. Which of the following distinctions has been enjoyed in recent years by 
Mrs. Harper Sibley, Mrs. Emma Cl~rissa Clement, and Mrs. Frederick G. Murray? 
al President of the Amer1can Red Cross 
b National Foundation f~r Infantile Paralysis Award 
c League of Women Voters Citizenship Medal 
d American Mother of the Year 
:155 
20. 
21. 
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Which of these is a well-kn~N.n park commissioner, famous for his work in 
community and recreational area planning? 
el Charles Abrams f Newton B. Drury 
g Morris Cooke 
h Robert Moses 
With which of these events should you associate the names of Folke Berna-
dette and Ralph Bunche? 
al treason trials of European religious leaders 
b U.N. mediation in the Palestine war 
c discovery of uraninite deposits in Canada 
d conclusion of negotiations for an Atlantic security alliance 
22. Who was first appointed Secretary of the Interior by President Truman? 
el Julius Krug f Tam Clark 
g Charles Saw.yer 
h John Snyder 
23. For what proposed piece of legislation have these men acted as sponsors: 
Robert Taft, Robert Wagner, Allen Ellender. 
al bipartisan European aid 
b labor regulation 
c housing 
d tax reduciian 
24. Which of these countries has made most extensive use of the veto power 
in the United Nations Security Council? 
el The Soviet Union 
f Great Britain 
g The United States 
h France 
25. To what country, or countries, have we undertaken a program of military 
aid in an effort to "contain Communism"? (before April 1949) 
al Finland b Norway and Sweden 
c· Greece and Turkey 
d Italy and France 
26. In which country are meetings of the Assembly and Security Council of the 
United Nations usually held? 
el Switzerland f England 
g France 
h The United States 
27. One of the demands of the Brotherhood of .Locomotive Engineere has been for 
a second engineer to be an diesel locomotives. Which of these terms is 
commonly applied to this type of practice? 
al boycotting b buck passing 
c soldiering 
d featherbedding 
28. With which of these is the Taft-Hartley Act concerned? 
el civil service f labor relations 
g housing 
h congressional reorganization 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35-
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What is the chief purpose of Brotherhood Week? 
al to promote more fri.endly relations with all nations 
b to promote better relations with the nan-Communist nations 
c to promote better intergroup relations within the United States 
d to promote u..'1.i ty among the many Christian denominations in the 
United States. 
What should these names suggest to you: Bonneville, Grand Coulee, Boulder? 
e l national monUlilents 
f government flood control & power projects 
g Indian reservations 
h railroad consolidation 
Which of these is the most accurate statement about the North Atlantic 
Security Pact? 
al It is a "paper agreement" which does not actually commit us in Europe. 
b It is completely defensive, aimed at no peaceful nation. 
c It unites half the population of the world. 
d It takes away from Congress the power to declare war. 
According to recent figures 1 how does the crime rate for women in the United States compare with ~hat for men? 
el It is slightly lower than the rate for men. 
f It is slightly higher than the rate for men. 
g It is substantially the same as the rate for men. 
h It is much lower than the rate for men. 
of these was the outstanding surprise of our postwar political history? 
the Republican victory in the elections of 1946 
the failure of the polls to predict the winner of the Truman vs Dewey 
campaign 
the revolt of the Dixiecrats against the regular party leadership. 
the failure of Henry Wallace to carry a single state in 1948. 
What is the largest item of expense in this year's Federal budget? 
e) interest an the national debt 
fl national defense 
g aid to Europe 
, h veterans' benefits 
Which of these was attacked most vigorously by Harry Truman in his success-
ful 1948 campaign? 
al the do-nothing record of the last Repuplican president 
b the Republican record of isolationism 
c Governor Dewey's administrative record in New York 
d the record of the 8oth Congress 
36. Which of these did President Truman favor in his first message to the 
8lst Congress? 
e l a program of Federalized medicine 
f a four million dollar increase in individual income taxes 
g Federal funds to build one million houses per year for the next 
four years · 
h) a reduction of income tax rates in the upper brackets 
37. Senate rules will probably have to be changed before Congress can enact 
legislation concerning which of these? 
al civil rights b strikH controls 
c Federal housing 
· d trade agreements 
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38. Which of these comes closeut to stating a cm1clusion of the President's 
C~~i3sion on Civil Rights? 
e) there is still m~ch to be done in securing civil liberties in the 
United Statea. 
39-
f) The civil rights situation is reason~bly satisfactory except in the 
South. 
g) The South is making slow but satisfactory progress in extending 
rights to,Negroes. 
h) Employment discrimination cannot be checked by law. 
What, in recent years, has been the most cammonly enacted type of legis-
lation intended to lessen discrimination against members of minority group1 
ab) laws pertaining to employment practices in industry 
) laws pertaining to the admissions policies of endowed colleges and 
universities 
d
e) laws pertaining to public school services 
) laws pertaining to social segregation 
40. Eleven Communist leaders were brought to trial in a New York Federal Court 
41. 
42. 
44. 
With what were they charged? 
el acting as spies for the Soviet Union 
f conspiring to overthrow the United States government 
g using the mails to defraud 
h failing to register as agents of a foreign power 
Which 
il 
of these has increased most notably since pre-war days? 
the divorce rate 
the death rate 
the marriage rate 
the birth rate 
For wham does the proposed Equal Rights Amendment propose equal rights? 
~l ~=::Uts g women 
h all races and religions 
What is the principa1 condition attached to our plan of economic aid to 
Euro~ean nations? 
a) The United States will help them if they will support our proposals 
international contra+ of atomic energy. 
be) The United States will help them if they will help themaelves. 
) The United States will help them if they will outlaw socialism with: 
their borders. 
d) The United States will help them if they will agree to vote with us 
in the United Nations. 
Which of these statements best describes the stand of most of the daily 
newsrpers? 
e They tend to be conservative in political affairs. 
f They tend to be favorable to the political party in power. 
g They tend to be liberal, or progressive, in political affairs. 
h They tend to be non-partisan in political affairs. 
What has happened to "Axis Sally" since the defeat of Germany? 
a) She was tried at Nurnberg and found guilty of crimes against humani· 
b) She was arrested and is still awaiting trial before the Internatioru 
Court of Justice. 
d
e) She disappeared behind the "Iron Curtain". 
) She was tried in the United States and found guilty of treason. 
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46. A recent visitor from India stated that his country needs more pPOjects 
like TVA. By this he meant that India needed 
el mechanization of agriculture and extensive cultivation 
f conservation of forests and minerals 
g soil conservation and flood control 
h machine power and devision of labor 
47. Which of these recommendations was made by President Truman's Camnission 
on Higher Education? 
al that college tuition fees be reduced by at least 50% 
b that college enrollments be reduced to pre-1941 levels 
c that college enrollments be maintained at the 1948 levels 
d that college enrollments be doubled by 1960 · 
48. Which of the following statements best summarizes labor legislation in the 
two ~ears preceding the 1948 election? 
e) Laws restricting labor unions were passed by Congress and by a 
majority of the states. 
f) Laws restricting labor unions were passed by Congress and a few of 
the states. 
g) The trend toward pro-labor legislation continued in both state and 
Federal governments. 
h) New state laws were, in general, unfavorable to organized labor. 
49. Which of these would be the chief reason why a strong state might desire 
to seize the Middle East? 
al to gain possession of the shrines of the Holy Land 
b to gain possession of food-producing areas 
c to gain possession of deposits of uraninite 
d to gain possession of oil fields 
50. Most of our towns and cities were not planned in advance. Some have 
started planning while growing. Which of these is the first step taken 
by practically every city and large town? 
e l a zoning ordinance 
f a slum clearance project 
g a civic center 
h a department of planning and research 
51. Which of these best suggests the trend in government-business relationships 
in recent American history? 
al more government regulation of industry 
b government ownership of the transportation industries 
c less government regulation of private industry 
d socialization of the means of production 
52. Which of these statements best characterizes state housing programs for 
veterans in the years following World Wa~ II? 
el Nearly all of the houses built have been of poor quality. 
f Many programs have planned only temporary or emergency housing. 
g In general the state programs have provided residences with 
surprising speed. 
h) A substantial majority of the units have been several-family rental 
units. · 
53. How many of our 140,000,000 Americans are served by professionally staffed 
full-time public health dapartments? 
al about 1/.14 b about 2/.5 
c about 3/.4 
d about 9/10 
. ; t::: (' 
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54. Which 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
of these states a trend in social legislation in our country today? 
Both major partie~ are reaching a substantial agreement on the 
concept of the "welfare state". 
The states are taking over more and more the functions assumed by 
the Federal Government during the last depression. 
The Federal Government is entering more and more into areas formerly 
left to the states. 
Popular opposition to higher taxes is steadily cutting out Federal 
services. 
55. Which of these is the greatest obstacle to the development of an effective 
international organization for peace? 
a) Countries hesitate to assume the financial burden of maintaining 
such an organization. 
b~ l Only the weaker countries want peace. 
Countries do not like to limit their sovereignty. 
Atomic and bacteriological developments are causing the strongest 
countries to believe that there will not be another war. 
56. Mass production and standardization have had the least effect on which of 
these industries? 
el entertai.nment f food production 
g petroleum 
h housing 
57. Which of these is the name of the professional organization for American 
educators? 
a l Educators Alliance 
b American Association of Schools and Colleges 
c National Education Association 
d National Federation of Educators 
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c. ANSWER SHEET. .TODAY'S PROBLEMS TEST 
Your name School Age Sex ___ _ 
~~~------~~- ----------------- ----last first 
What social studies course have you taken this year? Teacher ___ _ 
Have you studied current events this year? If so, in what course? ----
DIRECTIONS. Read each question carefully. Then decide which is the best answer and 
place a check mark in the proper space on this answer sheet. Do not write on the 
test itself. I! ~rou change your mind about an answer, black out _your original 
choice and check your best choice. Note the sample item below. 
SAMPLE. 
1. Which of these men was the winner in the 1948 presidential election? 
a) Wallace a b c d 
b) Warren 1. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
c) Dewey 
d) Truman 
a b c d 
1. ( ) ( ) (.;) ( ) 
e_ r g h 
2. ( ) (~) ( ) ( ) 
a b c d 
J. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
e f g h 
4. ( ) ( ) ( ) (1-) 
a b c d 
5. ( ) ( ) (v) ( ) 
e f g h 
6. ( ) ( ) ( .,. ) ( ) 
a b c d 
?. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
e f g ':h 
s. < > c > c~ > c > 
a b c d 
9. ( ) ( ) ( ) (v ) 
e f g h 
10. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
a b c d 
11. ( v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
e f g h 
12. ( ) (v) ( ) ( ) 
a b c d 
13. ( ) ( ) (~) (') 
e f g h 
14. ( ) ( ) ( ) (•r) 
a b c d 
15. ( ) ( ) ( ) (v) 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
e f g h 
( ) ( ) (-J ) ( ) 30. 
a b c d 
( ) ( ) (v) ( ') 31. 
e f g h 
( ) (v) ( ) ( ) 32. 
a b c d 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( J). 33. 
e r g h 
( ) ( ) ( ) (v) 34. 
a b c d ( ) ( 0 ( ) (.) 35. 
e f g h 
(v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 36. 
a b c d 
( ) ( ) ( J) ( ) 37. 
e f g h 
(~) ( ) ( ) ( ) 38. 
a b c d ( ) ( ) <~> ( ) 39. 
e f g h ( ) ( ) ( ) <~> 40. 
a b c d 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ") 41. 
e f g h 
( ) (v) ( ) ( ) 42. 
a b c d 
( ) ( ) (v) ( ) 43. 
e f g h e f g h 
( ) (v) ( ) { ) 44. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
a b c d a b c d ( ) (") { ) ( ) 45. ( ) ( ) ( ) (v) 
e f g h e f g h 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ~) 46. ( ) ( ) ( v) ( ) 
a b c d a b c d 
( ) {11 ) ( ) ( ) 47. ( ) ( ) ( ) (v) 
e f g h e f g h 
( ) (v) ( ) ( ) 48. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
a b c d a b c d 
( ) ( ) ( ) (v) 49. ( ) ( ) ( ) (v) 
e f g h e f g h 
( o~) ( ) ( ) ( ) 50. ( v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
a h c d a b c d 
(v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 51. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
e f g h e f g h 
(11) ( ) ( ) ( ) 52. ( ) (v) ( ) ( ) 
a b c d a b c d 
(~) ( ) ( ) ( ) 53. (v) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
e f g h e f g h 
( ) (~) ( ) ( ) 54. ( ) ( ) (v) ( ) 
a b c d a b c _d 
( ) ( ) '( ) (;~) 55. ( ) ( ) (v) ( ) 
e f g h e f g h 
( ) ( ) ( "' ( ) 56. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ") 
a b c d a b c d 
( ) ( ") ( ) ( ) . 57. ( ) ( ) ( v) ( ) 
n. DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS 
Instructions for Administering the TODAY'S PROBLm,~ TEST 
1. P;~iiminary instructions. 
Please follow these directions carefully, since the test should be adminis-
tered under uniform conditions in all co-operating schools. 
Examine the test, the answer sheet, and this sheet of instructions before 
giving the test. Be ready to answer any legitimate questions that may be raisedc 
It is intended that this tast be of such length and difficulty that it should 
Je completed in one period of about forty-five minutes. About five rninut~s of this 
time may be requir~d for distributing test booklets, reading the instructions and 
filling in the blarllis on the answer sheet and page one. 
2. Giving the test~ 
Distribute the booklets. (Answer sheets are enclosad.) Give the following 
iirectiohs, pausing a.s necessary to give students time to do the required ,•writil'ilg 
md reading. 
"Write your name at the top of page one of the test booklet. 
"Answer as many as you can of the questions at the top of page one. Do not 
~ite anything below the double line. 
"Inside the test booklet you will find ari answer sheet. Remove this sheet 
1nd fill in the tlanks at the top of the sheetc 
"Now read the directions at the top of the answ~r sheet. Have you any questions? 
''You are now ready to begin the test. No one here is expected to know the 
1nswers to all of the questions. Some of them are meant to be difficult; some are 
1uite easy. Your score on this test will have nothing to· do with your school grades. 
[f a question gives you trouble, let it go until after you have finished the easier 
)nes. Don't hurry. You will have plenty of time for the full test. 
11Have you any questions? Begin now." (Note the time students begin work.) 
During the first few minutes watch the students to see that they are raarking 
~he sheet properly. 
When they have been working thirty-five minutes warn them that they have five 
~ore minutes. Aft~r forty minutes announce: 
11 Time is up. Stop work now. Place the answer sheet inside the test booklet.~~ 
Collect materials. .. . 
3. Complet~g page one. 
Aft~l the booklets have been collected the information called for at the 
'ottom of page one should be. filled in by the teacher, as follows. 
-----.. -~. 
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2- Indicate, by checking one bracket on each line, whether the student 
a) asks questions (in class, before class, or after class) about 
current affairs~-often, occasionally, or rarely, or never. 
b) contributes clippings, articles, or other materials about curr~nt 
affairs--often, occasionally, or rarely, or never. 
c) participates in discussions about cur~ent affairs--often, occasion-
ally, or rprely, or noyer. 
3. Indicate, by checking one of the three brackets, whether you consider 
this student to be one possessing great~r than average interest in 
current affairs (~), average interest (for twelfth graders) in current 
affairs (A), or less than average interest (-). 
4. vVhat is his average grade in his most recent social studies course? 
5. (Information originally called for here has been shifted to the answer 
sheet.) 
1.62 
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